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5Abstract
Object classiﬁcation by learning from data is a vast area of statistics and machine learning. Within
classiﬁcation, unlabelled data may be plentiful, allowing a few objects to be chosen for labelling by
an expert. Systematically choosing these few objects can maximise classiﬁer improvement: this is
the problem of active learning (AL). Many heuristic methods coexist with theoretical approaches
making substantial assumptions, leaving a gulf between theory and practice. There is a plethora of
applications demanding better algorithms and understanding.
Experimental studies give a very mixed picture of results, making AL performance rather myste-
rious. To explore this, a large scale empirical study examines performance in detail.
One approach to active learning is to consider the optimal selection behaviour. Deﬁning optimality
by classiﬁer improvement produces a new characterisation of optimal AL behaviour. This optimum
yields theoretical insights and practical algorithms for applications, unifying theory and practice. This
approach is model retraining improvement (MRI), a novel statistical estimation framework for AL.
MRI generates a new guarantee for AL, that an unbiased MRI estimator should outperform random
selection on average.
New statistical AL algorithms are constructed to estimate the MRI optimum, revealing intricate
estimation issues. One new algorithm in particular performs strongly in a large-scale experimental
study, compared to standard AL methods. MRI is entirely general in terms of problems, classiﬁers
and loss functions.
AL shows that classiﬁcation examples are not created equal; this diversity of example quality
implies that systematic selection and modiﬁcation can both improve classiﬁer performance. This idea
is extended to classiﬁcation, where label improbability gives a new deﬁnition of quality (improbability
given the covariates). Handling improbable labels (HIL) deﬁnes actions to modify the training data,
by pruning, relabelling and weighting, to reduce the impact of the improbable labels. Two large
experimental studies establish the effectiveness of HIL algorithms.
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Glossary
K-nn K-nearest neighbours classiﬁer; examples in-
clude 1-nn and 5-nn
AKLD Average Kullback-Leibler divergence
AL Active learning
AUC Area under the ROC curve
Base classiﬁer A single classiﬁer is denoted by θ(). In active
learning, classiﬁers serve several different roles,
distinguished here by superscripts, e.g. θ b() for
the base classiﬁer, e.g. θ p() for the probability
classiﬁer. The base classiﬁer is trained on data
selected by active learning
θ b()
BER Bayes error rate
Cdf Cumulative distribution function
CDT CART decision tree
Dataset A classiﬁcation dataset is a set of examples, with
index set T , e.g. T = {1, . . . ,n}
dT
Ecdf Empirical cumulative distribution function
ELC Empirical learning curve, the classiﬁer loss as it
receives progressively more labelled data
I.i.d. Identically and independently distributed
Improbable label A non-MAP label
LDA Linear discriminant analysis
Glossary 13
LR Logistic regression
MAP Maximum a posteriori
MLE Maximum likelihood estimation
MSE Mean squared error
Pmf Probability mass function
Probability classiﬁer A classiﬁer used in the active learning selection
step, speciﬁcally to estimate class probabilities.
May be identical to the base classiﬁer
θ p()
QBC Query by committee, an active learning method
that selects examples that generate most dis-
agreement amongst a committee of classiﬁers
QDA Quadratic discriminant analysis
RF Random forest
RLR Ridge logistic regression
ROC Receiver operating characteristic
RS Random selection, a benchmark for active learn-
ing; RS selects unlabelled examples randomly
(uniformly) from the unlabelled pool
RV Random variable
SE Shannon entropy, a popular active learning
method, an instance of uncertainty sampling
Selection classiﬁer One or more classiﬁers used in the active learn-
ing selection step. For instance, a set of selection
classiﬁers may be used to assess their prediction
disagreement over an example. May be identical
to the base classiﬁer
θ s()
SVM Support vector machine
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Notation
RVs & sets, capitals Constants lower case
Multivariate, bold Univariate plain
Subscripts, indexing Superscripts for naming
Symbol Description
1:n Integer sequence for n ∈ N+, e.g. 1:n= {1,2, . . . ,n}
T Index set of integer indices, T ∈ N+, e.g. T = {1,9,37}, e.g. T = 1:n
PX
Fully speciﬁed known distribution for RV X : X ∼ PX
e.g. PX = N(0,1)
X Classiﬁcation covariate (in general, multivariate i.e. a vector)
d Number of covariate dimensions: d is the dimension of X
Y Classiﬁcation categorical response (univariate)
k Number of labels for the response Y
c j Label for class j with j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}; the full set of labels is {c j}kj=1
π The true prior distribution of classes, π = {p(c j)}kj=1
PY The distribution of response Y
PX|c j Class-conditional distribution of covariate X given class j
PY |X Conditional distribution of the response
PX,Y Joint distribution of the classiﬁcation problem
dT Training dataset: dT = {xi,yi}i∈T
w Weights over dT , a numeric vector of length |T |, w= {wi}i∈T ,wi ≥ 0
dE Testing dataset
p(x)
Bayes class probability vector, for covariate x:
p(x) = p(Y |x) = {p(c j|x)}kj=1 = {p j}kj=1
pˆ(x)
Estimated class probability vector, for covariate x:
pˆ(x) = pˆ(Y |x) = {pˆ(c j|x)}kj=1 = {pˆ j}kj=1
h(pˆ(x))
Class allocation function: yˆ(x) = h(pˆ(x));
e.g. hmax(pˆ(x)) = cn : n= argmax j(pˆ j)
Continued . . .
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RVs & sets, capitals Constants lower case
Multivariate, bold Univariate plain
Subscripts, indexing Superscripts for naming
Symbol Description
yˆ(x) Allocated label for covariate x: yˆ(x) = h(pˆ(x)) e.g. yˆ(x) = hmax(pˆ(x))
yMAP(x) MAP label for covariate x: yMAP(x) = hmax(p(x))
pMAP(x) Probability of MAP label for x: pMAP(x) = max(p(x)) = pn : cn = yMAP(x)
θ(dT ) Classiﬁer training function, whose argument is a dataset
θˆ Classiﬁer estimated parameters, where θˆ = θ(dT )
φ(θˆ ,x) Classiﬁer probability prediction function: pˆ= φ(θˆ ,x)
θ b(dT ) Base classiﬁer, e.g. logistic regression (see Glossary)
θ p(dT ) Probability classiﬁer (see Glossary)
θ s(dT ) Selection classiﬁer (see Glossary)
{θg}ng=1 Committee of n classiﬁers, e.g. the set {LDA, QDA, 5-nn}
L(θˆ ) Classiﬁer loss function L
R(θ ,n) Classiﬁer risk for a training dataset dT of size n
r∞(θ) The asymptotic classiﬁer risk; e.g. asymptotic error rate r∞e (θ)
rb The risk of the Bayes classiﬁer; e.g. Bayes error rate rbe
dI The initially labelled data in AL, given index set I
xP The unlabelled pool in AL, given index set P
xA The unlabelled examples chosen by AL, where A⊂ P
yA The oracle-provided labels for xA
dA New labelled data from AL and oracle: dA = {xA,yA}
dS Labelled data after AL selection and oracle labelling: dS = dI ∪dA
Qc Statistical target, optimal for individual AL
Bc Statistical target, optimal for batch AL
x∗ A single example, the optimal selection under target Qc
xg A single example, selected by AL method g
L� j Classiﬁer future loss, after retraining on (x,c j): L� j = L(θ(dS∪ (x,c j))
L� Classiﬁer future loss vector, for x: L� = {L� j}kj=1 = {L(θ(dS∪ (x,c j))}kj=1
ZT Index set of improbable labels in dT : ZT = {i ∈ T : yi �= yMAP(xi)}
ZˆT Index set of estimated improbable labels in dT : ZˆT = {i ∈ T : yi �= yˆ(xi)}
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Classiﬁcation is a major ﬁeld of statistics and machine learning. Objects are partitioned (labelled)
into categories such as species, types of disease, or high and low risk. We have training data, from
which to learn a classiﬁer. The goal is to develop a good classiﬁer, which shows good generalisation
performance. There is a vast number of applications, including disease diagnosis, credit risk predic-
tion, intruder detection, malware detection, and many forms of pattern recognition (see [48] and the
ﬁrst chapters of [34, 55, 86]).
In many classiﬁcation applications, unlabelled data is plentiful while labels are expensive, allow-
ing just a small subset of unlabelled examples to be queried for labelling. Active learning (AL) seeks
to intelligently select this subset of unlabelled examples, to most improve classiﬁer performance.
When the subset is chosen, the labels for the subset are provided by an oracle, such as a human ex-
pert. This yields more labelled examples, to improve a base classiﬁer. This is the classic scenario for
active learning, where unlabelled data is abundant, labels are expensive, and we can carefully choose
a few more examples for labelling.
Applications are numerous and widespread, including medical imaging, document categorisation,
digit recognition, speech recognition, drug design and protein engineering [28, 45, 58, 89]. Active
learning is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
AL is a relatively recent topic, some of the ﬁrst papers being [5, 24]. Active learning is under-
employed, being used in many applications, but unused in many more where it could be applied
[83, 91].
One primary reason for this under-employment is a broad gulf between theory and practice, as
described in [63, 79, 83]. There is a provisional body of AL theory, which establishes bounds on
learning rates in theoretical contexts, using some strong assumptions which are difﬁcult to justify in
practice. One such assumption is realisability, the assumption that the optimal classiﬁer belongs to
a known set of classiﬁers (see [63, 98] and Section 2.6). Another assumption is the Tsybakov noise
conditions [52, 73, 98], described in Section 2.6.
By contrast, there is a legion of AL heuristic methods (see Section 2.5 and [90]). These heuris-
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(a) We start with a simple binary problem.
The true labels of all examples are shown,
indicated by colour.
The Bayes decision boundary is green
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(b) Blue and red show the labelled data dI;
grey shows the unlabelled pool;
the estimated boundary from dI is orange
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(c) Active learning selects unlabelled examples,
which are shown enlarged.
Examples nearest the boundary are chosen,
in this case
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(d) The oracle gives new labels for the
selected examples,
which are shown enlarged
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(e) Now there is a larger total set of
labelled data, dS
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(f) Training on dS gives a new classiﬁer;
its boundary is shown in green
Figure 1.1: The stages of active learning. The problem is a simple mix of Gaussians, the optimal
boundary (for error rate) being x = 0. There is a small quantity of initially labelled data dI . A base
classiﬁer is trained on dI , and its decision boundary shown in orange. The AL selection strategy used
is Shannon entropy, described in Section 2.5. This strategy chooses a few unlabelled examples xA
from the pool xP, selecting those closest to the estimated boundary. The oracle then provides labels
yA, producing a new labelled dataset dA = (xA,yA). The ﬁnal result is a new larger set of labelled data,
dS = dI ∪dA. A new classiﬁer is trained on dS, with its boundary shown in green.
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tics can be used directly off-the-shelf in any application. However, these heuristics lack theoretical
support, and their performance appears to be highly variable (sometimes worse than the AL base-
line of random selection). There are no large-scale experimental studies that support these heuristics
(for some medium-scale studies, see [45, 67]). The absence of theoretical support, or large-scale
experimental examination, for these heuristics leaves their performance under heavy suspicion.
1.1 Contributions and Findings
AL performance is currently highly mysterious, with the literature providing a very mixed picture of
results. Some studies show positive results ([19, 22, 23, 95, 97]) while others ﬁnd negative results
([7, 18, 44, 83, 89]). To address this uncertainty, the ﬁrst contribution is a detailed examination of
active learning performance. AL performance is entirely distinct from classiﬁer loss, as described
in Section 3.1. The very mixed picture of results raises certain questions: in what context does AL
work? how much beneﬁt does AL provide?
Both questions require performance metrics for AL; to this end, we review existing metrics and
provide novel metrics. To address both questions, a very large empirical study examines AL perfor-
mance across a large range of contextual factors. These contextual factors include properties of the
classiﬁcation problem, such as covariate dimension, and the degree of class imbalance.
The results of the empirical study show howAL performance varies, as a function of the contextual
factors. This raises a new goal, of modelling AL performance in terms of the contextual AL factors.
Statistical analysis of the results of the empirical study provide a ﬁrst draft of this model, yielding
recommendations for applications.
The second contribution is model retraining improvement (MRI), a novel statistical estimation
framework for active learning. MRI begins by considering the optimal AL selection. Suppose we
knew the true distribution of the classiﬁcation problem: to maximise classiﬁer performance, which
examples should we choose?
MRI deﬁnes the optimal selection as expected performance improvement. This expectation is a
statistical target for algorithms to estimate, both theoretically and for applications. The target shows
a non-uniform distribution over the unlabelled pool, implying a ranking signal. It is precisely this
non-uniformity that enables AL to outperform the natural baseline of random selection.
In a theoretical context, the optimal target is explored in detail. Heuristic AL methods are com-
pared to the optimal behaviour, to determine precisely how they make sub-optimal choices. Exami-
nation of the optimal target yields further insights, such as the unexpected persistence of the ranking
signal when the context is generalised by taking expectations, described in Section 4.8. MRI gives
natural deﬁnitions for AL regret and asymptotic behaviour (consistency), and suggests stopping rules,
in Section 4.9. The MRI target provides a way to handle AL selection bias, elucidated in Section 4.7.
The MRI deﬁnition of optimal behaviour motivates practical algorithms to estimate the statistical
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target. Algorithm construction reveals several statistical choices, ﬁrst in the estimators of probability
and loss, and second in the data usage that determines how multiple quantities are estimated from a
single dataset.
A large experimental study compares the MRI algorithms to benchmark AL methods from the
literature. The results demonstrate good practical performance for MRI estimating algorithms, which
are recommended for AL applications. MRI is fully general over all classiﬁcation problems, classi-
ﬁers and loss functions; it provides a single framework to unify AL theory and practice.
Active learning directly implies that classiﬁcation examples are not all created equal: that some
examples are much better than others. AL highlights this inequality, by showing that systematic se-
lection outperforms random selection, by choosing better examples. In this sense, AL implies a great
variation in example quality. We generalise the notion of example quality from AL to classiﬁcation,
by focussing on improbable labels, described below.
The third contribution is handling improbable labels (HIL), a novel approach to classiﬁcation. HIL
ﬁrst deﬁnes improbable labels as non-MAP labels: given the covariate, the actual label is surprising.
The central idea is that improbable labels hinder classiﬁer estimation. If we modify the training data
to handle the improbably labelled examples, for instance by pruning them, we may improve classiﬁer
performance. Figure 1.2 illustrates HIL in action.
There are several possible actions to take to handle these improbable labels, including pruning,
relabelling and weighting. These three actions modify the training data, giving a modiﬁed HIL clas-
siﬁer. In a theoretical context with a synthetic classiﬁcation problem, we demonstate that all three
actions improve classiﬁer performance across the learning curve.
For practical classiﬁcation applications, we construct HIL algorithms to estimate the set of im-
probable labels. These algorithms enjoy many choices in terms of probability estimation and data
usage. We demonstrate that HIL algorithms improve the performance of several classiﬁers, by two
large experimental studies. The ﬁrst study examines general classiﬁcation problems, while the second
examines credit risk data.
Classiﬁers can be characterised as probability estimators. This allows classiﬁer bias and variance
to be deﬁned entirely generally, without any dependence on speciﬁc models, algorithms or other
details. Given this deﬁnition of classiﬁer variance, we provide a statistical explanation for HIL’s
loss reduction, in terms of classiﬁer variance reduction. Speciﬁcally, HIL algorithms provide loss
reduction whenever they reduce classiﬁer variance.
The above contributions highlight certain themes in this work. First, classiﬁcation examples vary
in quality. This variation in example quality directly implies that systematic selection can improve
classiﬁer performance (while also introducing selection bias). This variation in example quality is
central to both AL and HIL.
Second, a statistical estimation framework provides a uniﬁed approach to theory and practice. The
framework deﬁnes optimal behaviour as statistical targets via expectations. This allows the optimum
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(a) The problem is a binary mix of Gaussians;
the class-conditional contours are shown;
the Bayes decision boundary is green
(b) Blue and red points show the
classes of the training data;
the improbable labels are shown enlarged
(c) An original classiﬁer is ﬁtted
to the training data; its estimated
boundary is shown in orange
(d) The pruning action removes the improbable
labels, yielding a HIL-pruned classiﬁer,
whose estimated boundary is black
(e) The relabelling action overwrites the
improbable labels with MAP labels,
yielding a HIL-relabelled classiﬁer,
whose estimated boundary is purple
(f) The weighting action down-weights the
improbable labels, yielding a
HIL-weighted classiﬁer,
whose estimated boundary is pink
Figure 1.2: Illustration of HIL. Here the problem is a mix of Gaussians, while the base classiﬁer is
logistic regression. An original classiﬁer is ﬁtted to the training data. The pruning action removes
improbable labels from the training data, yielding a HIL-pruned classiﬁer. The relabelling action
overwrites the improbable labels with MAP labels, yielding a HIL-relabelled classiﬁer. The weighting
action down-weights the improbable labels, yielding a HIL-weighted classiﬁer. All three HIL actions
produce better boundaries than the original boundary (i.e. closer to the Bayes boundary).
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selection to be explored and characterised, generating novel insights. The optimum further allows
heuristics to be studied in comparison to the optimum, to see precisely how they under-perform. The
optimum targets motivate practical algorithms for applications.
One vital aspect of the estimation framework is complete generality: the estimation framework is
designed to be entirely general, in terms of classiﬁcation problems, classiﬁers and loss functions. This
generality mandates the use of intensive computational exploration, to explore the space of problems,
classiﬁers and losses, since there are no tractable analytic methods (that we know of) to calculate
losses or probabilities in the general case. This research required intensive computation on two clus-
ters, using roughly a year and a half of compute time.
Third, the detailed analysis of AL and HIL reveals several statistical issues. The bias and variance
of estimators is examined and compared (for instance in Sections 4.5 and 5.3.4). There are several
different kinds of bias: estimator bias (see Sections 4.5 and 2.2.2), probability estimator bias with
respect to the Bayes classiﬁer (see Sections 4.5 and 5.3.4), data selection bias (see Sections 4.7 and
5.7), and bias arising from using the same data to estimate multiple quantities (see Sections 4.5 and
5.5). Given a single dataset to estimate multiple quantities, there are various choices in how to use
that data, sometimes leading to a bias-variance tradeoff; these choices of data usage are explored in
detail (see Sections 4.5 and 5.5).
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
• Chapter 2 presents background material, primarily in classiﬁcation and active learning. Section
2.5 provides a detailed review of AL methods from the literature. The current state of AL theory
is described in Section 2.6. We further examine practical issues for AL applications in Section
2.8.
• Chapter 3 provides a detailed examination of AL performance. The complexity of AL perfor-
mance is examined in Section 3.1. Existing metrics to quantify AL performance are reviewed
in Section 3.2. Novel AL metrics are motivated and deﬁned in Section 3.3. A large empirical
study explores AL performance over a wide range of classiﬁcation problems, classiﬁers, and
AL methods, in Section 3.4. The results of this study are analysed to model AL performance
in terms of contextual factors, and provide recommendations for applications, in Sections 3.8.1
and 3.8.2.
• Chapter 4 presents MRI, a novel statistical estimation framework for AL. This begins by deﬁn-
ing optimal AL selection behaviour precisely, in Section 4.1. Exploration of these targets gen-
erates new insights for AL, described in Sections 4.2, 4.9, and 4.8. An analytic argument
that unbiased MRI estimators should outperform random selection is presented in Section 4.4.
The target motivates new estimation algorithms under the framework, provided in Section 4.5.
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These new algorithms show strong performance in a large experimental study in Section 4.6.
• Chapter 5 presents a new approach to classiﬁcation, by handling improbable labels. Improb-
able labels are deﬁned in Section 5.1, with actions to handle those labels by modifying the
training data. Section 5.4 demonstrates performance improvement across the learning curve
for a synthetic problem. Practical algorithms are deﬁned in Section 5.5, and their effectiveness
demonstrated in two experimental studies in Sections 5.6 and 5.7.
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Chapter 2
Background
This section presents prerequisite material for later chapters. Classiﬁcation itself is described in Sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2, after which we delve deeper into active learning in Sections 2.3 through to 2.8.
Finally we brieﬂy discuss some statistical tests and the bootstrap in Sections 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11.
2.1 Classiﬁcation
Consider a categorical response variable Y , modelled as a function of the covariates X. For the
response Y there are k classes with class labels {c1,c2, ...,ck}. Each classiﬁcation example is denoted
(x,y), where x is a d-dimensional covariate vector and y is a class label.
The Bayes classiﬁer is an idealisation based on the true distributions of the classes, thereby pro-
ducing optimal probability estimates, and class allocations given a loss function. Given a covariate
vector x, the Bayes classiﬁer outputs the class probability vector of Y |x denoted p= (p j)k1. The most
probable class for covariate x is simply the largest probability in p, this being the maximum a poste-
riori label, known as the MAP label: yMAP(x) = cn : n = argmax j(pˆ j). (Allocating this MAP label
minimises the error rate, as described below).
The Bayes classiﬁer produces class probability estimates p = {p(c j|x)}kj=1 via Bayes rule, from
the class-conditional distributions {p(x|c j)}kj=1 and the prior π = {p(c j)}kj=1, as follows:
p(c j|x) = p(x|c j)p(c j)p(x) =
p(x|c j)p(c j)
∑ki=1 p(x|ci)p(ci)
(2.1)
A probabilistic classiﬁer estimates the class probability vector as pˆ = (pˆ j)k1, and allocates x to
class yˆ using decision theoretic arguments, often using a threshold. This allocation function is denoted
h: yˆ = h(pˆ). For instance, to minimise misclassiﬁcation error, the most probable class is allocated:
yˆ= h(pˆ) = cn : n= argmax j(pˆ j).
A slightly non-standard notation is required to support this work, which stresses the dependence
of the classiﬁer on the training data, as in [14]. A dataset is a set of examples, denoted d= {xi,yi}ni=1,
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where i indexes the example. This indexing notation will be useful later. A dataset d may be subdi-
vided into training data dT and test data dE . This dataset division may be represented by index sets,
for instance, T ∪E = {1, ...,n}, showing the data division into training and test subsets.
The objective of classiﬁcation is to learn an allocation rule with good generalisation properties.
A classiﬁer is trained using data dT , and its performance is then assessed, ideally using separate test
data dE (that the classifer is not trained on). The goal is for the classiﬁer to generalise, or learn, the
true relationship between the response Y and the covariate X, so that it makes good predictions on
future, unseen data.
First consider a parametric classiﬁer, for instance linear discriminant analysis or logistic regression
[11, Chapter 4]. A parametric classiﬁer has estimated parameters θˆ , which can be regarded as a
ﬁxed length vector (ﬁxed given d and k). These parameters are estimated by model ﬁtting, using
the training data: θˆ = θ(dT ), where θ() is the model ﬁtting function. This notation is intended to
emphasise the dependence of the estimated parameters θˆ on the training data dT . For instance, for
logistic regression, the estimated parameters θˆ would be the vector of regression coefﬁcients, βˆ as
ﬁtted by MLE, see [89].
Second, this notation will be slightly abused to extend to non-parametric classiﬁers. The complex-
ity of non-parametric classiﬁers may increase with the sample size, hence they cannot be represented
by a ﬁxed length object. In this case θˆ becomes a variable-length object containing the classiﬁer’s in-
ternal data (for instance the nodes of a decision tree, or the stored examples of K-nearest-neighbours).
While the contents and meaning of θˆ would be very different, the classiﬁer’s functional roles
are identical: model training produces θˆ , which is used to predict class probabilities. This proba-
bility prediction is denoted pˆ(x) = φ(θˆ ,x). These predictions are in turn used to assess classiﬁer
performance.
Various speciﬁc classiﬁers are used in the experiments of this thesis in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. These
classiﬁers and their implementations are described in Appendix B. Generative classiﬁers produce
probability predictions by directly estimating the class-conditional distributions {p(x|c j)}kj=1 and the
class prior π . Those estimates are combined via Bayes rule to predict probabilities, see Equation 2.1.
In contrast, discriminative classiﬁers directly model the conditional distribution PY |X.
A deterministic classiﬁer has a deterministic training (model ﬁtting) function, e.g. logistic regres-
sion with MLE. For a deterministic classiﬁer, the same training data always yields the same estimated
parameters. This stands in contrast to stochastic classiﬁers such as random forest.
We will often need to distinguish between two contexts in classiﬁcation. First there is the theoreti-
cal context, deﬁned by a synthetic classiﬁcation problem where the distribution PX,Y is known exactly.
This knowledge permits construction of the Bayes classiﬁer, to obtain the Bayes (true) probabilities of
class membership. Further, a synthetic problem allows sampling of large holdout test datasets, giving
very accurate estimates for classiﬁer loss.
Second, there is the very different context of applications and real data, where the distribution PX,Y
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is never known. Here we never know the Bayes probabilities, and instead can only use probability
estimates (such as the estimated probabilities provided by classiﬁers). In the application context, loss
estimation may be difﬁcult if there is little holdout test data. These two contexts are vitally different,
in terms of what is known and what can be estimated, such as classiﬁer loss. Given a very small real
dataset, loss estimation can be very challenging, making it very hard to evaluate or compare classiﬁer
performance. This issue of loss estimation with real data is described further in Section 2.4.2.
2.1.1 Example-Weighted Classiﬁers
There are cases when training examples are handled with different weights by the classiﬁer. For
instance, attempts to adjust for selection bias in the training data often use example weighting (see
2.5.6). Alternatively, if the training examples vary in some kind of quality metric, a classiﬁer can use
weighting to adjust for the example quality (see Chapter 5).
Some classiﬁers can be trained using these weights on the training examples. For instance, con-
sider a parametric classiﬁer whose parameter is estimated by maximum likelihood; this classiﬁer
deﬁnes a likelihood function, and then ﬁnds a solution to maximise this likelihood. Here the likeli-
hood function is a product of the individual density terms for each example, and this function is easily
adjusted by weights to form a weighted likelihood.
For instance, logistic regression forms the following likelihood function as described in [89]:
Lik(β ;d) =
n
∏
i=1
fσ (β xi)yi(1− fσ (β xi))1−yi =
n
∏
i=1,yi=1
fσ (β xi)×
n
∏
i=1,yi=0
(1− fσ (β xi)),
where β is the classiﬁer parameter vector, d is the data of size n, and fσ is here the logistic function
fσ (z) = 11+exp(−z) . This yields the log-likelihood:
ll(β ;d) =
n
∑
i=1,yi=1
log( fσ (β xi))+
n
∑
i=1,yi=0
log(1− fσ (β xi)).
Introducing a weight vector w= {wi}ni=1, with wi > 0, produces the weighted log-likelihood:
wll(β ,w;d) =
n
∑
i=1,yi=1
wi log( fσ (β xi))+
n
∑
i=1,yi=0
wi log(1− fσ (β xi)).
This example-weighting of training examples can be used for many classiﬁers, such as parametric
classiﬁers estimated via MLE, e.g. logistic regression, LDA and QDA. Some non-parametric clas-
siﬁers are also amenable to example weighting, such as K-nn and the decision tree. Notationally,
example-weighted classiﬁer training is denoted by θˆ = θ(dT ,w).
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2.2 Classiﬁcation Loss
To consider classiﬁer performance, ﬁrst assume a ﬁxed training dataset dT . Classiﬁer performance
is assessed by a loss function, for instance error rate, which quantiﬁes the disagreement between the
classiﬁer’s predictions and the truth. The empirical loss for a single example (x,y) is deﬁned via a
loss function g(y, pˆ). Many loss functions focus on the allocated class, such as error rate,
ge(y, pˆ) = �(y �= yˆ) = �(y �= h(pˆ)). (2.2)
Other loss functions focus on the predicted probability, such as log loss [88],
go(pˆ) =−
k
∑
j=1
p(c j|x) log [pˆ(c j|x)]. (2.3)
The estimated probabilities pˆ are highly dependent on the estimated classiﬁer θˆ . To emphasise that
dependence, the empirical loss for a single example is denotedM(θˆ ,x,y) = g(y, pˆ), with pˆ= φ(θˆ ,x)
(where φ is the classiﬁer probability prediction function). For instance, error rate empirical loss is
denoted Me(θˆ ,x,y).
In classiﬁcation, generalisation is a critical quantity. For this reason, empirical loss is generalised
to expected loss, denoted L(θˆ ):
L(θˆ ) = EX,Y [M(θˆ ,X,Y )] = EY |XEX[M(θˆ ,X,Y )].
This expected loss L is deﬁned as an expectation over all possible test data, i.e. over the true distri-
bution PX,Y . Hence this expected loss L captures the generalisation performance. The expected error
rate and log loss are denoted Le and Lo, see Equations 2.2 and 2.3. Hereafter loss will always refer to
the expected loss L.
The loss L(θˆ ) is dependent on the data dT used to train the classiﬁer, emphasised by rewriting
L(θˆ ) as L(θ(dT )) since θˆ = θ(dT ).
The risk of a classiﬁer generalises the loss, by taking the expectation over all training datasets of
a ﬁxed size n:
R(θ ,n) = E{dT :|dT |=n}[L(θ(dT ))].
The risk and loss are also referred to as the unconditional and conditional loss, respectively [14, 99].
For classiﬁcation, several loss functions are widely used in the literature and applications:
• Error rate Le, deﬁned above, which evaluates the class predictions
• Cost or weighted error rate, where errors have unequal importance, being weighted by a cost
matrix [47]
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• AUC [47]
• The H measure [49]
• Brier score Lb, which evaluates the probability predictions [47].
Other domain-speciﬁc loss functions exist, such as bad rate amongst accepts for credit risk (see Sec-
tion 5.7.1). The choice of appropriate loss function for a given classiﬁcation application often depends
on user preferences and properties of the application or domain, e.g. imbalanced priors and imbal-
anced costs.
A probabilistic classiﬁer produces estimated probabilities, which are then transformed into pre-
dicted labels by an allocation function h. For binary classiﬁcation, this transform can simply use a
threshold t: h(pˆ) = c1, pˆ(c1|x)≥ t,otherwise c2. To minimise error rate, t would be 0.5; this is equiv-
alent to selecting the MAP class: h(pˆ) = cn : n = argmax j(pˆ j). A detailed example including class
allocation is given in Section 4.2. The threshold t deﬁnes a decision boundary, a surface which sep-
arates the covariate space into regions, by the classiﬁer’s predicted labels for those regions. Decision
boundaries are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
2.2.1 Empirical Learning Curves
The change in the loss as the number of labelled examples increases is of great methodological inter-
est. For each possible size n of the training data dT , there is a probability distribution over the loss
of the trained classiﬁer. This function is known as the empirical learning curve (ELC), discussed in
[43, 64, 82] and shown in Figure 2.1. To compute the ELC in practice, we estimate the loss distribu-
tions at each value of n by repeated sampling.
The ELC for one scenario is shown in Figure 2.1. This ﬁgure illustrates that classiﬁer loss is
variable for a ﬁxed training dataset of size n, since the loss L depends on the data dT where |dT |= n.
(There is also a small contribution from a large but ﬁnite test dataset). In the ﬁgure, each value n
provides a sample vector of possible losses, shown as an interval in Figure 2.1. This dependency of
classiﬁer loss on the training data will become important later in active learning, see Section 4.1. The
mean value of the loss vector for each value of n is an estimate of the risk R(θ ,n). Section 2.2.3
provides a computational procedure to approximate the endpoint of the ELC.
The asymptotic performance of classiﬁers is often of interest, for instance when considering the
suitability of a classiﬁer to a given problem. This asymptotic performance can be quantiﬁed for any
classiﬁer by the mismatch, deﬁned as the difference between a classiﬁer’s asymptotic risk r∞(θ) and
the risk of the Bayes classiﬁer rb:
Λ(θ) = r∞(θ)− rb,
where Λ(θ) is always non-negative. This provides a fully general metric for the asymptotic perfor-
mance of a given classiﬁer on a given problem. (Mismatch could also be termed risk regret).
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Figure 2.1: Empirical learning curve for a speciﬁc scenario. The vertical scale shows the error rate
loss, and the horizontal scale shows the amount of training data n. For each value of n, many training
datasets are drawn from the problem, each of size n, leading to a sample vector of losses. This vector
of losses is a sample from the distribution of the loss for that value of n, shown via blue boxplots. The
average loss (risk curve) is shown in dark green. Here the problem is a univariate mix of Gaussians
(illustrated in Appendix A.2.1), and the classiﬁer is logistic regression.
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In the classiﬁcation literature, much emphasis is placed on the speed of learning. Many classiﬁers
end up attaining the Bayes risk (or getting close to it) after a large number of labels. This suggests that
when comparing classiﬁers, the speed of learning is important. This higher priority of early learn-
ing is also found in the PAC literature’s focus on classiﬁer convergence speeds [100], and becomes
important later when assessing AL performance (see Section 3.1.1).
2.2.2 Classiﬁcation Loss Estimation
It is often necessary to estimate the loss of a classiﬁer, given only the training data dT . For instance,
loss estimation is required for some active learning approaches, see Section 4.5. When we have only
the training data, the testing data dE must be derived somehow from the given training data dT . This
testing dataset dE is then used to form a simple estimate Lˆ of the true loss L.
For the example of error rate, the generalisation loss Le is estimated by the rate of errors over the
test dataset dE :
Lˆe(θˆ ,dE) = Lˆe(θ(dT ),dE) =
1
ne
ne
∑
i=1
�(yˆi �= yi), (2.4)
where ne = |dE |.
Four well-known loss estimators are described here:-
Lˆi The insample (or re-substitution) loss estimator, denoted Lˆi, simply uses the training data as
a testing dataset [14] (for error rate loss, this estimator is also known as apparent loss and
empirical risk). The very same data is used to train the classiﬁer, and then evaluate the loss.
This loss estimate is often downwardly biased (optimistic) [87]. For instance, the insample loss
estimator for 1-nn will often produce an estimated error rate of zero.
LˆK The K-cross-validation loss estimator, denoted LˆK , is described in [14, 87]. It forms a linear
partition over the data, to form a set of K train-test pairs, where the testing datasets are all
mutually disjoint. Each pair is used to train and then test the classiﬁer, providing one loss
estimate per pair; then the set of loss estimates is averaged to give the overall estimate. The
K-cv loss estimator is known to be slightly upwardly biased (pessimistic), since the classiﬁer is
trained on slightly less data than the full dataset.
LˆMK The MK-cross-validation loss estimator, denoted LˆMK , provides an averaged random-reshufﬂe
version of the K-cv loss estimator. The intuition here is that K-cv loss estimation depends on
the original ordering of dT which is arbitrary; this dependency can be overcome by repeated
reshufﬂing of dT . A new parameter m speciﬁes a number of random reshufﬂes (permutations).
At each reshufﬂe i, a random permutation is drawn and used to reshufﬂe dT to form dT i . The
loss for each reshufﬂed dT i is estimated by the K-cv loss estimator. The estimated losses for
all reshufﬂes are then averaged to form the ﬁnal MK-cv loss estimate. Experimental evidence
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shows that this MK-cv loss estimator often outperforms the K-cv loss estimator in terms of
MSE [87].
Lˆb The 0.632-bootstrap loss estimator, denoted Lˆb, uses bootstrap resampling to estimate loss,
including an intended correction for the insample loss estimator’s bias, where this correction is
based on the bootstrap. It is fully described in [35, 87].
For full discussions of loss estimation see [14, 35, 87].
2.2.3 The Estimation of Classiﬁer Asymptotic Risk
In experiments, we often wish to explore classiﬁer performance over the whole learning curve. For
a real dataset, there is a total amount of data that will be used for training and testing, by division
into disjoint subsets. To make that division, it is helpful to know where the classiﬁer has effectively
stopped learning, and this end point is provided by estimating the asymptotic risk r∞(θ).
Assume the existence of a single labelled dataset dC, which is the complete quantity of labelled
data available, for all training and testing. (This dataset dC would already be available for a real data
problem, or can be sampled for a synthetic problem). Deﬁne the total amount of available data, |C|=
|dC|, and then deﬁne nmax = |C|−1. Consider the estimated risk curve, deﬁned as {Rˆ(θ ,n)}n∈1:nmax .
Such an estimated risk curve is shown in Figure 2.1, as the curve through the sample means.
In outline, the procedure computes the estimated risk curve, then tests for convergence. To calcu-
late the estimated risk curve, the procedure repeatedly evaluates classiﬁer loss, for different training
datasets of a ﬁxed size, and in that sense it somewhat resembles the MK-fold cross-validation loss
estimator (see Section 2.2.2):
• Fix a number of Monte Carlo replicates (say 100)
• For each value of n ∈ 1:nmax
– The value n determines the amount of training data, |dT |= n
– For each Monte Carlo replicate:
∗ draw dT of size n, randomly sub-sampled from dC (without replacement)
∗ the remainder of dC gives a disjoint test dataset dE , where dE = dC \dT . The test data
dE gives an estimate for classiﬁer loss, for this replicate.
– The repeated evaluation yields a sample (vector) of losses, with one loss per replicate
– The average (median) of this vector of losses, at n, provides the estimated risk for n,
namely Rˆ(θ ,n)
• At this point, the estimated risk curve has been computed
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• Finally, test for convergence, to see if the risk values converge to a limit. Deﬁne the risk incre-
ments as [Rˆ(θ ,n+1)− Rˆ(θ ,n)]. When the estimated risk curve converges, the risk increments
converge to zero. Numerical examination can verify that the values of the risk increments be-
come approximately zero.
• If the estimated risk curve has converged, then the value Rˆ(θ ,nmax) is used as an estimate of
r∞(θ). Notationally, we deﬁne rˆmax(θ) = Rˆ(θ ,nmax) for the estimated asymptotic risk, and
nˆmax(θ) = nmax as the number of labels needed to reach that performance level.
For real problems, we have just one source of labelled data, namely dC. The most accurate loss
estimates are obtained by maximising the amount of test data. If we can ﬁnd a smaller proxy value
to nˆmax(θ), this proxy being denoted np, such that the risk at np is close to the ﬁnal risk at nˆmax(θ),
then less data can be used for training, more data is freed up for testing, giving more accurate loss
estimation. For this reason, the procedure has a second step, the search for a proxy np.
To search for a proxy np, take the vector of losses for n= nmax computed earlier, and deﬁne a 95%
empirical quantile interval, Iq(rˆmax). This interval deﬁnes a proximity region around rˆmax(θ). The
proxy np is then given by np = argminn[Rˆ(θ ,n) ∈ Iq(rˆmax)]. If there is a value Rˆ(θ ,np) falling inside
the quantile interval Iq(rˆmax), then np is a good proxy for the end of the curve; the value np can be
used as a proxy for nˆmax(θ), with the value Rˆ(θ ,np) being a proxy for rˆmax(θ). If however none of
the risk values Rˆ(θ ,np) fall inside the quantile interval Iq(rˆmax), then no good proxy was found, and
in this case fall back to the original values rˆmax(θ) and nˆmax(θ).
2.3 Active Learning Overview
The context for AL is an abundance of unlabelled examples, with labelled data either expensive or
scarce. Good introductions to AL are provided by [27, 80, 90]. There is a multitude of applications,
including medical imaging, document categorisation, digit recognition, speech recognition, drug de-
sign and protein engineering [28, 45, 58, 89].
One application area is image classiﬁcation, where the goal is to recognise images of a certain
category, such as ﬁsh, people or buildings. There is a vast amount of unlabelled data available, in the
form of raw images from internet and other media, but good labelled datasets are scarce and harder to
come by, requiring volunteers or paid workers to provide the labels. Since unlabelled data is abundant,
while labelled data is costly and scarce, this is a prime application area for active learning. Another
application area is speech recognition, where the accurate labelling of speech utterances is both very
time intensive and requires trained linguists [103].
An algorithm can select a few unlabelled examples to obtain their labels from an oracle (for
instance a human expert). This provides more labelled data which can be included in the training data,
potentially improving classiﬁer performance. Intuitively some examples may be more informative
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than others, and this diversity implies that systematic example selection should maximise classiﬁer
improvement. Figure 2.2 illustrates the stages of active learning.
In the most common scenario, there is an unlabelled pool of data xP from which examples may
be selected for labelling. This is known as pool-based AL. This pool provides a set of examples for
label querying, and also gives further information on the distribution of the covariates. The pool is
nearly always assumed to be i.i.d. Typically there is also a (relatively small) initial dataset of labelled
examples, denoted dI , typically assumed to be i.i.d. in AL. This work considers the scenario of
pool-based AL; other scenarios are described in Section 2.3.3.
The current classiﬁer is trained only on the initially labelled data dI . An AL method selects
unlabelled data xA from the pool xP for labelling, where xA ⊂ xP. The oracle provides labels yA for
the chosen examples xA, leading to a new set of labelled data dA = (xA,yA). This yields a new total
set of labelled data dS = dI∪dA. Now a retrained classiﬁer is trained on dS, and should improve upon
the current classiﬁer, on average, since it has been trained on more data.
In AL it is common to examine the learning curve (see Section 2.2.1), by repeating the AL se-
lection step many times (iterated AL). At each selection step, there is a distribution over the loss; the
variation in the loss at each step deﬁnes the learning curve for the AL method (see Figure 3.1). Iter-
ated AL allows the exploration of performance over the learning curve, as the amount of labelled data
grows (see Section 2.2.1). This repeated application of AL selection is common in both applications
and experimental studies [37, 45]. In contrast to iterated AL, the AL selection step may occur just
once (single-step AL).
It is important to note that AL creates bias in the labelled data; this selection bias problem is
intrinsic to AL, and occurs with both single-step and iterated AL (see Section 4.7).
At each selection step, an AL method may select a single example from the pool (individual AL)
or several examples at once (batch AL). AL applications are often constrained to use batch AL for
pragmatic reasons, related to computational constraints or to the oracle [90].
The goal of AL is to systematically select unlabelled examples, to improve the performance of a
classiﬁer. This classiﬁer is denoted the base classiﬁer. Other selection classiﬁers may be used in the
selection step, for instance to estimate class probabilities (see Sections 2.5.1 and 4.5).
2.3.1 Deterministic and Stochastic Active Learning
Many AL methods are deterministic: given the same trained base classiﬁer and the same pool, they
will always select the same unlabelled examples. One example is Shannon entropy, described in
Section 2.5.1. All deterministic methods provide a scoring function for examples in the pool, such
as the entropy function of the estimated class probabilities. AL selection occurs by scoring the pool,
giving a ranking, then choosing the best examples; this is selection by scoring then ranking. Stochastic
AL methods form a probability distribution over the pool, and select examples by sampling from that
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(a) We start with a simple binary problem;
the true labels of all examples are shown,
indicated by colour;
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(c) Active learning selects unlabelled examples,
which are shown enlarged; in this case,
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labelled data, dS
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(f) Training on dS gives a new classiﬁer;
its boundary is shown in green
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the various stages of active learning. The classiﬁcation problem PX,Y
is a simple binary problem, a mix of Gaussians, with the optimal boundary (for error rate) being
x = 0. There is a small quantity of initially labelled data dI . A base classiﬁer is trained on dI ,
and its estimated decision boundary shown in orange. The AL selection strategy used is Shannon
entropy, described in Section 2.5. This strategy chooses a few unlabelled examples xA from the pool
xP, selecting those closest to the estimated decision boundary. The oracle then provides labels yA,
producing a new labelled dataset dA = (xA,yA). The ﬁnal result is a new larger set of labelled data,
dS = dI ∪dA. A new classiﬁer is trained on dS, with its boundary shown in green.
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distribution. An example is importance weighted AL (described in Section 2.5.6).
2.3.2 Active Learning Oracle
Much AL research, including this thesis, assumes that the oracle provides labels which are perfect
(without noise), timely (no delayed labels), and cost-insensitive (the cost of obtaining labels is con-
stant, and not taken into account in the selection process).
Some research in active learning considers imperfect oracles which provide noisy labels [79].
The ﬁeld of proactive learning further considers oracles for which labelling costs vary, by forming
joint utility functions over labelling costs and classiﬁer loss [32]. This thesis focusses entirely on
improving classiﬁer loss.
2.3.3 Further Scenarios of Active Learning
So far the pool-based scenario of active learning has been described, which is the context for this
thesis. This section describes a few of the many other scenarios of active learning.
Under pool-based AL there is a large unlabelled pool of examples xP from which AL selects
a small subset for labelling. The pool itself is assumed to be drawn i.i.d. from the true covariate
distribution: xP ∼ PX. By contrast query-generated AL allows a learner to generate its own candidate
queries, in the form of invented covariates [68]. This allows arbitrary exploration of covariate space,
but also runs the risk of breaking the manifold constraint: the invented covariates may not be drawn
from (or valid for) the true covariate distribution PX. This problem is discussed further in [68], where
some generated queries for digit recognition were impossible to categorise.
Online active learning deals with an ongoing data stream. In this scenario the label budget be-
comes a rate rather than a number. This scenario usually imposes severe computational constraints on
AL methods, as the data stream typically grows forever [72], with the time and space often required
to be constant. The space constraint prevents storing all the data, which requires a decision to made,
of querying or not querying, on data that cannot be revisited later.
Streaming active learning takes the online scenario and adds the complication of drift: the true
distribution PX,Y changes over time. Drift is an important problem in classiﬁcation itself [3], and poses
further problems for AL methods, which must try to adapt to the unknown drift. An AL method that
correctly identiﬁes valuable points based on past data may perform very poorly when the distribution
changes [105].
There are further variants of AL dealing with structured outputs (e.g. sequences and trees), active
feature acquisition (querying missing covariates), active class selection (the label is given but the
covariate is queried) and active clustering. These variants are discussed in [90].
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2.3.4 Wider Research Related to Active Learning
Semi-supervised learning uses information from both labelled and unlabelled data [103]. As such
there is signiﬁcant overlap with AL, with some AL methods using semi-supervised techniques [74].
However, semi-supervised learning aims to construct and improve classiﬁers by using the unlabelled
data directly, whereas AL speciﬁcally performs subset selection to gain more labelled data. As such
the two ﬁelds are rather different.
Optimal experimental design (OED) is related to AL. In general terms, OED seeks to optimise
the design of statistical experiments, where optimality is deﬁned by maximising the precision of
estimates, or minimising the quantity of data, or both. OED approaches typically maximise estimator
precision by maximising certain aspects of the Fisher information matrix, as described in [90]. Many
classiﬁers are non-parametric and have no Fisher information, which limits the relevance of OED
to AL in classiﬁcation. However, the AL approach of variance reduction directly adopts ideas from
OED, as described in Section 2.5.
2.4 Active Learning Performance Benchmark and Contexts
Active learning performance is surprisingly complicated, as described fully in Chapter 3. Here we de-
scribe just two aspects which inform the following discussion. The ﬁrst element is random selection,
which provides the natural benchmark of AL. The second aspect is the critical difference between
applications and experiments, which affects all assessment of AL performance.
2.4.1 The Natural Benchmark of Random Selection
Consider random selection (RS) where examples are chosen randomly (uniformly) from the pool. By
contrast, AL methods select some examples in preference to others. Under RS and AL, the classiﬁer
receives exactly the same number of labelled examples; thus RS provides a reasonable benchmark for
AL [37, 45]. RS is used as the primary benchmark for AL performance throughout the AL literature
[79, 88, 90]. In the AL literature, this RS benchmark is sometimes referred to as passive learning.
The subject of AL performance assessment is surprising intricate. Chapter 3 describes some of
these intricacies, deﬁnes existing and new performance metrics for AL, and an empirical study to
examine AL performance in detail.
2.4.2 Active Learning Experiments and Applications
This section describes the critical differences between AL experiments and applications, in order to
clarify methodology, and to emphasise that some quantities, such as classiﬁer loss and AL perfor-
mance, are very difﬁcult to estimate in some situations. AL experiments are further subdivided into
those with real data (and a limited total quantity of labelled data) and those with synthetic data (which
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offer unlimited amounts of labelled data). This gives three contexts: applications, real data experi-
ments and synthetic problem experiments. The differences between these three contexts prove crucial
for evaluating AL performance, a subject investigated fully in Chapter 3.
First we provide a simple experimental procedure that is widely used to evaluate AL performance.
AL experiments typically have the luxury of a large quantity of labelled data, the complete dataset
denoted dC. This is partitioned into three elements: the initially labelled data available to AL methods
dI , a labelled dataset for both pool and oracle denoted dP, and a holdout test dataset dE : dC =
dI ∪dP∪dE , i.e. C = I∪P∪E. The labelled dataset dP is then split into an unlabelled pool xP, and
its labels yP, these latter providing a virtual oracle.
An AL method is presented with dI and xP, before selecting a subset from the pool xA where
A⊂ P. The virtual oracle then provides the labels yA to form a new set of labelled data dA. The total
labelled data available to the base classiﬁer is now dS where S= I∪A. Finally, the classiﬁcation loss
of the retrained classiﬁer can be directly evaluated on the test data dE .
For an experiment with a synthetic classiﬁcation problem, any amount of data is easily sampled,
to generate dC. For a real dataset, dC will be of a ﬁxed, limited size. Iterated AL explores AL
performance over the whole learning curve; to do this properly requires an approximate end to the
curve, where learning has nearly ﬁnished (see Section 2.2.3). To examine the whole curve, the amount
of initially labelled data |I| is typically small (e.g. a function of the number of classiﬁcation classes k).
Further, the ﬁnal amount of labelled data when the entire pool has been labelled, |I|+ |P|, should be
sufﬁcient to get the base classiﬁer close to its estimated asymptotic loss rˆmax(θ) (see Section 2.2.3).
The remainder of the data is all used as test data, to maximise the accuracy of classiﬁer loss estimates.
For an experiment with real data, the partitioning of dC into three components depends on the
estimate nˆmax(θ). For instance, the experimental study in Section 4.6 uses the procedure in Section
2.2.3 to estimate rˆmax(θ) and nˆmax(θ), then uses the value nˆmax(θ) to determine the size of |P| via
|P|= nˆmax(θ)− |I|.
For AL experiments, we can repeat the experiment many times, spending the budget in a different
way each time to explore variation. This freedom allows AL experiments to repeatedly use the same
data to evaluate the performance of many AL methods, and random selection. It also allows the
exploration of any contextual factor, such as the base classiﬁer, loss function, AL method parameters,
and so forth: the experiment can simply be re-run with many different base classiﬁers.
However for AL applications, things are very different and far more restrictive, as described in
[83]. There are two particularly important constraints. The ﬁrst constraint is the total absence of any
holdout test data, which makes loss estimation very challenging. The labelled datasets dI and dS are
typically small, hence any loss estimates obtained from them will be both very inaccurate, and also
biased (since those datasets have already been used in training the base classiﬁer).
The second constraint is a strictly limited label budget. This prevents the freedom to try many
different AL methods, or many different classiﬁers. One option is to subdivide the budget, so that
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two AL methods would receive half the budget each. However this budget subvision is expensive in
terms of labels (each AL method receiving only a fraction of the already-small budget) and somewhat
pointless if performance cannot be evaluated anyway.
The great difﬁculty of evaluating classiﬁer loss (and thereby evaluating AL method performance),
coupled with the small label budget, poses severe difﬁculties in the assessment of AL performance,
as described in Section 3.1.
In summary, AL performance requires three situations to be carefully distinguished: AL applica-
tions, experiments with synthetic data, and experiments with real data. First, AL applications make
classiﬁer loss and AL performance very difﬁcult to estimate, due to severe label scarcity and a single
small budget. Second, AL experiments with real data are always constrained by a ﬁxed total quantity
of labelled data; a small quantity here makes it very hard to assess classiﬁer loss and AL performance.
Finally, loss estimation is straightforward for experiments with synthetic data.
2.5 Active Learning Methods
Here we review the large body of AL methods, some heuristic and some more theoretical. Com-
prehensive reviews are provided by [27, 80, 90]. This review of methods shows different ways of
conceptualising the problem. Section 2.6 surveys the current state of attempts to build a general the-
ory of AL, after which we describe criteria for a statistical theory in Section 2.7 and application issues
in Section 2.8.
2.5.1 Uncertainty Sampling
A popular AL approach is the uncertainty sampling heuristic, where examples are chosen with the
greatest class uncertainty [90, 96]. This approach selects examples of the greatest classiﬁer uncer-
tainty in terms of class membership probability. The most uncertain examples are closest to the
classiﬁer’s decision boundary. To clarify, the uncertainty here is class uncertainty, not parameter
estimation uncertainty.
The intuition is that these uncertain examples will be the most useful for tuning the classiﬁer’s
decision boundary. Example methods include Shannon entropy (SE), least conﬁdence and maximum
uncertainty. For a single unlabelled example x, least conﬁdence is deﬁned as UL(x,θ(dS)) = 1−
pˆ(yˆ|x), where pˆ(yˆ|x) is the classiﬁer’s estimated probability of the allocated class yˆ. Shannon entropy
is deﬁned asUE(x,θ(dS)) = se(pˆ) = ∑kj=1 pˆ j log(pˆ j). The uncertainty sampling approach is popular
and efﬁcient, but lacks theoretical justiﬁcation.
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2.5.2 Exploitation of Pool Information
Another approach to AL is exploitation of pool information, for instance cluster structure in the pool.
Elucidating the cluster structure of the pool could provide valuable insights for example selection.
[27] gives a motivating example: if the pool clusters neatly into n class-pure clusters, where n = k
the number of classes, then n labels could sufﬁce to build an optimal classiﬁer. This very optimistic
example does illustrate the potential gain. Difﬁculties for this approach include the clustering model’s
correctness and the class purity of the clusters. Other AL strategies here include querying points near
cluster centres and boundaries, as being the points most useful to the classiﬁer [72].
AL methods that only use the unlabelled pool are unsupervised AL methods. By contrast, uncer-
tainty sampling AL methods are supervised, as they require an existing trained classiﬁer to estimate
class probabilities, which in turn requires some labelled data. When there is no initial labelled data,
i.e. |dI| = 0, unsupervised methods can already perform systematic example selection, whereas su-
pervised methods would need to begin with random selection to get the ﬁrst few labels.
2.5.3 Minimum or Maximum Margin Hyperplane
Another AL approach focusses speciﬁcally on the SVM classiﬁer, and uses the SVM’s speciﬁc model
to build the AL query strategy. For the SVM classiﬁer, only the training examples that are support
vectors are relevant to the decision boundary, see [25]. This leads to two AL strategies, choosing
unlabelled points with minimum or maximum distances to the decision boundary hyperplane. Typi-
cally the margin of each unlabelled example is calculated, and then used as a distance metric to the
hyperplane, see [97]. This approach is entirely speciﬁc to one speciﬁc classiﬁer, SVM, which limits
its scope for applications and insights.
2.5.4 Density Weighting
Density weighting is a heuristic that can be applied to modify any existing AL method. The idea is
that some AL methods, e.g. Shannon entropy, are prone to querying low-density examples, which
contribute little or even negatively to the retrained classiﬁer. Density weighting seeks to handle these
low-density cases by upweighting the original AL score by the covariate density, raised to a power β ,
thereby downweighting the relative contribution of the low-density examples:
f2(x,θ ,dS) = f1(x,θ ,dS) p(x)β ,
where f1 is the original AL score and f2 is the new density-weighted score.
The density p(x) can be estimated using the pool xP, given some choice of density estimation
method (such as kernel density estimation). In AL, the large size of the pool should ensure reasonably
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accurate estimates for the density p(x). Other work approximates the density p(x) by its average
similarity to the rest of the pool under some distance metric [92].
This heuristic method has gained some popularity in the literature [90, 92]. However density
weighting lacks clear justiﬁcation, and guidance on how to set the control parameter β .
2.5.5 Multi-arm Bandit Approach to AL
The multi-armed bandit (MAB) provides another way to examine AL. Brieﬂy, the MAB is a rein-
forcement learning game, where each arm incurs an unknown reward. Bandit strategies typically seek
to combine exploitation (choosing arms with greatest reward) with exploration (gaining more data to
better estimate the reward payout for each arm), e.g. by using the upper conﬁdence bounds [77].
AL is examined from the MAB perspective in [39], which treats each hypothesis in the version
space as one arm of the MAB. This approach relies on a version space.
Another MAB approach comes from [12], which constructs a different analogy between MAB
and AL: they ﬁrst cluster the pool, then treat each cluster as one arm of the bandit. This method is
naturally sensitive to the choice of clustering method.
There are many ways to cache out analogies between AL and MAB. The bandit arms could be
classiﬁers, hypotheses in the version space, clusters, classes, quantile regions of density, and so forth.
In this sense the MAB approach to AL provides great ﬂexibility.
Some AL approaches also explicitly discuss the exploration-exploitation trade-off in AL [81].
Exploitation uses known information to select the best examples, for instance, by Shannon entropy.
The dangers here are that exploitation concentrates only on a narrow region of covariate space (e.g.
near the estimated decision boundary), and that the known information is both partial and inaccurate
(e.g. the probabilities for Shannon entropy must be estimated with little labelled data). By contrast
exploration seeks to improve the classiﬁer’s model, at the expense of the quality of currently selected
examples, intending to improve the quality of later selected examples. For instance in the MAB, ex-
ploration might spend some time uniformly sampling each arm in turn; this would suffer low average
reward, but yield better precision for the reward on each arm, so that post-exploration choices would
be better informed.
2.5.6 Version Space Search
Version space search (VSS) is a theoretical approach to AL, where the version space is the set of
hypotheses (classiﬁers) that are consistent with the data [27, 76]. Under VSS, learning is interpreted
as a search through the version space for the optimal hypothesis. The central idea is that AL can
search this version space more efﬁciently than RS.
A motivating example of version space search is presented in [27], where AL methods perform a
binary search, in contrast to the brute force search of random selection. In this binary search scenario,
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AL achieves an exponential reduction in label complexity, which is the number of labelled examples
needed to reach a given performance level (see Section 3.1.2).
VSS has a difﬁculty with non-MAP labels, since those labels in the training data might exclude
the correct hypothesis, and as such VSS appears intolerant to noisy labels. Non-MAP labels would
even exclude the Bayes classiﬁer from the version space, for any problem with a non-zero Bayes
error rate. In the AL literature, non-MAP labels are sometimes referred to as noisy labels, e.g. [51],
though this description is questionable, since for any problem with a Bayes error rate above zero will
often produce i.i.d. data containing non-MAP labels. These labels are not noisy or corrupted, they
are simply i.i.d. non-MAP labels, and entirely to be expected in classiﬁcation.
Some theoretical AL research places assumptions on the behaviour of class posterior probabilities,
in order to constrain the so-called noisy labels, such as the Tsybakov noise conditions assumed by [51,
52]. These Tsybakov noise conditions place restrictions on the behaviour of the Bayes probabilities in
the vicinity of the decision boundary; they are deﬁned in [98] (see Equation 12 on page 146 of [98],
and assumptions A1 to A4 in the same paper). While these assumptions make certain theoretical
approaches mathematically tractable, they may reduce the validity of the resulting theory for real
classiﬁcation data.
A second assumption often made in conjunction with version space search is realisability: the
assumption that the optimal classiﬁer belongs to a known set of classiﬁers (see [38, 63, 73, 98]. This
assumption appears quite strong in practice: for a classiﬁcation problem with real data, e.g. any
classiﬁcation application, the true distribution PX,Y is always unknown, which makes the realisability
assumption both completely untestable, and quite likely untrue.
Difﬁculties for version space search include non-MAP labels, realisability, and avoiding explicit
representation of the version space (which is typically very large). The version space can grow expo-
nentially with the size of the labelled data, as shown in [56]. Further, it is unclear that version space
search can even be applied to stochastic classiﬁers such as random forest.
Query by Committee
Query by committee (QBC) is a heuristic approximation to version space search [93], where the
version space is approximated by a committee of classiﬁers. Typically this committee is relatively
small and chosen for diversity. The intution is that the most useful examples will elicit maximum
disagreement among the committee.
First a committee of classiﬁers is trained on the labelled data. QBC then selects the unlabelled
examples where the committee’s predictions disagree the most. There are several ways to quantify
this prediction disagreement, e.g. by focussing on predicted classes, such as vote entropy, or by
examining predicted class probabilities, such as average Kullback-Leibler divergence (AKLD) [80].
These widely used versions of QBC are denoted QbcV and QbcA, and described below.
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The vote entropy disagreement metric selects unlabelled examples which maximise the uncer-
tainty of the committee’s average class allocation. Given a trained classiﬁer committee {θˆ g}ng=1, the
class prediction of classiﬁer θˆ g for covariate x is denoted yˆg. The class prediction frequencies for
each class, taken over the committee, provide a committee frequency vector f= { f j} j∈1:k, where
f j =
1
n
n
∑
g=1
�(yˆg=c j),
i.e. f j is the fraction of committee members that predict class c j for covariate x. This committee
frequency vector f is a pmf over the k classes, and the vote entropy disagreement metric ﬁnally takes
the Shannon entropy se(f), as the ﬁnal value quantifying the committee disagreement about covariate
x.
The AKLD disagreement metric selects unlabelled examples which maximise the average differ-
ence between the committee-averaged probability vector and each committee member’s probability
vector. The committee-averaged probability vector is simply deﬁned as
pˆµ =
1
n
n
∑
g=1
pˆg,
where pˆg denotes the estimated class probability vector of classiﬁer θˆ g for covariate x. This committee-
averaged probability vector pˆµ is used as a proxy for the true class probability vector p. The AKLD
disagreement for covariate x is then deﬁned as
n
∑
g=1
KLD(pˆµ , pˆg),
where the function “KLD" calculates the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true distribution
(ﬁrst parameter) and the candidate distribution (second parameter).
A critical choice for QBC is the classiﬁer committee, which lacks theoretical guidance. (In prac-
tice this committee is often chosen for diversity and computational efﬁciency). In this sense version
space search leaves the optimal AL selection unspeciﬁed.
Importance Weighted AL
Importance weighting is a classic statistical method to handle selection bias, where the example cho-
sen is weighted by the inversion of the selection probability [60]. This assigns the weight wi = 1pSi
to
the example with index i, where pSi is the probability of example index i being selected.
Importance weighted AL (IWAL) ﬁrst provides a stochastic AL method (based on VSS), and sec-
ondly seeks to handle the AL selection bias by importance-weighting the examples by their selection
probabilities [10].
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Given a stochastic AL method which produces the probability of selection pi for each example xi
in the pool, these probabilities can be used to weight the examples that are selected for labelling. This
downweights the examples which are more likely to be selected, thereby modulating the selection
bias. Various options for the stochastic AL method, based on VSS, are described in [10].
Problems for IWAL include its dependence on the troublesome notion of version space, and the
requirement of a stochastic AL method for the importance-weighting step.
2.5.7 Expected Model Change
A further theoretical approach is Expected Model Change (EMC). The idea is that the most useful
points will produce the greatest change in the classiﬁer. Since the label of example x is unknown, we
take the expectation of model change over the unknown label Y |x:
EMC(x,θ ,dS) = EY |x[ϒ(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))] =
k
∑
j=1
p jϒ(θ(dS∪ (x,c j)),
where ϒ is a metric of model change, between the retrained classiﬁer θ(dS∪ (x,c j)) and the current
classiﬁer θ(dS). The unknown probability vector p is estimated by pˆ, usually by the base classiﬁer.
EMC is critically dependent on the speciﬁc deﬁnition of model change, i.e. the choice of distance
metric in classiﬁer space. This model change metric is typically deﬁned by a parametric classiﬁer’s
parameters, or by the classiﬁer’s optimisation function [90]. For a parametric classiﬁer, this model
change could be the Euclidean distance between the two estimated parameter vectors. However, this is
not a good metric for parametric classiﬁers: the different elements are probably not all equally impor-
tant, hence the Euclidean distance between two raw parameter vectors (for two classiﬁer parameters)
are probably poor indicators of parameter dissimilarity.
For these metrics of model change, EMC will depend heavily on the choice and details of the base
classiﬁer. Further, EMC will be inapplicable for all non-parametric classiﬁers. However, character-
ising classiﬁers as probability estimators (as in Section 5.3.4), can provide classiﬁer-agnostic model
change metrics, where model change can be quantiﬁed by the change in estimated probability map
over covariate space.
2.5.8 Variance Reduction
Another theoretical approach is Variance Reduction (VR), described by [89]. This approach takes a
theoretical decomposition of classiﬁer loss from [41], claims that the only term in the decomposition
which the classiﬁer can affect is the variance, and then argues that successful AL methods should
focus on reducing the classiﬁer’s variance.
It is then natural to consider how an AL method can achieve variance reduction. The method used
to reduce that variance is typically dependent on the classiﬁer used; for instance, [89] demonstrate this
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VR approach with logistic regression (a parametric classiﬁer with an explicit likelihood given in Sec-
tion 2.1.1). The Cramer-Rao inequality shows that the inverse of the Fisher information sets a lower
bound on the variance; hence one variance reduction strategy is to maximise the Fisher information.
For a one-dimensional model, the Fisher information is a single scalar value, and hence straight-
forward to maximise. However, when the model parameters are d-dimensional, the Fisher information
is a d×d matrix, and there are many possible maximisations. (The ﬁeld of optimal experimental de-
sign provides examples of such maximisations; they include minimising the trace, the determinant,
and the maximum eigenvalue of the inverse information matrix, giving rise to A, D and E optimality
[90]).
As with EMC, the variance reduction for a given covariate x is formed as an expectation over the
unknown label Y |x:
VR(x,θ ,dS) = EY |x[Φ(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))] =
k
∑
j=1
p jΦ(θ(dS∪ (x,c j)),
where Φ is the variance reduction of the retrained classiﬁer θ(dS ∪ (x,c j)) compared to the current
classiﬁer θ(dS). Again the unknown probability vector p is estimated by pˆ, usually by the base
classiﬁer.
There are some notable problems for the VR approach: ﬁrst, the loss decomposition from [41]
applies to regression, not to classiﬁcation. Second, this loss decomposition is limited to just one loss
function, squared estimation loss. Third, variance reduction relies on the Fisher information which in
turn assumes an explicit likelihood from the classiﬁer, and this assumption fails for non-parametric
classiﬁers such as SVM and random forest. However, treating classiﬁers as probability estimators can
provide classiﬁer-agnostic deﬁnitions of model variance, by forming the variance of the estimated
probability map over covariate space (see Section 5.3.4).
2.5.9 Expected Error Reduction
Another theoretical approach, notionally close to our MRI contribution in Chapter 4, is expected
error reduction (EER), introduced in [88]. This approach minimises the loss of the retrained classiﬁer
(which is the loss of the classiﬁer which has been retrained on the selected example). Roy and
McCallum consider two loss functions, error rate and log loss, to construct two quantities, which are
referred to here as expected future error (EFE) and expected future log loss (EFLL). Those authors
focus on methods to estimate EFE and EFLL, before examining the experimental performance of their
estimators.
Given a classiﬁer ﬁtting function θ , labelled data dS and a single unlabelled example x, EFE is
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deﬁned as
EFE(x,θ ,dS) =−EY |x[Le(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))] =−
k
∑
j=1
p j Le(θ(dS∪ (x,c j)),
where Le is error rate (see Section 2.2). EFLL is deﬁned similarly to EFE, with log loss Lo replacing
error rate Le. Both of these quantities average over the unobserved label Y |x.
Roy and McCallum deﬁne an algorithm to calculate EFE, denoted EfeLc, which approximates the
loss using the unlabelled pool for efﬁciency. Speciﬁcally it approximates error rate Le by the total
least conﬁdence over the entire pool:
Le(θ(dS))≈ LˆX−LC(θ(dS),xP) = ∑
xi∈xP
UL(xi,θ(dS)), (2.5)
where xP are the unlabelled examples in the pool. The uncertainty functionUL is intended to capture
the class uncertainty of an unlabelled example; UL is deﬁned in Section 2.5.1. Equation 2.5 deﬁnes
the loss estimator LˆX−LC, which is unsupervised since it estimates loss from the pool xP rather from
the labelled data dS. This stands in contrast to supervised loss estimators such as Lˆi deﬁned in Section
2.2.2.
Roy and McCallum propose the following approximation for the value of EFE by calculating
f3(x,θ ,dS) =−
k
∑
j=1
�
pˆ j ∑
xi∈xP
UL(xi,θ(dS∪ (xi,c j)))
�
=−
k
∑
j=1
�
pˆ j ∑
xi∈xP
(1− pˆ(yˆi|xi))
�
. (2.6)
Here pˆ j is the current classiﬁer’s estimate of the class probability for class j, while yˆi is the predicted
label for xi after a training update with the example (x,c j).
Note that EfeLc uses probabilities estimates from the retrained classiﬁer (when estimating loss),
whereas uncertainty sampling estimates probabilities using the current classiﬁer.
The approximation of Le in Equation 2.5, by the total least conﬁdence over the pool, is potentially
problematic. It is easy to construct cases (for instance an extreme outlier) where a labelled example
would reduce a classiﬁer’s uncertainty, but also increase the overall error; such examples call into
question the approximation of error by uncertainty. In the absence of further assumptions or motiva-
tion, it is hard to anticipate the statistical properties of f3 in Equation 2.6 as an estimator. Further,
EfeLc uses the same data to train the classiﬁer and to estimate the class probabilities, thereby risking
bias in the estimator (an issue explored further in Section 4.5).
The error reduction approach is similar in spirit to MRI in Chapter 4, since the optimal example
selection is ﬁrst considered, and then speciﬁed in terms of classiﬁer loss. In that sense, the quantity
EFE is a valuable precursor to model retraining improvement, which is deﬁned later in Equation
4.1. However EFE omits the loss of the current classiﬁer, which proves important when examining
improvement (see Section 4.1). Further, EFE is only deﬁned for individual AL, while MRI deﬁnes
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targets for both batch and individual AL.
The estimation of a statistical quantity, consisting of multiple components, raises several statisti-
cal choices, in terms of component estimators and how to use the data. These choices are described
and explored in Section 4.5, whereas Roy and McCallum omit these choices, providing just a single
algorithmic approach. In that sense, Roy and McCallum do not use EFE to construct an estimation
framework for algorithms. Nor do Roy and McCallum use EFE to examine optimal AL behaviour,
or compare it to the behaviour of known AL methods; Section 4.2 provides such an examination and
comparison using MRI. Finally, the EFE algorithms do not show strong performance in the experi-
mental results of Section 4.6.
[104] also consider an approach to EER, which is constrained to one speciﬁc base classiﬁer,
namely Gaussian random ﬁelds with semi-supervised learning. This speciﬁc base classiﬁer permits
efﬁcient estimation of the loss of the retrained classiﬁer, and also a efﬁcient retraining procedure.
As such the approach of [104] is an efﬁcient implementation of EER, restricted to one particular
classiﬁer.
[19] offer a different take on EER: they claim that a naive EER algorithm performs poorly, then
attribute this poor performance to poor probability estimates, saying that traditional EER approaches
consider neither the variance nor the reliability of the probability estimates. To improve the quality
of probability estimates, they employ a Parzen window classiﬁer, which can use both the labelled and
unlabelled data, together with several versions of a form of regularisation, wherein more uncertain
probability estimates are pushed closer to a uniform distribution. [19] reports that these modiﬁcations
improve the performance of their EER algorithms. This approach also seems speciﬁcally tailored to
a particular classiﬁer.
[79] also present a version of an EER algorithm, where the loss of the retrained classiﬁer is esti-
mated by cross-validation, and the class probabilities are estimated by averaging the label predictions
over many bootstrap resamples of dS. This unusual form of probability estimation has one clear
advantage: it generates probability estimates from non-probabilistic classiﬁers such as SVM.
Another recent paper uses local estimation of EER, for a large gain in computational efﬁciency
[66]. The idea is that for some classiﬁers, the expected error reduction can be calculated very efﬁ-
ciently, by only considering changes to the local neighbourhood of the single AL-selected example.
The local estimation is justiﬁed by a smoothness assumption, namely that neighbouring positions in
covariate space have similar posterior probabilities. However, the author candidly admits that this
approach places a strong assumption on the base classiﬁer. They have decent experimental results
when using a decision tree or parzen window classiﬁer, but are unclear whether the approach will
extend to logistic regression (for instance), where every new training example has an effect on the
entire estimated classiﬁer parameter, and thereby on the entire covariate space.
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2.5.10 Summary of Active Learning Methods
This section has shown a brief review of the AL methods from the literature. There is a great variety
of approaches, many of them heuristic. Further, many approaches depend explicitly on the detailed
mechanics of the base classiﬁer (such as EMC and VR), thereby failing to apply to some types of
classiﬁer, and also requiring re-implementation for each newly invented classiﬁer. Other approaches,
such as VSS and VR, depend on a particular loss function.
Crucially, the four theoretical approaches (VSS, EMC, VR, EER) do not even agree on a common
foundation. VSS requires the problematic notion of version space, and conceptualises learning as
a competition between search algorithms, which search hypotheses within that space. By contrast
EER assumes only the existence of a well-deﬁned loss function, and possibility of estimating class
probabilities and losses. It seems that no umbrella framework can unify these two approaches, which
makes comparisons complicated.
2.6 Provisional Active Learning Theory
This section describes the provisional state of AL theory, which mainly focusses on ﬁnding bounds
on AL performance. Most work has focussed speciﬁcally on error rate loss, and the label complexity
metric (deﬁned in Sections 2.2 and 3.2.2). This section provides a brief review; longer discussions
are given by [61, 90].
Initial work focussed on toy examples, for instance proving that for speciﬁc classiﬁcation con-
texts, AL can achieve an exponential reduction in label complexity over RS [27]. Further work by
[38] established exponential label complexity for the QBC algorithm, under the assumptions that the
classiﬁcation problem concept is deterministic and noiseless. Other work focusses on label complex-
ity bounds in speciﬁc contexts [26, 30]. [10] uses speciﬁc contexts to prove certain label complexity
guarantees, and to prove AL consistency: namely that the AL method asymptotically produces the
optimal classiﬁer. Given that AL becomes pointless asymptotically, as described further in Section
3.1, the utility of such guarantees (of asymptotic performance) are debatable.
Many of these initial theoretical results have made the realisability assumption, described in Sec-
tion 2.5.6; this assumption is hardly ever justiﬁed in practice [63]. Later work moved on to agnostic
AL, where this assumption is discarded, e.g. [6, 29, 51], who establish bounds on label complexity for
speciﬁc contexts. However much of this later work further depends on further assumptions, including
the Tysbakov noise conditions (see Section 2.5.6), binary problems, error rate as the loss function,
and a given version space (the difﬁculties of version space search are described in Section 2.5.6).
More recent research attempts to address these shortcomings, for instance [10, 28, 61]. Much of
this work seeks to extend disagreement-based AL (e.g. QBC) with importance-weighting (IWAL).
Very recently [20] develop bounds on label complexity for AL using parametric classiﬁers estimated
by maximum likelihood, under the assumption that the data is generated by the model class of the
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classiﬁer.
The provisional AL theory to date suffers from several restrictions:
• version space search (see Section 2.5.6), often combined with a realisability assumption
• conditions on non-MAP labels or on label noise, e.g. the assumption of perfect separability, or
the Tsybakov noise conditions [98]
• performance bounds assume one speciﬁc loss function, error rate
• performance bounds assume one speciﬁc AL metric, label complexity (deﬁned in Section 3.2.2)
which is problematic since label complexity fails to reﬂect the priority of early learning (de-
scribed in Section 3.1.1)
As such the provisional AL theory leaves a major gulf between theory and practice.
2.7 Criteria for a Theory of Active Learning
Sections 2.5 and 2.6 describe many AL approaches. Considering these approaches as a large and
varied set suggests certain criteria for a statistical theory of AL:
• Problem-agnostic: handle all classiﬁcation problems (including non-separable problems, and
problems with arbitrarily complicated distributions)
• Classiﬁer-agnostic: handle all classiﬁers, including those not yet invented (ideally, without the
need to access or modify classiﬁer internals)
• Loss-agnostic: handle all loss functions (including those not yet invented)
• Handle both individual and batch AL
• Provide a statistical estimation framework for AL: deﬁne optimal behaviour as a statistical
target for estimation, to motivate a variety of algorithms
• Generate further insights for AL
These criteria are addressed by the MRI estimation framework in Chapter 4.
2.8 Practical Issues for Active Learning Applications
There are several important issues for AL applications (as distinct from classiﬁcation). First, the lack
of holdout test data makes it very difﬁcult to evaluate classiﬁer loss, or AL performance, as described
in Section 2.4.2 and Chapter 3. This ﬁrst problem leads to a second: in an application, we cannot
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explore different choices, such as the choice of AL method, classiﬁer, or any other control parameter
(see [83]). Third, AL performance is highly uncertain: there is a general lack of understanding of
where AL works, since the AL literature gives a very mixed picture of results, as described in Chapter
3.
Computation is critical for many applications: the pool is often gigantic, and many AL meth-
ods are highly compute-intensive. Randomly pool sub-sampling is a popular method for reducing
the pool to a manageable size [88, 90], justiﬁed analytically in Appendix C.4. There are numerous
optimisations targeting speciﬁc AL methods and classiﬁers, see [88].
2.8.1 Software Packages for Active Learning
These software packages provide common AL methods and experimentation:
• the Java Class Library for Active Learning, see http://jclal.sourceforge.net
• DUALIST, an active learning tool for text processing soliciting feedback on both instances and
features, with a web-based user interface in Java, see https://github.com/burrsettles/dualist
• Vowpal Wabbit, a C++ library focused on large-scale and online machine learning, which in-
cludes selective sampling algorithms, see https://github.com/JohnLangford/vowpal_wabbit/wiki
• Curious Snake, an AL library for Python, see https://github.com/bwallace/curious_snake/wiki
2.9 The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test
The Wilcoxon signed rank test is a standard non-parametric statistical test described in [59, 101]. It
is often useful when comparing the losses of two classiﬁers. For instance, given a set of training
datasets drawn i.i.d. from a given problem, two classiﬁers may be trained then evaluated, for each
training dataset. This produces two loss vectors, one per classiﬁer. These two loss vectors may then
be compared by the Wilcoxon test, to determine if one classiﬁer generally achieves lower loss than
another.
Here we follow the recommendations of [31] in using the Wilcox signed rank test to compare
two methods in terms of their losses. To simplify the advice in [31]: when comparing two learning
methods, the Wilcox signed rank test is more appropriate conceptually than the t-test, since the t-test
relies on loss vector distributions being approximately Gaussian.
2.10 The Friedman and Nemenyi Tests
The Friedman test is a non-parametric test designed to ﬁnd statistically signiﬁcant differences between
sets of treatment scores, where the scores are derived from a set of treatments applied to a common
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set of problems. It is commonly applied to performance scores of different treatments on the same set
of problems. The Friedman test deﬁnes a test statistic by comparing the ranks of the treatments, see
the detailed description in [31].
For instance, the problems might be patients, the treatments might be drugs designed to cure a
disease, and the scores might be assessments of motor function; here the Friedman test would assess
whether the different drug treatments had signiﬁcantly different outcomes in terms of motor function
scores.
Alternatively the treatments might be a set of regression models, applied to a set of regression
problems, with performance scores provided by a loss function such as squared error. Here the Fried-
man test would assess whether the different regression models performed signiﬁcantly better or worse
than each other, in terms of the speciﬁc loss function.
This thesis follows the recommendations of [31] in using the Friedman test to compare multiple
treatments, when analysing the results of the experimental study of chapter 3. The recommendations
of [31] are simpliﬁed thus: when comparing multiple treatments, the Friedman test is preferred to
ANOVA because it makes fewer assumptions than ANOVA.
The Friedman test is designed to test the null hypothesis, namely that the treatments have the
same performance. Where the Friedman test shows that signiﬁcant differences do exist between the
treatment scores, the test does not tell us which treatments are better or worse. For this reason, the
Nemenyi test is applied as a post-hoc test, to determine which treatments had higher scores than other
treatments [31]. Thus we use the two tests together, ﬁrst to establish if signiﬁcant differences exist,
and second to establish which treatments are better. The Nemenyi test deﬁnes a test statistic from the
average ranks of the treatments’ performance scores; the test details are given in [31], which likens
the Nemenyi test to the Tukey test for ANOVA.
2.11 The Bootstrap
The bootstrap is a powerful non-parametric resampling method, sometimes described as a continuous
version of cross-validation [36]. It provides estimation of the uncertainty of estimators. In some
contexts it can also provide a better overall estimator, such as the random forest classiﬁer [16], and in
loss estimation [36].
Given an original dataset d, the bootstrap forms n resampled replicates of d, by repeatedly sam-
pling with replacement from d. These replicates are denoted {di}ni=1. Each replicate di is an inde-
pendent draw from the ecdf of d [36, Chapter 6]. The set of replicates can then be used to estimate
the variance of an estimator, e.g. the variance of the sample mean. While powerful, this method is
somewhat computationally expensive.
The idea is that the bootstrapped replicates provide a proxy for the true population P from which
d is drawn. The theory behind the bootstrap guarantees that for a large class of estimators and sufﬁ-
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ciently large n, we can use {di}ni=1 as a consistent approximation of P.
2.12 Background Conclusion
These discussions of classiﬁcation and active learning serve as foundations for the core research of
the thesis in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. We now motivate and conduct a detailed examination of active
learning performance in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Examination of Active Learning Performance
The active learning literature provides numerous methods, both heuristic and theoretical, described
in Chapter 2. The theoretical methods require certain assumptions which appear implausible for
applications, such as realisability and the Tsybakov noise conditions [63, 79]. These assumptions are
described in Section 2.5.6 and [52, 98]. When we consider the heuristic methods, such as Shannon
entropy and QBC, their performance appears to be highly variable, sometimes worse than the natural
AL baseline of random selection [45, 67]). Without theoretical guarantees, or large-scale experimental
support for these heuristics, their performance is heavily suspect.
AL performance is rather mysterious, due to a very mixed pattern of results from the literature:
many studies give positive results [19, 22, 23, 95, 97], while many others yield negative results [7,
18, 44, 83, 89]. These mixed results show great uncertainty in AL performance. This uncertainty is
a central reason for the under-employment of active learning: while AL is used in many applications,
there are far more applications where AL could be used, but is not applied [83, 91].
The mixed pattern of results from the literature directly suggests two important questions:
• How much beneﬁt does AL provide?
• In what context does AL work?
Both questions require metrics to quantify AL performance; to that end, existing and novel AL
metrics are presented in in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. To address both questions directly, a large empirical
study explores AL performance over many classiﬁcation problems, classiﬁers and methods, in Section
3.4.
Various factors may affect AL performance, such as the problem’s covariate dimension or class
imbalance. Several such factors are deﬁned in Section 3.4.1. The dependence of AL performance
on these contextual factors is an open question, which the empirical study investigates. The results
reveal the detailed effects of certain factors on AL performance, and provides recommendations for
applications.
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Experiments usually enjoy an abundance of labelled data, which allows classiﬁer loss and AL
performance to be computed. By contrast, AL applications typically suffer a great scarcity of la-
belled data, making loss estimation and AL performance assessment extremely challenging. This
vital contrast is described in Section 3.1 immediately below, and is central to all discussions of AL
performance.
3.1 The Intricacy of Active Learning Performance
Classiﬁcation loss is perhaps surprisingly complicated, involving numerous loss functions, and vig-
orous ongoing debate about which losses are justiﬁable statistically [47, 49]. Detailed examination of
AL performance reveals several unexpected complications in both the deﬁnition and the assessment
of such performance. These complications include the difﬁculty of performance assessment in appli-
cations, and the high variability of both RS and AL methods. This section describes these intricacies,
before we move to the deﬁnition of AL metrics in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, and examine a large empirical
study in Section 3.4.
The natural benchmark for active learning is random selection, as described in Section 2.4.1.
Classiﬁer performance should improve (at least on average) even under the benchmark RS, since the
classiﬁer receives more training data. As a result, AL performance is deﬁned by the relative improve-
ment of AL over RS, and the relative ranks of AL methods, rather than the absolute level of classiﬁer
performance (loss). AL metrics are typically functions of classiﬁer loss, forming comparisons be-
tween the losses of AL and RS, such as the metric deﬁnitions in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Section 2.4.2 describes critical differences between AL experiments and applications. These dif-
ferences are crucial for AL performance, because classiﬁer loss must be computable for AL per-
formance to be computable. AL experiments usually enjoy holdout test data, to accurately assess
classiﬁer loss; AL applications have no test data at all, only a small amount of labelled data dS. This
labelled data dS is both small, and already used to train a classiﬁer; as a result, any loss estimates
generated from dS will be very inaccurate and also biased. This makes AL performance assessment
extremely challenging for an AL application; in this sense AL performance assessment is only possi-
ble in experiments.
A second difﬁculty in assessing AL performance in applications is the very limited label budget.
Experiments can be revisited time and again, with a different AL method spending the budget each
time, to compare their selections; but this multiple spending of the budget is simply unavailable in
applications. An application could subdivide its budget, among two or more AL methods (or two or
more classiﬁers). However this budget subdivision is clearly expensive in terms of labels (each AL
method receives just a fraction of the original budget), and apparently futile given that losses cannot
be computed in any event.
For these reasons, AL applications are often unable to compute classiﬁer loss or AL performance,
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and further unable to compare AL methods. This makes it difﬁcult for a practitioner to make certain
choices, such as the base classiﬁer and the AL method, as described in [83].
Experiments often show high variability of performance for AL methods, and very high variability
for random selection. This sheer variability poses further difﬁculties for AL performance assessment.
This high variability of performance can be explained by examining of the loss of the base classiﬁer,
after it has been retrained with AL-selected data.
Consider the selection of a single example xi from the pool, which receives a label c j from the
oracle, drawn from the distribution Y |xi. The new labelled data dS is given by dS = dI ∪ (xi,c j). The
base classiﬁer is trained with dS, giving a retrained classiﬁer. There are two sources of variability that
affect the loss of the retrained classiﬁer: the choice of example xi, and the actual class c j received
from the oracle.
Random selection is exposed to both forms of variability, since it chooses xi randomly (uniformly)
from the pool. This suggests that the assessment of RS performance should average over many in-
stances of RS (as in Section 3.3.1). However, every AL method is exposed to the variability of the
actual class from the oracle. This analysis shows that AL methods inevitably suffer some variability
of performance due to the unknown labels of their selected examples, and that RS suffers greater
variability.
3.1.1 The Critical Importance of Early Learning
The scarcity of labelled data is a deﬁning characteristic of AL. This label scarcity implies that AL
performance in the early part of the learning curve (with fewer labelled examples) matters far more
than performance in the later part of the curve, since that early part is the only part where AL happens.
The higher priority of early learning shows an intrinsic asymmetry in AL.
As the amount of labelled data becomes very large, classiﬁer loss tends towards an asymptotic
limit (see Section 2.2.1). As a result, as the amount of labelled data becomes large, AL becomes
entirely pointless: the base classiﬁer has effectively ﬁnished learning. Asymptotically, AL becomes
futile.
One way to quantify the higher priority of early learning in AL is by a speciﬁc preference function,
which up-weights the earlier part of the learning curve. This approach is taken by the weighted
improvement metric, deﬁned below in Section 3.3.2. Example preference functions are illustrated
below in Figure 3.4.
3.1.2 Two Categories of Comparison
Figure 3.1 illustrates the losses of AL and RS as the number of labelled examples increases, to show
two categories of performance comparison. First AL achieves better loss reduction for the same
number of labels (ﬁxed-label comparison), and second AL needs fewer labels to reach the same
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Figure 3.1: Performance comparison of active learning and random selection, illustrating that a clas-
siﬁer often improves faster under AL than under RS. The vertical axis shows error rate, while the
horizontal axis shows the amount of labelled data n. The learning curve for RS is shown in red, the
curve for AL in purple. In both cases the error rate decreases as the number of labelled examples
increases; however, AL improves faster than RS. The black vertical line illustrates the ﬁxed-label
comparison, whereas the blue horizontal line shows the ﬁxed-loss comparison.
classiﬁer performance (ﬁxed-loss comparison). Together the ﬁxed-label comparison and ﬁxed-loss
comparison form the two fundamental categories of AL performance comparison.
Under the ﬁxed-loss comparison, the desired level of classiﬁer loss is ﬁxed, the goal being to
minimise the number of labels needed to reach that level. Label complexity is the classic example,
where the desired loss level is a ﬁxed ratio of asymptotic classiﬁer performance, see Section 3.2.2.
The ﬁxed-label comparison ﬁrst ﬁxes the number of labels, e.g. given a constrained budget, then
seeks to minimise loss. Some established metrics focus on the ﬁxed-label comparison, such as AUA
and ALzone (deﬁned below in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1). The ﬁxed-label comparison is far more
common in applications, where labelling costs typically dominate [90].
3.1.3 Three Characterisations of AL Performance
AL performance under iterated AL can be characterised by three quantities: the amount of learning,
the speed of learning, and the speed beneﬁt comparison of AL over RS, see Figure 3.2. These three
quantities capture three aspects of iterated AL performance, and provide the building blocks for many
of the AL metrics deﬁned below. In an experimental context with a holdout test dataset, losses can be
evaluated directly, which makes all three quantities straightforwardly computable.
Iterated AL, described in Section 2.3, repeats the AL selection process many times, for a number
of labelling steps z. These steps are indexed by t ∈ 1:z.
We consider the performance of an AL method over the whole learning curve (see Section 2.2.1).
The number of labels nt at step t varies as an increasing function of t, as more examples are selected
and then labelled over time. The entire set of label numbers is denoted n = {nt}zt=1, for instance,
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n= {10,20,30, . . . ,100}. This set of label numbers n provides the whole budget range. A single item
or subset may be denoted via indexing, e.g. n1 = 10, n2:3 = {20,30}.
Consider the losses formed by a single AL method denoted g (for instance Shannon entropy, see
Section 2.5.1). At each step, the loss of SE is the loss of a classiﬁer that has been retrained, with
examples selected by SE and labelled by the oracle. The set of losses is denoted v = {vt}zt=0, and
reﬂects performance over the whole budget range, i.e. provides the amount of learning over time.
Note that at t = 0, the loss v0 is the loss of the base classiﬁer with just the initially labelled data dI ,
which provides a (ﬂoor) benchmark of classiﬁer performance.
To examine the speed of learning, we deﬁne the step-wise loss reduction, as the differences be-
tween consecutive losses: δ = {δt}zt=1, where δt = vt−1− vt . This step-wise loss reduction δt is
positive whenever the loss has been reduced, i.e. whenever classiﬁer performance has improved. The
vector of loss reductions δ gives the speed of learning over time. Because the classiﬁer sees more
data over time, the vector of loss reductions δ should be positive on average.
Here we distinguish the performance values of different AL methods and RS by superscripts,
where for AL method g the losses and speeds are denoted by vg and δ g, whereas for RS, the losses
and speeds are denoted by vr and δ r.
For a single AL method g, the speed beneﬁt of AL over RS is deﬁned as the differences of the
learning speeds: bg = {bgt }zt=1, where bgt = vgt − vrt . The vector bg captures the beneﬁt of AL over RS
in terms of learning speed over time.
In summary, the three vectors v, δ and b quantify three aspects of iterated AL performance, and
provide primitives for the construction of AL metrics. In an experimental context with a holdout test
dataset, all three quantities are directly computable by classiﬁer loss evaluation.
3.2 Existing AL Metrics
This section deﬁnes two established AL metrics in the literature, AUA and label complexity.
3.2.1 Area Under the Active Learning Curve
The Area under the active learning curve (AUA) metric is deﬁned in [45]. This ﬁxed-budget metric
assesses AL performance as the area under the log-normalised learning curve. The idea is to quantify
the total amount of learning over the learning curve.
To calculate the AUA for an AL method g, ﬁrst transform the vector of label numbers n by the
logarithm, then the area under the curve is simply approximated by the sums of areas of trapeziums.
This section slightly modiﬁes the deﬁnition of AUA in [45], since those authors explicitly specify the
loss function as AUC [47], whereas the deﬁnition here makes the trivial generalisation to an arbitrary
loss function.
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Figure 3.2: Three aspects of AL performance: learning amounts v, learning speeds δ , and the speed
comparison b. These three ﬁgures provide different views on a single simulation. Classiﬁer loss is
shown vertically, with the number of labelled examples n shown horizontally. Here AL learns faster
than RS in the early region of the learning curve.
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In [45], they deﬁne a second metric, ALC, as a normalisation of AUA:
ALC(g) =
AUAg−AUAr
AUAmax−AUAr ,
where AUAg is the AUA score for AL method g, AUAr is the AUA score for RS, and AUAmax is
the maximum possible value of AUA. This quantity AUAmax is tremendously expensive to compute,
since it requires a brute search over all possible candidate selections xA from the pool xP, where the
number of candidates is
�|P|
|A|
�
. As such ALC is not practically computable in most experiments.
Note that AUA does take into account the importance of early learning (see Section 3.1.1), by a
speciﬁc preference function: the logarithmic function effectively up-weights the early portions of the
learning curve. In this sense the AUA is inﬂexible, using only one preference function (the logarithm);
however it could easily be modiﬁed for other preference functions, see the examples given in Section
3.3.2.
Note that AUA examines performance over the whole learning curve (see Section 2.2.1). As such,
AUA really deﬁnes a metric of iterated classiﬁcation, which might be termed a classiﬁcation learnng
curve metric. Several other AL metrics also assess performance over the whole learning curve, e.g.
ALzone and weighted improvement, described below.
3.2.2 Label Complexity
Label complexity is the classic example of a ﬁxed-loss comparison (see Section 3.1.2 and Figure 3.1),
where the desired loss level is a ﬁxed ratio of asymptotic classiﬁer risk, see Section 2.2.1 and [27].
Consider the number of oracle-provided labels that an AL method requires to reach a given level of
loss; suppose that RS takes nr labels, and AL takes na labels, to reach the same desired level of loss
(hopefully with na < nr). The values nr and na are the label complexities for RS and AL respectively.
The comparison between nr and na then quantiﬁes the performance difference between AL and RS.
Suppose there is a synthetic classiﬁcation problem, and a base classiﬁer, such that the asymptotic
risk r∞ is known exactly by calculation. Here it makes sense to talk about classiﬁers achieving the
asymptotic risk, and to compare classiﬁers by the number of labels they need to reach that perfor-
mance level. This very speciﬁc context provides a straightforward deﬁnition of label complexity,
as the minimum number of labels to attain the asymptotic risk: argminn[R(θ ,n) = r∞(θ)]. Label
complexity is usually deﬁned for error rate (but generalises directly to an arbitrary loss function).
This metric is nicely illustrated by a toy problem in a theoretical context, see [27], where in a
simple binary threshold problem, AL achieves an exponential reduction in label complexity, compared
to RS. This exponential reduction is attained by AL performing a binary search on the version space of
hypotheses (classiﬁers) while RS performs a brute-force search (see Section 2.5.6). Label complexity
is often used as a metric in contexts where certain assumptions permit analytically tractable results,
for instance [10, 27, 51], and Sections 2.5.6 and 2.6.
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However in any real classiﬁcation problem (and indeed for many pairs of synthetic problem and
classiﬁer), the asymptotic risk r∞ cannot be calculated exactly, and remains unknown; it can only
be estimated. Hence label complexity as deﬁned above is uncomputable for any real classiﬁcation
problem, and as a result, it must be modiﬁed to a computable quantity.
For real problems, we must approximate r∞ by an estimated value rˆmax, see Section 2.2.3. This
approximation provides a new deﬁnition of label complexity, as the ﬁrst time that the risk enters an
interval near the (estimated) asymptotic risk: argminn(R(θ ,n,α)∈Ψ(rˆmax,α)). HereΨ is an interval
around the estimated asymptotic risk, deﬁned by
Ψ(rˆmax,α) = [rˆmax,(1+α)rˆmax], (3.1)
where the parameter α is a small positive constant that deﬁnes the size of the interval. Thus label
complexity is now more generally deﬁned as the ﬁrst time that the classiﬁer risk approximates the
asymptotic risk. (It is the inaccuracy of the approximate value for rˆmax(θ) that necessitates the use of
an interval).
We point out that label complexity focusses entirely on the end of learning curve. This completely
fails to reﬂect the vital importance of early learning described in Section 3.1.1, and also risks irrele-
vance, as AL becomes futile asymptotically. This severely limits the usefulness of label complexity
as a performance metric. Finally, in experiments, label complexity shows large variability, making it
much less useful for comparing AL methods.
3.3 Novel AL Metrics
This section introduces new AL metrics, which quantify the importance of early learning. Section
3.3.1 deﬁnes ALzone, which compares the learning speed of AL against RS, by quantifying the size
of the limited region where AL outperforms RS in learning speed. Weighted improvement captures
the speed beneﬁt of AL over RS, ﬂexibly weighted by a preference function to quantify the priority of
early learning, in Section 3.3.2. Finally, overall rank provides a general-purpose ensemble summary
in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Active Learning Zone
The active learning zone (ALzone) is our own contribution, a novel metric described in [37]. This
metric is motivated by the comparison of learning speeds, between an AL method g and RS. ALzone
is speciﬁcally designed to capture the size of the limited region where AL outperforms RS in terms
of learning speed. This region is shown in Figure 3.2c.
Section 3.1.3 deﬁnes three aspects of iterated AL performance: amount, speed and speed beneﬁt.
When iterated AL proceeds until the pool is fully labelled, the speed beneﬁt vector always sums to
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Figure 3.3: Averaged comparison values a with Generalised AdditiveModel curve and pointwise 80%
conﬁdence interval. The vertical scale shows the comparison value, in the range [0,1], with the label
numbers n shown horizontally. The comparison values a are shown by the points, red for negative
values and green for positive values. The horizontal dashed line (y= 0.5) shows the benchmark where
AL and RS show equal learning speed. The GAM’s mean line is shown in blue, with red and purple
showing the pointwise 80% conﬁdence interval from the model. The data comes from an experiment,
which forms part of the large empirical study described in Section 3.4.
zero, as shown in Appendix C.8. Accordingly, if AL learns faster than RS earlier on, then that early
speed beneﬁt must be paid for by slower learning later on, since the speed beneﬁt vector always sums
to zero. This gives a way to characterise successful AL, as learning faster earlier on, at the expense
of slower learning later on. For this reason, the ALzone metric focusses on the speed comparison
between AL and RS.
To summarise the comparison between the learning speeds, we deﬁne a simple function fc:
fc(δ gt ,δ rt ) =

1 : δ gt > δ rt
0.5 : δ gt = δ rt
0 : δ gt < δ rt ,
where ties are scored differently to both wins and losses, intending to ensure fair comparisons.
The motivation here is to carefully distinguish wins, losses and ties, and to capture those three
outcomes in one scalar summary, denoted γt = fc(δ gt ,δ rt ). Applying this comparison function fc to
all the loss differences of AL method g and RS generates a vector of comparison values, denoted
γ = {γt}zt=1, where γt = fc(δ gt ,δ rt ), with each value γt ∈ [0,1].
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Consider the loss difference between the current and retrained classiﬁer under RS, and this dif-
ference is denoted the RS loss change. In AL experiments, RS shows high variability: i.e. the RS
loss change shows high variation (see Section 3.1). We address this high variability by comparing a
single instance of AL with replicated Monte Carlo results; experimentally, several instances of RS are
used, the number of RS instances being nr. Each instance j of RS generates a vector of comparison
values denoted {γ j}nrj=1. The high variability of RS is handled by averaging the comparison values
{γ j}nrj=1 over the set of RS instances, to form a single set of averaged comparison values, denoted
a= 1nr ∑
nr
j=1 γ j with at =
1
nr ∑
nr
j=1 γ
j
t . Further, each value at ∈ [0,1].
The single vector of averaged comparison values a summarises the overall performance compari-
son between the AL method and RS. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 3.3 which shows these
average comparison values a over the whole budget range n.
The ﬁnal stage is to summarise the averaged comparison values a. The aim is to extract the
relationship between a and the label numbers n, with a conﬁdence interval. Given that AL focusses
on early learning, we expect to ﬁnd that AL outperforms RS for an early region.
A Generalised Additive Model (GAM) is ﬁtted to this set of values (a,n). The chosen GAM has
a logit link function, with over dispersion to get better conﬁdence intervals under potential model
mis-speciﬁcation (see [54]). The ﬁtted GAM is shown in Figure 3.3. The estimated effect seems
roughly linear. The baseline level of 0.5 is shown as a dotted line, which represents an AL method
that equals RS in learning speed, i.e. does not outperform it. Figure 3.3 shows an early zone where
the GAM curves are above the baseline, where AL is learning faster than RS: this region is the AL
zone. The AL zone forms a triangular shape, bounded above by the GAM curve, and below by the
baseline level.
The last step is to deﬁne a single scalar summary of this AL zone. In Figure 3.3, the lower of the
three GAM bands, shown in purple, is chosen for the ﬁnal value of the ALzone metric. The GAM
curve shows where the AL performance zone is, namely the initial region where the lower purple
curve is signiﬁcantly above the baseline. This lower band is chosen to form a mildly pessimistic
estimate of AL performance gain. The horizontal zone length in labels provides a scalar summary of
the zone size. This zone length is the ﬁnal value of the ALzone metric; its value is a number of labels
(in the range [0,z]), showing how long AL initially learns faster than RS.
3.3.2 Weighed Improvement
Weighted improvement (WI) is our own contribution, a novel metric designed to capture the speed
beneﬁt of AL over RS, ﬂexibly weighted by a preference function to quantify the priority of early
learning. It quantiﬁes the higher priority of early learning in AL, described in Section 3.1.1, by a
user-selected preference function. Weighted improvement takes the learning speed beneﬁt vector b
and weights it by the preference function w to produce the ﬁnal metric of AL performance over RS.
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First, WI uses the learning speed δ not the learning amount v to compare AL and RS. This is
motivated by the observation that the speed beneﬁt vector b always sums to zero, (under the assump-
tion of full-pool labelling), as shown in Appendix C.8. The speed beneﬁt vector b encapsulates the
learning speed comparison in a single curve. This characterises AL as as learning faster earlier on, at
the expense of slower learning later on, as described in Section 3.3.1.
The priority of early learning can be quantiﬁed by a decreasing preference (weighting) function
w, that progressively down-weights values in the later parts of the ELC. This preference function w
is a function of the current step t and the total number of steps z (where 1 ≤ t ≤ z). Since different
AL practitioners may place different priorities on early learning compared to late learning, each AL
practitioner can choose their own preference function w to best match their own priorities. (For related
work on matching weighting functions to user preferences in classiﬁcation, see [49]).
To demonstrate, some example preference functions are illustrated in Figure 3.4. They include
linear-decreasing wl(t,z) = z− t, exponential we(t,z,α) = exp(−αt), inverse wi(t,z) = 1/t, and log
wlog(t,z) = log(z)− log(t). By virtue of the parameter α , the exponential preference function shows
great ﬂexibility; extreme cases are provided by the values α = 1 and α = 0.001, with a moderate
value being α = 0.02. (The other weighting functions above could also be generalised to parame-
terised versions, which would also provide ﬂexibility to suit the practitioner’s preference for early
learning). These weight functions are constrained to generate non-negative weight values, and should
be decreasing in t to prioritise early learning.
For AL applications the preference function may be difﬁcult to choose, or to quantify precisely.
(A related difﬁculty occurs in classiﬁcation, where misclassiﬁcation costs are often difﬁcult for users
to quantity [49]). This uncertainty about the preference function can be handled by a range, where
two functions provide an interval which includes the true preference function. Here the range is given
by a pair of functions (w+,w−) which describe the edge cases. Here w− is closer to the ﬂat weighting
of the identity function, while w+ decreases more rapidly than the true w. The WI metric would
then be calculated for both edge cases (w+,w−), giving a range of WI values containing the true WI
value. (An alternative approach might use a distribution over weight functions, or over one or more
parameters of a weight function).
The WI metric is constructed by combining the priority of early learning (described by a prefer-
ence function w) with the learning speed comparison (quantiﬁed by the speed beneﬁt vector b). The
WI metric combines them by forming a weighted sum of these two elements:
WI(b,w,z) =
z
∑
t=1
[w(t,z) bt ]
1
∑zt=1w(t,z)
, (3.2)
where z is the number of steps.
The second term simply normalises WI by the sum of all the weights, in order to focus on the
differences between the weightings over the label range, and to ignore the magnitude or scale of
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(a) Linear
wl(t,z) = z− t
(b) Exponential
we(t,z,α) = exp(−αt)
(c) Inverse
wi(t,z) = 1/t
(d) Logarithmic
wlog(t,z) = log(z)− log(t)
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Figure 3.4: Examples of AL preference functions (weighting functions). All of them quantify the
higher priority of early learning, by being decreasing functions, which progressively down-weight
values in the later part of the learning curve.
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the preference functions. For instance, if there are two preference functions wa and wb such that
(∀t ∈ 1:z)wb(t,z) = k1wa(t,z), for some constant k1, then the WI values for AL method g will be
identical for both preference functions. (An alternative here is to normalise every function wa by
wb(t,z) = 1∑zt=1wa(t,z)
wa(t,z), which would simplify the deﬁnition of WI in Equation 3.2).
A positive WI score always has the same interpretation: that AL has outperformed RS, whereas a
negative score shows that AL has underperformed compared to RS. We recommend WI as a general
AL metric, for its ﬂexibility of preference function.
3.3.3 Overall Rank
Finally we deﬁne the overall rank, an ensemble AL metric, which forms the average rank from the
rankings of several AL metrics. The set of metrics to average over is chosen for diversity, to capture
different aspects of AL performance. The intention is to avoid making the potentially arbitrary choice
of a single AL metric, given that there are several AL metrics to choose from, by taking an ensemble
approach. This avoidance of an arbitary choice comes with a risk of excessive averaging (smoothing),
and the risk of averaging over different aspects of performance.
Each metric implies a ranking over a set of AL methods. These rankings are then averaged, to
form a numeric mean rank vector. The overall rank is then simply deﬁned as the ranking of the mean
rank vector, as employed, for instance, by [15]. The ranks are used to form the ensemble metric
because the metric scores have different ranges. To provide a reasonably diverse selection of metrics,
overall rank uses this set of four AL metrics: AUA, WI with two preference functions (exponential
we with α = 0.02, and linear wl), and label complexity (α = 0.05).
3.4 Comprehensive Empirical Study to Examine AL Performance
AL performance is highly uncertain, as described at the start of this chapter. This uncertainty naturally
raises two questions for AL performance: how much beneﬁt does AL provide? In what context does
AL work? Here we present a large empirical study of AL performance, to address both questions.
Every AL application or experiment has a speciﬁc context: a classiﬁcation problem, a base clas-
siﬁer, and a loss function. This context can be characterised by various factors, for instance, by
properties of the problem, or properties of the classiﬁer. Section 3.4.1 deﬁnes several factors that may
inﬂuence AL performance.
This raises a new goal, to understand AL performance in terms of the AL factors: speciﬁcally to
build a statistical model of the dependency of AL performance on the AL factors. This goal implies
three speciﬁc sub-questions:
1. Which factors matter most in determining performance (relative importance)
2. Which factors improve or reduce AL performance (direction of inﬂuence)
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3. How do factor combinations affect AL performance (interaction effects)
The following study systematically varies the AL factors. The results of the study allow a sen-
sitivity analysis of AL performance in terms of the factors, to see which factors matter most, their
direction of inﬂuence, and any interaction effects. This model aids understanding of AL, by revealing
the effects of speciﬁc AL factors on performance. The model further provides statistically motivated
recommendations for AL applications (given in Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2).
The results of the empirical study are analysed by statistical models in Section 3.5. The idea
of using models to analyse the results of machine learning experiments is related to meta-learning,
described in [84, 85]. [84] provides some criteria for choosing the best method, for instance, the
method that dominates all other methods in terms of loss; our approach in this chapter is a less strict
version of that criterion, where performance is used to select the model, without requiring dominating
performance on every problem. Further, many of the AL factors presented below in Section 3.4.1
are examples of problem features, described in [84], which notes that one may consider the features
as an attempt to introduce an approximate coordinate system in the problem space. The analysis
methodology of this chapter follows the recommendations of [84].
3.4.1 Factors for Active Learning Performance
This section describes a set of AL factors that may affect AL performance.
One example is the class prior of the classiﬁcation problem. If this prior is very imbalanced, such
that one or more classes is relatively rare, then the examples of the rare class might be be more useful.
This asymmetry would provide an AL method with a way to outperform RS, simply by preferring
examples which are estimated to be of the rarer class.
Another example of an AL factor is the choice of AL method. It may turn out that some AL
methods are simply better than others, in general. For instance, many experimental studies in the AL
literature (see Section 3.1) suggest that the AL methods SE and QBC are often more effective than
others.
A further example of an AL factor is the discretisation of the classiﬁcation covariates, which is
a possible transform applied to the classiﬁcation problem. For instance, continuous covariates may
be transformed to numerical discrete covariates, e.g. by binning (partitioning). Intuitively one might
expect that discretising the covariates would reduce the diversity of examples in the pool, and thereby
reduce the range of examples for an AL method to choice from, hence reducing AL performance.
Alternatively one could argue that a less diverse set of examples would be easier to rank, thereby
increasing AL performance.
The class prior, AL method and covariate discretisation provide three examples of AL factors. For
the empirical study, a set of potentially relevant factors is selected, intending reasonably comprehen-
sive coverage, see Table 3.1. This set is a compromise between brevity and expected relevance. Many
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factors take a wide range of values, with no guide as to which are optimal. As a result, the empirical
study examines a broad range of values.
The factors themselves are summarised in Table 3.1 and fully described immediately below.
Table 3.1: Active Learning Factors.
(Factors only computable for synthetic problems are marked †)
Name Abbreviation Range of values
Classiﬁer θ LR, QDA, RF, SVM
Classiﬁcation loss function L Error rate Le, Brier score Lb
Covariate dimension d [2,92]
Number of classes k [2,26]
Linear decision boundary † LDB true, false
Covariate discretisation CD Continuous, discrete, categorical, mixed
Number of redundant covariates NRC, nrc 0, 2, 5, 20
Prior entropy se(π ) [0.09,1.39]
Bayes error rate † BER, rbe 0.1, 0.2, 0.35
Classiﬁer asymptotic error rate CAER, r∞e [inferred]
AL method ALM, g Shannon entropy, Query by committee
Space for AL SAL, Δv [inferred]
Initial ratio ir 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.4
1. The classiﬁer θ .
Four different classiﬁers were used: logistic regression (LR), quadratic discriminant analysis
(QDA), random forest (RF) and support vector machines (SVM). These classiﬁers and their
implementations are fully described in Appendix B. This set of classiﬁers provides a reason-
able variety of properties: linear and non-linear, parametric and non-parametric, generative
and discriminative. Intuitively different classiﬁers should ﬁnd different examples useful, which
suggests that the classiﬁer should substantially affect AL performance.
2. The classiﬁcation loss function L.
The empirical performance study uses two loss functions, error rate Le and Brier score Lb,
to capture different aspects of classiﬁer performance (see Section 2.2). Since these two loss
functions quantify the accuracy of class and probability predictions respectively, there may
be an interaction between this factor and AL performance. For instance, a heuristic such as
Shannon entropy might improve error rate while worsening Brier score, by concentrating the
labelled data around the estimated decision boundary.
3. The input dimension d.
The input dimension d varies across classiﬁcation problems. Experiments suggest that increas-
ing d may make the problem more difﬁcult. The input dimension is further varied by optionally
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adding redundant covariates (extra dimensions independent of the class) for some synthetic
problems, as described below.
4. The number of classes k.
The number of classes varies between problems, with binary classiﬁcation (k = 2) being the
most common. Increasing the number of classes is expected to make the classiﬁcation problem
harder, since it would increase the error rate for random guesses. This in turn should affect AL
performance, e.g. perhaps increasing it, by giving AL more scope to improve over RS.
5. Whether the synthetic problem has a linear decision boundary (LDB).
Synthetic problems are created from known distributions; some of these problems provide
Bayes decision boundaries which are are linear. Problems with linear boundaries may prove
easier for most classiﬁers, especially given that some classiﬁers can only express linear bound-
aries (such as LDA and logistic regression). Thus this factor may impact on problem difﬁculty,
and have an interaction effect with the classiﬁer. For instance, if AL delivers more improve-
ment for mismatched classiﬁers, then LDB might negatively affect AL performance. LDB is
only computable for synthetic classiﬁcation problems.
6. The covariates’ discretisation (CD).
We can transform the problem covariates, by applying discretisation. This transform converts a
continuous covariate into a discrete covariate. One could argue that discretising the covariates
would reduce the diversity of pool examples and thereby impair AL performance. For the
synthetic problems, some experiments discretise the realised datasets numerically, to explore
the effect on AL performance. The numerical discretisation may apply to all covariates or just
to a subset; when applied to a subset, that leads to a set of covariates which is a mixture of
continuous and discretised covariates. Further, some synthetic problems generate categorical
covariates from multinomial distributions (see Appendix A). This factor is abbreviated as CD.
7. The number of redundant covariates nrc (NRC).
For the synthetic problems, a transform can be applied, of adding some redundant covariates.
These redundant covariates are entirely independent of the label response Y , and are thereby
useless for classiﬁcation. The idea is that these extra redundant covariates may increase problem
difﬁculty, by presenting extra useless information, and increasing estimation difﬁculty for many
classiﬁers. If a larger value of NRC does make a problem more difﬁcult, this may increase the
scope for AL to outperform RS, and then NRC might have a positive effect on AL performance.
8. The entropy of the class prior se(π ).
The class prior π may be expected to affect AL performance. For instance, with an imbalanced
prior where one class has far fewer examples, the examples of the rarer class are expected to
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be much more useful for the classiﬁer, since an imbalanced prior may allow AL to outperform
RS by preferring examples of the rarer class (as noted above). Thus one might argue that
greater prior imbalance should positively affect AL performance (i.e. that entropy should have a
negative effect). Here the prior is summarised by its entropy, to provide a single scalar summary
of the prior. The entropy function se is deﬁned in Section 2.5, with lower values indicating
greater prior imbalance, and entropy being maximised by a uniform ﬂat prior.
9. The Bayes error rate rbe (BER).
The Bayes error rate rbe is one way to quantify problem difﬁculty, see Section 2.2. The BER
may be expected to affect AL performance, but in what way is unclear. One might argue that
a harder problem might offer greater scope for AL improvement. BER is only computable for
synthetic classiﬁcation problems. For the synthetic problems, the BER is systematically varied
by modifying the class-conditional distributions, for instance, by varying the degree of overlap
(greater overlap increasing the BER).
10. The classiﬁer asymptotic error rate (CAER) r∞e .
The classiﬁer asymptotic error rate r∞e is deﬁned in Section 2.2.1, deﬁned as the asymptotic
error rate achieved by classiﬁer θ on problem PX,Y . It is bounded below by the BER. It is
approximated experimentally, by averaging the results of several large train-test datasets, see
Section 2.2.3. CAER provides a ceiling benchmark of classiﬁer performance, as the best pos-
sible performance for this classiﬁer on this problem. For instance, if AL works better with
mismatched classiﬁers (whose CAER values would be higher), this might result in a positive
effect of CAER on AL performance.
11. The AL method g.
AL methods are a diverse collection, with very different statistical assumptions and approaches,
as described in Section 2.5. Thus the choice of AL method itself is strongly expected to make
a signiﬁcant difference to AL performance. One might expect some methods to dominate oth-
ers, or to ﬁnd a more problem-speciﬁc pattern where some methods are better suited to some
problems.
The experiments consider two AL methods, SE and QBC-AKLD (deﬁned in Section 2.5).
These two methods were chosen for their popularity amongst practitioners (this popularity is of-
ten attributed to their simplicity of implementation, and runtime efﬁciency). For QBC-AKLD,
the committee consists of these four classiﬁers: logistic regression, 5-nn, 21-nn, and the CART
decision tree; these four component classiﬁers are described in Appendix B.
12. Space for AL (SAL) Δv.
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The Space for AL, Δv, is an experimental statistic to quantify the scope for AL to improve
over RS. For an experiment to show a positive result where AL outperforms RS, there must be
signiﬁcant space for the classiﬁer to improve, in terms of loss reduction, as the budget grows
from the initial number of labels to the ﬁnal number of labels. To deﬁne SAL, consider the
initial loss v0 and the ﬁnal loss vz, both being deﬁned in the experimental setup description
below in Section 3.4.2, and illustrated in in Figure 3.2a. The space for AL is then deﬁned as the
normalised difference between v0 and vz:
Δv =
v0− vz
v0
. (3.3)
Intuitively, one might expect greater SAL to increase AL performance, as small or zero SAL
prevents any gain over RS.
13. The amount of initially labelled data ir.
In a given AL experiment, the amount of initial data ir can be summarised by the ratio of the
initially labelled data size |dI| to the size of the pool |xP|, i.e. ir = |dI ||xP| =
|I|
|P| . This ratio is
expected to be important, since too little initial data would produce inaccurate class probability
estimates, which would in turn produce poor results from supervised AL methods (which rely
on those probability estimates). Too much initial data would often mean that classiﬁer perfor-
mance is already strong before AL begins, leaving little scope for improvement. For this reason,
good AL performance may occur only for a central zone of ir values.
3.4.2 Methodology of the Performance Study
The empirical study systematically varies the values of the AL factors, to explore AL performance
over a wide range of factor values. This systematic variation is done by an exhaustive search of
all combinations of values for the AL factors. Intuitively we expect the classiﬁcation problem itself
to make a major difference to AL performance. To provide diversity, many different classiﬁcation
problems are used: some real data with public and private datasets, and some synthetic datasets.
These classiﬁcation problems are described in Appendix A.3. The real and synthetic problems are
expected to differ in many important ways, raising an expectation that the results will differ markedly
between these two types. Consequently the results for each problem type are analysed separately, then
the results of the analyses are compared. The results for each problem type contain several thousand
individual simulations.
Iterated AL allows the detailed exploration of AL performance across the whole learning curve,
see Section 2.3 and [37, 45]. This empirical study uses full pool labelling: the AL iteration continues
until the entire pool has been labelled (see Appendix C.8).
Consider a single experiment with iterated AL. The AL selection step occurs many times, over z
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steps, with a ﬁxed budget per step, denoted s. The total amount of labelled data dS grows as a linear
function of the step index: |dS|= |dI|+(t× s), i.e. |S|= |I|+(t× s). At each step, the losses of the
classiﬁer is recorded, producing a vector of losses v= {vt}zt=0 for each AL method. This iterated AL
process is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The classiﬁer loss on the initial labelled data dI is given by v0 to provide a (ﬂoor) benchmark
of initial performance. After z steps the entire pool has been labelled, and the classiﬁer loss here
is denoted vz. (This value vz will be the same for every AL method, due to the full pool labelling,
assuming a deterministic classiﬁer). The value vz provides a (ceiling) benchmark of ﬁnal performance.
The classiﬁcation problems, classiﬁers, classiﬁer loss functions and AL methods are all described
in Section 3.4.1. AL performance is assessed by the WI metric (see Section 3.3.2), with the exponen-
tial preference function we(α = 0.02), to provide a moderate preference for early learning.
3.5 Results of the Performance Study
The experimental setup is described above in Section 3.4.2. The overall study consists of many
individual experiments, where each experiment is deﬁned by a speciﬁc context, which is a speciﬁc
combination of values for the AL factors. For instance, a speciﬁc problem, a particular classiﬁer, loss
function, AL method, and so forth. Together these experiments explore a large number of different
AL factor combinations.
Each single experiment has a speciﬁc set of factor values, and then provides a single central
result, namely the AL performance (assessed by the WI metric). The results from these individual
experiments are aggregated together, to form the overall results, as described below.
The main results of the experimental investigation are the AL performance values. These results
have the form of a regression problem, where the AL factors are the covariates, and AL performance
is the univariate numerical response. The original question of how AL performance depends on the
AL factors is now expressed more concretely as a regression problem.
Table 3.2: Exemplar of results for real data
Classiﬁer ir CAER d k Loss AL Method SAL WI
random forest 0.03 0.03 92 2 Brier score QBC 0.06 −0.00
random forest 0.10 0.01 6 2 Brier score QBC 0.12 0.00
LR 0.10 0.12 16 2 Brier score SE 0.16 0.07
LR 0.10 0.10 4 3 Brier score SE 0.04 0.01
random forest 0.01 0.14 14 2 Brier score QBC 0.16 −0.07
random forest 0.10 0.07 56 2 Error rate SE 0.02 0.01
The experimental results are examined below, before a discussion of analysis methods in Section
3.5.1. Section 3.6 presents a detailed data analysis, whose ﬁndings are described in Section 3.7.
To illustrate the data, Table 3.2 shows a portion of the results for some real data (where the ab-
breviations of the AL factor names are given in Table 3.1). The analysis begins by examining the
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Figure 3.5: Marginal AL performance data for synthetic and real data
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marginal AL performance data. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show the histograms of the marginal response,
for the real and synthetic problems, which look rather similar. For both types of problem, the dis-
tribution is centred around zero and is reasonably symmetric. The shape of the marginal response
distribution is unusual, showing both heavy tails and a sharp peak.
The marginal response distribution appears highly non-Gaussian, and this conclusion is conﬁrmed
by statistical examination. The kurtosis values for the two types of response are 13.82 (real data) and
15.63 (synthetic data), conﬁrming that the distributions are strongly peaked. Classical statistical tests
such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [21], the Anderson-Darling test [4], the Shapiro-Wilks test [94],
and the visual inspection methods of QQ-plot and ﬁtted density plotting, conﬁrm that the marginal
response distribution is substantially non-Gaussian.
The distribution of the marginal response is not immediately recognisable as a known probability
distribution. To analyse the performance data, we choose a set of methods to examine AL performance
conditional on the factor covariates, and this choice of methods is discussed next in Section 3.5.1.
3.5.1 Selection of Analysis Methods for the Performance Study Results
We seek a set of methods to analyse the regression data results, to model AL performance in terms
of AL factors, and thereby answer the three main questions about AL performance, stated in Section
3.4: the importance, directional affects, and interactions of the AL factors.
When considering a set of methods, one criterion to maximise is the diversity of the set in terms of
assumptions. This diversity of methods can partially protect against false assumptions; for instance,
linear regression assumes a Gaussian distribution for the residuals, whereas a non-parametric method
such as the decision tree would avoid that assumption [55]. If several diverse methods reach shared
conclusions, this diversity may reinforce the common conclusions.
One obvious method is linear regression, but it gives poor results here in terms of low values for R2
(the coefﬁcient of determination), with a maximum of 0.105. The regression diagnostic plots showed
poor model ﬁtting. A natural extension of linear regression is to transform the response into a new
distribution that better approximates the Gaussian properties of symmetry and exponential tail decay.
A standard transform here is the Box-Cox power transform, combined with a numerical search over
the Box-Cox parameter [13]. However, this approach produced models with only ﬁt slightly better
to the data, with R2 values still rather low (maximum of 0.228) and diagnostic plots showing poor
model ﬁt. The marginal response somewhat resembles a double-exponential Laplace distribution. An
attempt was made to ﬁt a GLM via the Laplace distribution, but the models showed a poor ﬁt.
Another straightforward transformation of the response is to take a binary categorisation of the
continuous response (the WI value), by the indicator of whether the WI value is positive. This indica-
tor transforms the continuous response to a binary response, which presents a classiﬁcation problem,
where the positive class is AL outperforming RS. It is worthwhile to apply the chosen analysis meth-
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ods to the classiﬁcation problem, to compare the results to those obtained from regression analysis.
The binary response produced by the indicator transform naturally suggests the use of logistic
regression [75]. Logistic regression provides a statistically sound sensitivity analysis, addressing
both variable importance ranking and the directions of their inﬂuences. The ﬁtted logistic regression
shows slight over-dispersion, hence a quasi-binomial model is used to give conservative conﬁdence
intervals that adjust for the dispersion, and thereby provide cautious inference about which effects are
signiﬁcant [75]. Here we suspect that there may very well be other factors affecting the response that
are not being measured, which motivates the use of the quasi-binomial model.
Another well-known non-parametric technique is the CART decision tree, which has the advan-
tage of being able to explore variable interactions as well as their relative importance [55]. A further
strength of the decision tree method is the clear interpretability of the generated models. The decision
tree is applicable to both the regression and classiﬁcation problems.
The random forest provides a ﬂexible non-parametric technique that can judge the relative impor-
tance of the covariates [55]. This technique uses the bootstrap to generate a set of decision trees, and
then averages over them. Further, the RF can model both the classiﬁcation and regression problems.
Here the random forest is used to provide an importance ranking for the AL factors.
For AL applications, practitioners are often particularly concerned with two choices, of the AL
method and the classiﬁer (as discussed in Section 3.1 and in [83]). Performance is very hard to
assess in applications, but we can assess it in our empirical study, to explore these two choices that
practitioners make. The Friedman test is suitable to address these two choices, as it is designed
to compare the performance scores of multiple treatments across a set of problems [31]. Here the
Friedman test compares AL methods against each other, and then compares the AL performance of
classiﬁers against each other. First the WI scores of the AL methods are compared, i.e. each AL
method is viewed as a different treatment, to examine if there are signiﬁcant differences between
the AL methods. Second, the WI scores of different classiﬁers are compared, to see if there are
signiﬁcant differences between the classiﬁers. The Friedman test provides a non-parametric version
of the conﬁdence intervals given by the logistic regression.
In summary, four methods of data analysis are chosen: logistic regression, the random forest, the
decision tree, and the Friedman test. Together they provide parametric and non-parametric methods
to address the three main questions about AL performance (deﬁned in Section 3.4). The common
ﬁndings of these analysis methods are presented in Section 3.7.
3.6 Detailed Analysis of the Performance Study
Four different methods are used to analyse the AL performance data in detail. The shared results
should provide an overall picture, describing the dependency of AL performance on the factors. This
section presents the individual results of each analysis method, deferring the overall summary of the
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shared results until Section 3.7, and discussion of the shared results until Section 3.8.
3.6.1 Logistic Regression Analysis
Logistic regression is applied to the classiﬁcation form of the problem.
Table 3.3: Quasi-binomial logistic regression results (the bars show no signiﬁcant effect)
Estimate, synthetic data Estimates, real data
CAER -2.52 -1.08
Space for AL -1.03 -2.13
Prior entropy -1.15 -0.98
Initial ratio ir 0.60 1.41
Classiﬁer=SVM 0.21 -1.46
Loss=Brier score -0.55 -0.41
Input dimension d 0.005 0.017
Classiﬁer=RF -0.16 -
Classiﬁer=QDA -0.17 -
ALM=QBC - 0.41
LDB -1.06 -
CD=mixed 0.11 -
NRC 0.01 -
Num. Classes k 0.275 -
The results of the logistic regression are shown in Table 3.3, which shows only the coefﬁcients
estimated to have signiﬁcant effects at the 0.05 signiﬁcance level (hence the p-values are omitted).
In that table, the sizes of the estimates show the magnitudes of the effects of the AL factors, and the
signs of the estimates show the directions of their inﬂuences. The results in Table 3.3 provide an
importance ranking for the AL factors, and also show the directions of their effects.
The ratios of residual deviance to the degrees of freedom are 1.31 for the synthetic data and 0.98
for the real data. The regression q-q plots show a moderate ﬁt, suggesting the need for some caution
when interpreting the results, see Figure 3.6.
3.6.2 Random Forest Analysis
The random forest is a well established non-parametric technique for classiﬁcation and regression,
which averages over an ensemble of decision trees [55]. One of its strengths is the capacity to examine
the importance ranking of the covariates. Here the random forest generates an importance ranking for
the AL factors.
The results of the random forest regression analysis are shown in Table 3.4. The table shows the
rank of each factor, for synthetic and real data, and the summary rank over both types of data. Here the
lowest rank means the greatest importance. The blanks show that some factors are only meaningful
for synthetic problems. The summary rank provides one way to combine the two rankings from the
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(a) Q-Q plot for quasi-binomial glm on synthetic data
(b) Q-Q plot for quasi-binomial glm on real data
Figure 3.6: Q-Q plots for the quasi-binomial GLMS ﬁtted to real and synthetic data.
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real and synthetic data; it is calculated by ﬁrst taking the means of the two ranks for real and synthetic
data, then ranking the means.
Random forest assesses the importance of each covariate by node purity, deﬁned as the total
decrease in node impurities from splitting on the covariate, averaged over all the trees in the forest,
where the total decrease is measured by the residual sum of squares. Here the raw numbers of node
purity are omitted, since these raw numbers are summarised by the variable ranking. These rankings
suggests that characteristics of the problem are much more important than the choice of classiﬁer or
AL method, which is interesting.
The overall ﬁt of the random forest model is reasonable: the percentage of variance explained is
75.26% for the synthetic data and 61.44% for the real data.
Table 3.4: Random forest results for synthetic and real data
Rank (synthetic) Rank (real) Summary Rank (averaged)
Space for AL 2 1 1
CAER 1 3 2
Prior entropy 5 2 3
AL method 4 7 4
Classiﬁer 6 6 5=
Input dimension d 8 4 5=
Initial ratio ir 9 5 7
Loss 7 8 8
Number of classes k 12 9 9
BER 3 - -
LDB 10 - -
CD 11 - -
NRC 13 - -
For completeness, random forest is applied to both the regression and classiﬁcation problems.
This is to check the sensitivity of the analysis results to the form of the response. In this case,
the importance ranking from the classiﬁcation analysis of random forest is almost identical to the
importance ranking from the regression analysis shown here.
3.6.3 Decision Tree Analysis
To probe the importance ranking of the covariates, and the effects of covariate interactions, a CART
decision tree regression analysis is performed [55]. To focus on the most important covariates and
interactions, the decision tree is limited in depth (the number of nodes) by pruning. The ranks are
found by examining the decision trees generated for the real and synthetic problems, with the impor-
tance rank showing the level of the variable split. For instance, a variable split at the top of the tree
(at level one) has most importance, and hence that variable is given a rank of one. The summary rank
is calculated in the same way as for the random forest above, in Section 3.6.2.
The decision tree provides importance ratings for each covariate, summarised in Table 3.5, which
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shows the ranks for each covariate, and the summary rank over both types of data. As before, the
lowest rank means the greatest importance. The blanks show covariates that did not appear at all in
the decision tree models.
If a situation arises where most of the examples appear in a single leaf of a decision tree, that
situation shows that the tree is not modelling most of the data; in that sense, it shows a poor model
ﬁt. However, that situation is not observed here, for either the real or synthetic problems, indicating a
reasonable ﬁt.
Table 3.5: Decision Tree results for synthetic and real data
Rank (synthetic) Rank (real) Summary Rank (averaged)
Prior entropy 2 2 1
CAER 1 4 2
Space for AL 4 3 3
Input dimension d 8 1 4
Classiﬁer 3 7 5
Number of classes k 10 6 6
Initial ratio ir - 5 -
BER 5 - -
AL method 7 - -
Loss - 8 -
LDB 9 - -
CD 6 - -
NRC 11 - -
The decision tree also shows variable interactions and directional inﬂuences for the most important
covariates. Several tree models are developed, where the tree complexity is varied by iterating the tree
depth from one to twelve. The intention here is that the development of the decision tree models as
complexity grows should illuminate the most important interactions. The resulting set of tree models
is examined, and the common features are extracted as summary results. The full results are omitted
for brevity, and a short summary is given.
For the synthetic data, the ﬁrst variable split is SAL. For high values of SAL, there is an interaction
of SAL with CAER on one child; for low values of SAL, there is an interaction of SAL with CAER
on the other child. The right child branches further on AL method.
For the real data, the ﬁrst variable split is prior entropy se(π ). For high values of prior entropy,
there is an interaction of prior entropy with the input dimension d on one child; for low values of prior
entropy, there is an interaction of prior entropy with the classiﬁer on the other child.
The decision tree also shows directional effects for some AL factors. For the synthetic data, space
for AL and CAER both have negative effects on the AL performance. For the real data, prior entropy
and input dimension d both have negative effects on AL performance; and where prior entropy is low,
the RF classiﬁer has a positive effect.
Further, the decision tree is applied to both the classiﬁcation and regression problems, in order to
verify whether the analysis results are sensitive to the form of the response. Here the results from the
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classiﬁcation analysis of the decision tree closely resemble the results from the regression analysis
shown in Table 3.5.
Example CART decision trees are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
3.6.4 Friedman-Nemenyi Test Analysis
In this section we use the Friedman test, to examine the dependency of AL performance on two AL
factors: the classiﬁer and the AL method, these being of most interest to AL practitioners [83]. The
interaction (pairing) of these two factors is also examined.
The Friedman test is used to detect if there are signiﬁcant differences, with the Nemenyi test
applied to determine which methods achieve better scores. These two statistical tests are described in
[31] and Section 2.10.
In the context of the experimental study, the set of common problems are the classiﬁcation prob-
lems, both real and synthetic. The ﬁrst comparison here is between two AL methods, SE and QBC,
to see if either generates more AL performance than the other.
The Friedman test is also used to compare the AL performance scores of the four classiﬁers,
to see which classiﬁers generate more AL performance. The comparison here is somewhat subtle:
classiﬁers are not being compared against each other via their classiﬁer performance scores. Instead,
within each simulation, AL is compared against RS via the WI metric, to quantify the beneﬁt of AL.
The Friedman test then compares the classiﬁers as treatments, to see if any classiﬁer provides more
AL performance than any other.
The combination pairings of classiﬁer and AL method are also compared, where an example value
would be the pair (LR, SE). There are four classiﬁers and two ALmethods, giving eight possible pairs,
which are compared against each other. Here the treatments being compared are the eight pairs of
(AL method, classiﬁer) combinations. For instance, it might turn out that the pair (LR-SE) produces
more AL performance than the pair (SVM-QBC).
In summary, three types of treatments are examined for their effect on AL performance: the
classiﬁer, the AL method, and the combination of classiﬁer and AL method. The Friedman and
Nemenyi tests are applied at the 0.05 signiﬁcance level. The results are shown in Tables 3.6 and
3.7, which show the signiﬁcant comparisons where some treatments gave more AL performance than
others. The blanks show cases where no signiﬁcant differences were found.
Table 3.6: Friedman-Nemenyi test results when comparing AL methods and classiﬁers
Data Type AL method Classiﬁer
Synthetic - SVM more AL performance than LR
Real QBC more AL performance than SE -
It is notable that the comparison results are substantially different for the real and synthetic data,
suggesting that these two types of data provide very different classiﬁcation challenges. For instance,
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Figure 3.7: Decision tree for synthetic data
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Table 3.7: Friedman-Nemenyi test results when comparing the combination (classiﬁer, AL method)
Data Type Pair with more AL performance Pair with less AL performance
Synthetic SVM-QBC LR-SE
Real LR-SE SVM-SE
Real LR-SE QDA-SE
Real LR-SE QDA-QBC
Real RF-SE SVM-SE
Real RF-SE QDA-SE
Real RF-SE QDA-QBC
Real SVM-SE QDA-QBC
Real LR-QBC SVM-SE
Real LR-QBC QDA-SE
Real LR-QBC QDA-QBC
Real RF-QBC QDA-SE
Real RF-QBC QDA-QBC
Real SVM-QBC QDA-SE
Real SVM-QBC QDA-QBC
with real data the pairing of classiﬁer and AL method is usually important, while for synthetic data,
the pairing is nearly always irrelevant.
3.7 Summary of the Analysis of the Performance Study
The goal is to understand how AL performance depends on the AL factors, speciﬁcally the three
questions of the importance ranking of the factors, the directions of their inﬂuences, and their inter-
actions (these questions are raised in Section 3.4). Four different methods have addressed the three
questions, and here their common ﬁndings are presented. The full discussion of the shared ﬁndings is
deferred to the conclusions in Section 3.8. Table 3.8 summarises the four analysis methods and their
contributions to answering the three questions stated above.
Table 3.8: Summary uses of four analysis methods
Classiﬁcation Regression Direct comparisons
Logistic regression Yes - -
Random forest Yes Yes -
Decision tree Yes Yes -
Friedman test - - Yes
Importance ranking Inﬂuence direction Interactions
Logistic regression Yes Yes -
Random forest Yes - -
Decision tree Yes Yes Yes
Friedman test Yes Yes Yes
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Interaction Effects of the AL Factors
The decision tree and the Friedman tests provide information about the covariate interactions. The
decision tree only shows interaction effects for a few variables pairs: (space for AL - CAER), (prior
entropy - input dimension), and (prior entropy - classiﬁer). The Friedman tests have only indicated
an interaction effect for one pair of factors, namely the pairing of classiﬁer with AL method, and that
is mostly for the real data. Consequently the interaction results are rather limited, given that there are
just two relevant analysis methods and few interactions shown. (Future work intends to address this
deﬁcit, see Section 6.1).
However, it is rather interesting that the results are very different for the real and synthetic data.
Importance Ranking of the AL Factors
All four of the analysis methods provide importance rankings of the AL factors. The common con-
clusions of the four methods allow the AL factors to be grouped into three sets: of major, minor, and
negligible impact, shown in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9: Relative Importance of the AL Factors
Relative Importance AL Factors
Major CAER, prior entropy, space for AL, classiﬁer
Minor AL method, input dimension d, initial ratio, loss, number of classes k, LDB
Negligible Input discretisation, BER, number of redundant covariates
The importance ranking is discussed in greater detail below. We note that the greater importance
of prior entropy than AL method is an unexpected result; many experimental AL studies show the
importance of the AL method (e.g. [45]) whereas the class imbalance is rarely examined or referred
to. It is also surprising that two covariate transforms, namely discretising the covariate values and
adding redundant covariates, both have no noticeable effect on AL performance.
Inﬂuence Directions of the AL Factors
Another question about AL performance is the directional inﬂuence of the AL factors, namely which
factors improve AL performance, and which others reduce it. Here three methods provide conclusions
about the directions of the observed effects: the logistic regression, the decision tree and the Friedman
tests.
We begin by considering the most important factors: CAER, prior entropy, space for AL, and
the classiﬁer. The ﬁrst three are all numeric quantities, and have strong negative impacts on AL
performance. The classiﬁer effect is more mixed according to the logistic regression analysis: for the
synthetic data, SVM produces slightly more AL performance than the LR classiﬁer (this is conﬁrmed
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by the Friedman tests); whereas for the real data, the LR classiﬁer produces a great deal more AL
performance than SVM.
For the next group of factors with minor impact, the AL method QBC produced more AL per-
formance than SE on the real data, as judged by the Friedman test. The initial ratio ir has a positive
effect on AL performance; there are weak indications that the input dimension d and the number of
classes k also have small positive effects on AL performance. AL seems to give less beneﬁt in terms
of Brier score, and its beneﬁt decreases whenever the problem is linear.
Alternative Results from a Different Preference Function
The analysis so far has used the preference function we(α = 0.02) described in Section 3.3.2. Given
that the values of the WI metric might be sensitive to the choice of preference function w, another
data analysis was performed using the WI metric with a different preference function we(α = 1). This
latter preference function we(α = 1) decays much faster, and focusses the WI metric on the very early
part of the learning curve. This section brieﬂy describes the differences of the data analysis results
given the two preference functions.
Using the preference function we(α = 1), the results are mostly the same with a few exceptions:
prior entropy had a smaller effect under we(α = 1) than under we(α = 0.02), and three factors (AL
method, Bayes error rate, and initial ratio ir) were more controversial under we(α = 1) meaning that
the different analysis methods disagreed about their effects.
3.8 Conclusions of the Performance Study
This section presents an overall discussion of the main shared results, and offers explanations for the
primary effects. Finally we draw some conclusions and give recommendations for AL applications.
3.8.1 Discussion of the Results
Prior entropy has a major negative effect on AL performance; prior entropy is greatest for a balanced
prior. Which is to say that greater class imbalance gives greater AL beneﬁt. (If the class prior of
a classiﬁcation problem could be systematically manipulated towards greater imbalance and lower
prior entropy, AL performance is likely to improve). One explanation might be that with a heavily
imbalanced prior, AL methods are better than RS at selecting examples of the rarer class, for instance
because of their focus on the decision boundary; and those examples are probably much more useful
to the classiﬁer than examples of the commoner class.
The space for AL has a strong negative effect on AL performance: the beneﬁt of AL decreases
as space increases. There are two conﬂicting intuitions here: on the one hand, one might expect
that larger SAL values permit AL methods to show their superiority over RS more conclusively,
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hence expect a positive effect for SAL; but on the other hand, greater SAL implies lower initial
classiﬁer performance, which is a problem for supervised AL methods. SAL is closely related to
the difference between the two classiﬁer performance benchmarks, initial performance v0 and ﬁnal
performance vz, described in Section 3.4.2. The negative effect of SAL shows that when the gap
between the two benchmarks is very large, AL produces less beneﬁt. This makes sense in terms of
the two AL methods, SE and QBC, which are both supervised and therefore heavily reliant on the
probability estimates from the classiﬁer. Where the classiﬁer is performing poorly in the early part
of the learning curve, v0 will be low, SAL will be large, and poor probability classiﬁer estimates will
produce consequent poor performance from supervised AL methods. Thus the negative effect of SAL
is interpretable as showing the strong dependence of supervised AL methods on reasonable initial
classiﬁer performance.
CAER is an experimental metric of the classiﬁer asymptotic performance on a given problem.
The results show a strong negative effect for CAER on AL performance. This result directly relates
to the decision boundary focus of both AL methods SE and QBC. Consider for instance binary clas-
siﬁcation, when a classiﬁcation problem shows little class overlap (and low BER and low CAER);
here most of the examples are correctly classiﬁed according to which side of the decision boundary
they fall on. However, where the classiﬁcation problem shows a great deal of class overlap, BER
will be high, and CAER at least as high. In this second situation, a higher proportion of examples
are mis-classiﬁed according to their side of the decision boundary; and in particular, those examples
closer to the decision boundary are especially more likely to be mis-classiﬁed than those further away.
This suggests that the decision boundary focus of the AL methods SE and QBC may be positively
dangerous when BER is high, as the chosen points are more likely to be misleading for the classiﬁer.
The classiﬁer itself has a substantial effect, conﬁrmed in other AL studies [45, 67]. For the real
data, the AL beneﬁt was greater for the LR classiﬁer than for the SVM classiﬁer (according to the
logistic regression analysis). While the LR classiﬁer loss will generally begin above the level of SVM
loss, when we use active learning, the LR classiﬁer improves more under AL than SVM does. It is
intriguing that the weaker classiﬁer (LR) beneﬁts more from AL than the stronger classiﬁer (SVM).
However for the synthetic problems, the comparison between the LR and SVM classiﬁers showed the
opposite direction (i.e. SVM beneﬁtted more from AL than LR for synthetic problems), though the
estimated effect magnitude was much smaller.
The linear boundary of a synthetic problem, as shown by the binary factor LDB, has a strong
negative effect on AL performance. In other words, AL gave less beneﬁt for linear problems than
for non-linear problems. Hence a classiﬁcation problem with a more complex decision boundary will
give more AL performance. Geometrically a more complex decision boundary would have a larger
proximity region than a linear boundary, with more points lying close to a complex decision boundary
than to a linear one; for this reason, SE would select more useful points for a complex boundary than
for a linear boundary. (For a discussion of classiﬁcation problem complexity measures, see [57]).
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The two negative effects for CAER and LDB together suggest that different notions of prob-
lem difﬁculty have contrasting inﬂuences on AL performance. One type of difﬁculty is measured
by CAER, which reduces the performance of AL; whereas another type of difﬁculty, greater com-
plexity of the decision boundary as measured by LDB, increases AL performance. One candidate
explanation for both these negative effects of CAER and LDB is that classiﬁer mismatch improves
AL performance, since a linear problem suggests low mismatch, and low CAER also suggests low
mismatch. (Classiﬁer mismatch is deﬁned in Section 2.2.1).
3.8.2 Conclusions and Recommendations
The real data problems provide a more diverse set of classiﬁcation problems, as there are more distinct
problems (see Appendix A). The conclusions based on the real data are expected to generalise better
to novel, unseen classiﬁcation problems than the conclusions based on the synthetic data.
On the real data, the AL method QBC provides more performance than SE, according to the Fried-
man and Nemenyi tests. This provides a global recommendation for AL applications, to use QBC in
preference to SE. Furthermore for the real data, the LR classiﬁer provides more AL performance than
SVM.
From these results, the experimental study generates two recommendations for applications. First
in terms of AL method, QBC is recommended over SE. Second, the classiﬁer LR gains more ben-
eﬁt from AL than SVM does, and in this sense, the LR classiﬁer is recommended; however this
recommendation must be tempered by the general superiority of SVM over LR. Both of these recom-
mendations implicitly depend on the classiﬁcation problems studied here.
3.9 AL Performance Conclusion
AL performance is surprisingly complicated, in terms of its own intricacies, the various metrics that
quantify different aspects of performance, the very mixed picture of results from the literature, and
the complex way in which AL performance depends on contextual factors.
The comprehensive empirical study has provided a broad examination of AL performance, and
forms the largest such study to date of which the author is aware. Examination of AL performance
has revealed a new goal in understanding AL: a model of AL performance in terms of AL factors.
The empirical study has provided the ﬁrst draft of such a model. This model provides some insights
into how AL performance depends on the factors, and speciﬁc recommendations for AL applications,
in the choices of AL method and classiﬁer.
Having examined AL performance experimentally, the next step is to develop a more statistical
approach: to deﬁne AL optimal behaviour analytically, via expectations. This optimal behaviour
can be explored theoretically, to generate novel insights, and practically, by constructing applications
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algorithms which estimate the optimum. This approach is described next in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
MRI: A Statistical Estimation Framework
for Active Learning
There exists a substantial gulf between theory and practice in active learning, as described in Chapter
1. A statistical approach may bridge this gulf, by deﬁning the optimum AL behaviour via expecta-
tions. Analysis and exploration of the optimum generate theoretical insights, while estimation of the
optimum gives practical algorithms for applications.
This chapter presents model retraining improvement (MRI), a new statistical estimation frame-
work for active learning. MRI ﬁrst considers the optimal AL selection: knowing the true distribution
of a classiﬁcation problem, PX,Y , which selected examples would maximise classiﬁer improvement?
MRI deﬁnes the optimal selection as expected retraining improvement, giving a statistical target
for algorithms to estimate, both theoretically and for applications. The target exhibits a non-uniform
distribution over the unlabelled pool, deﬁning a ranking signal. In a theoretical context with a syn-
thetic classiﬁcation problem, the target is explored in detail. The optimal selection is compared to
the selections of AL methods, showing exactly how their selections are sub-optimal. Examination of
the MRI target generates further insights in terms of the unexpected persistence of the ranking signal,
AL consistency and stopping rules, AL and selection bias, and an analytical argument that unbiased
estimators should on average outperform the baseline of random selection.
The MRI target motivates estimation algorithms for applications. Algorithm construction leads
to certain statistical choices and resulting intricacies, described in Section 4.5. A large experimental
study examines the performance of MRI algorithms, in comparison to AL benchmark methods, and
demonstrates strong performance for many problems and classiﬁers. The MRI estimation framework
is completely general, applying to all classiﬁcation problems, classiﬁers and loss functions.
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4.1 Introducing Model Retraining Improvement
In this section we assume a theoretical context, where the underlying problem distribution PX,Y is
known, giving access to the Bayes classiﬁer and the Bayes probabilities. Here the statistical target
is deﬁned as the classiﬁer performance improvement from retraining on the data selected by AL. To
deﬁne this target, expectations are formed with respect to the underlying distribution PX,Y .
Assume a ﬁxed labelled dataset dS, for instance a dataset sampled i.i.d. from the joint distribution:
dS ∼ PX,Y , though dS need not be i.i.d. The dependence of the classiﬁer θˆ on the data dS is critical,
with the notation θˆ = θ(dS) intending to emphasise this dependence.
First assume a base classiﬁer already trained on a dataset dS. Consider how much a single labelled
example improves performance. The single labelled example (x,y) will be chosen from a labelled
dataset dW . The loss from retraining on this single labelled example is examined, as a precursor to
deﬁning the loss for the expected label of an unlabelled example. (Loss is deﬁned as expected loss,
as throughout this thesis, see Section 2.2).
Examine the selection of a single labelled example (x,y) from dW , given the labelled data dS,
the classiﬁer training function θ and a loss function L. The classiﬁer performance improvement for
retraining on this labelled example is deﬁned as actual-MRI, denoted Qa:
Qa(x,y,θ ,dS) = L(θ(dS))−L(θ(dS∪ (x,y)).
Qa is the actual classiﬁer improvement from retraining on the labelled example (x,y). The goal
here is to maximise the performance improvement, i.e. to maximise the reduction of loss. The greatest
improvement is achieved by selecting the example (x∗,y∗) from dW that maximises Qa, given by
(x∗,y∗) = argmax
(x,y)∈dW
Qa(x,y,θ ,dS).
Qa is deﬁned as a function of the actual label y for the example x, this label not being available in
the unlabelled pool.
Turning to AL, the single example x is unlabelled, and will be chosen from the unlabelled pool
xP. Here the unknown label of x is a random variable, Y |x, and taking its expectation allows the
expected loss to deﬁned, this being the classiﬁer loss after retraining with the unlabelled example and
its unknown label, (x,Y |x). Thus the expected loss is deﬁned using the expectation over the label Y |x
to form conditional-MRI, denoted Qc:
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Qc(x,θ ,dS) = EY |x[Qa(x,Y,θ ,dS)]
= L(θ(dS))−EY |x[L(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))]
= L(θ(dS))−
k
∑
j=1
{p j L(θ(dS∪ (x,c j))}
= L(θ(dS))� �� �
Term Tc
−
k
∑
j=1
p j L� j� �� �
Term Te
= L(θ(dS))−p ·L�,
(4.1)
where p denotes the Bayes class probability vector p(Y |x). L� j denotes a single future loss, from
retraining on dS together with one example x labelling it with class c j. L� denotes the future loss
vector, i.e. the vector of losses from retraining on dS together with one example, that example being
x combined with each possible label c j: L� = {L� j}kj=1 = {L(θ(dS∪ (x,c j)))}kj=1. The Qc deﬁnition
is summarised by
Qc(x,θ ,dS) = Tc(θ ,dS)−Te(x,θ ,dS).
Term Tc is the loss of the current classiﬁer, given the training data dS. Term Te is the expected
future loss of the classiﬁer, after retraining on the enhanced dataset (dS ∪ (x,Y |x)). Qc is deﬁned as
the difference between Terms Tc and Te, i.e. the difference between the current loss and the expected
future loss. Thus Qc deﬁnes the expected loss reduction, from retraining on the example x with its
unknown label. In this sense Qc is an improvement function, since it deﬁnes exactly how much this
example will improve the classiﬁer.
Note that the MRI target Qc does not require the labelled dataset dS to be i.i.d., in contrast to other
AL approaches such as [6]. This becomes important later in the discussion of AL selection bias in
Section 4.7.
The unlabelled example x∗ from the pool xP that maximises Qc is the optimal example selection:
x∗ = argmax
x∈xP
Qc(x,θ ,dS). (4.2)
Novel algorithms are constructed to estimate the target Qc, given in Section 4.5.
For a synthetic classiﬁcation problem, the target Qc can in principle be evaluated exactly, to reveal
the best and worst possible improvement, by maximising and minimising Qc. Figure 4.1 illustrates
that the best and worst AL performance curves are indeed obtained by maximising and minimising
Qc (true by construction).
The statistical quantity Qc deﬁnes optimal AL behaviour for any dataset dS, whether i.i.d. or not.
This includes the case of iterated AL, which generates a covariate bias in dS (see Sections 2.5.6 and
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Figure 4.1: The best and worst AL performance curves are obtained by maximising and minimising
the target Qc, which demonstrate the extremes of AL performance. With simulated data, Qc can be
calculated exactly; here the classiﬁcation problem is the Four-Gaussian problem (illustrated in Figure
4.7e). These curves are smoothed from multiple experiments, using the classiﬁer 5-nn. The initial
number of labelled examples is ﬁve.
4.7). Given Qc for the selection of a single example, i.e. for individual AL, the optimal behaviour is
now extended to batch AL, the selection of multiple examples, via the target Bc, given below.
4.1.1 Model Retraining Improvement for Batch Active Learning
In batch AL, multiple examples are selected from the pool in one selection step. Each chosen batch
consists of b unlabelled examples. Here MRI provides the statistical target Bc, the batch improvement
function, deﬁned as the expected classiﬁer improvement over an unknown set of labels.
First examine a fully labelled dataset dA = (xA,yA), where A denotes the index set {1, ...,b} =
1:b. This dataset (xA,yA) is chosen from a larger fully labelled dataset dW . The actual classiﬁer
improvement for retraining with (xA,yA) is denoted Ba:
Ba(xA,yA,θ ,dS) = L(θ(dS))−L(θ(dS∪ (xA,yA)).
Second consider the AL context, with a set of unlabelled examples xA, which is a single batch of
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examples selected from the pool, xA ∈ xP. The expected improvement for retraining with this set of
examples is denoted Bc:
Bc(xA,θ ,dS) = EYA|xA [B
a(xA,YA,θ ,dS)] = L(θ(dS))−EYA|xA [L(θ(dS∪ (xA,YA))]
= L(θ(dS))−
k
∑
j1=1
k
∑
j2=1
...
k
∑
jb=1
{p j1 p j2 ...p jb ×L(θ(dS∪ (x1,c j1)∪ (x2,c j2)...∪ (xb,c jb))},
where p j1 = p(Y1 = c j1 |x1). This expression for Bc above uses the independence of examples in the
set xA.
This target Bc is intended to be maximised with respect to the selected data xA = {x1, ...,xb}. This
expected improvement Bc is an expectation taken over the unknown set of labels (YA|xA). Bc is the
statistical target for batch AL, and the direct analog of Qc deﬁned in Equation 4.1.
Many loss functions have a well-deﬁned range, for instance error rate Le has the range [0,1]. The
improvement functions Qc and Bc capture the difference of two losses, hence they have the same units
as the loss function, but not the same ranges. For error rate Le, both Qc and Bc fall inside the range
[−1,1].
Now we consider the computation cost of estimating Bc, in comparison to Qc estimation. Bc
estimation incurs two major computational costs: ﬁrst there is the huge increase in the number of
selection candidates. For individual AL, each selection candidate is a single example, and there are
only n candidates to consider (where n is the pool size, n = |xP|). Under batch AL, each selection
candidate is a set of examples, each set having size b; the number of candidates jumps to
�n
b
�
. Thus
batch AL generates a drastic increase in the number of selection candidates, from n to
�n
b
�
, which
presents a major computational cost.
The second cost of Bc estimation lies in the number of calculations per selection candidate. In in-
dividual AL, each candidate (a single example) requires, for every class, one classiﬁer retraining and
one loss evaluation per class. However in batch AL, each candidate (a set of examples) requires mul-
tiple classiﬁer retraining and loss evaluations, each candidate now requiring kb calculations. Hence
the number of calculations increases greatly, from k to kb, which is a severe computational cost.
These major computational costs make direct estimation of the target Bc more challenging. Thus
for batch AL the more practical option is to recommend algorithms that estimate Qc as a proxy for
Bc, such as the algorithms given in Section 4.5.
Expected Error Reduction (deﬁned in Section 2.5.9) provides a very valuable precursor to MRI,
by characterising optimal AL behaviour in terms of loss. EER omits the loss of the current classiﬁer,
and therefore loses the notion of retraining improvement, which is important to understand the beneﬁt
of both AL and RS, and for stopping rules (see Section 4.9.2), while the loss of the current classiﬁer
can be ignored for practical algorithms. EER only considers individual AL, and does not explore the
optimal AL behaviour. MRI explores the optimal AL behaviour in several ways: to show exactly
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how heuristics under-perform, to examine the auto-adaptivity of AL optimal behaviour to bias, and
to form new generalisations of the optimal behaviour (see Sections 4.2, 4.7 and 4.8). MRI considers
estimation in detail, in terms of estimation of Qc components and their interactions, while EER only
considers a single estimation approach, yielding two algorithms for two loss functions (see Sections
4.5 and 2.5.9). Finally the MRI algorithms outperform EER methods in the experimental study in
Section 4.6.
Qc and Bc together deﬁne the optimal AL behaviour for individual AL and batch AL: maximising
the target over the pool achieves the greatest classiﬁer improvement, in expectation over the unknown
label(s). These targets provide optimal AL behaviour for both single-step and iterated AL. The re-
mainder of this thesis focusses on the target Qc as the foundation of MRI’s estimation framework for
AL.
4.2 Illustration of MRI for a Synthetic Problem
To illustrate MRI in detail, this section presents a scenario using a synthetic univariate classiﬁcation
problem. For this synthetic problem, the underlying problem distribution PX,Y is known exactly.
This knowledge allows exact calculations of the loss L, probability p, and the statistical target Qc
as functions of the univariate covariate x. To reason about Qc as a function of x, an inﬁnite pool is
assumed, allowing any x ∈R to be selected. This target Qc is then explored as a function of x, and the
optimal AL selection x∗ is examined (see Equation 4.2).
The full stochastic description allows examination of an AL method’s selection, denoted xg, and
comparison to the optimal selection x∗. This comparison is made below for the popular AL heuristic
Shannon entropy (see Section 2.5.1), and for random selection.
Imagine a binary univariate problem, deﬁned by a balanced mixture of two Gaussians: {π =
(12 ,
1
2),(X |Y = c1)∼ N(−1,1),(X |Y = c2)∼ N(1,1)}. The true means are denoted µ1 =−1,µ2 = 1.
The problem is illustrated in Figure A.1. The loss function is error rate Le (deﬁned in Section 2.2),
while the true decision boundary to minimise error rate is denoted t = 12(µ1+µ2).
Every dataset dS of size n sampled from this problem is assumed to split equally into two class-
pure subsets d j = {yi = c j,(xi,yi) ∈ dS} each of size n j = n2 ; this is sampling while holding the prior
ﬁxed. Full calculation details for this scenario are provided in Appendices C.5, C.6 and C.7.
Consider a classiﬁer that estimates only the class-conditional means, given the true prior π and the
true common variance of 1. The classiﬁer parameter vector is θˆ = (µˆ1, µˆ2), where µˆ j is the sample
mean for class c j. This implies that the classiﬁer’s estimated decision boundary to minimise error rate
is denoted tˆ = 12(µˆ1+ µˆ2).
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Calculation and Exploration of Qc
Here Qc is calculated, then explored as a function of x. The classiﬁer’s decision rule r1(x) minimises
the loss Le(θˆ ), and is given in terms of a threshold on the estimated class probabilities by
r1(x) =
�
yˆ= c1 : pˆ1(x)> 12 ,
yˆ= c2 : pˆ1(x)< 12 ,
or equivalently, in terms of a decision boundary on x, by
r2(x) =
�
µˆ1 < µˆ2 : yˆ= c1 if x< tˆ,c2 otherwise,
µˆ1 > µˆ2 : yˆ= c1 if x> tˆ,c2 otherwise.
The classiﬁer may get the estimated class means the wrong way around, in the unlikely case that
µˆ1 > µˆ2. As a result the classiﬁer’s behaviour is very sensitive to the condition (µˆ1 > µˆ2), as shown
by the second form of the decision rule r2(x), and by the loss function in Equation 4.3.
It is straightforward to show that the loss Le(θˆ ) is given by
Le(θˆ ) =
1
2
{1−F1(tˆ)+F2(tˆ)+�(µˆ1 > µˆ2)[2F1(tˆ)−2F2(tˆ)]}, (4.3)
where Fj(x) denotes the cdf for the class-conditional distribution (X |Y = c j). This result for Le(θˆ ) is
proved in Appendix C.5.
In individual AL an unlabelled point x is chosen for the oracle to label, before retraining the
classiﬁer. Retraining the classiﬁer with a single new example (x,c j) yields a new parameter estimate
denoted θˆ �j, where the mean estimate for class c j has a new value denoted µˆ �j, with a new estimated
boundary denoted tˆ �j.
Here µˆ �j = (1− z)µˆ j+ zx where z = 2n+2 , z being an updating constant which reﬂects the impact
of the new example on the mean estimate µˆ j.
To calculate Qc under error loss Le, observe that the Term Te from Equation 4.1 is [p1Le(θˆ
�
1)+
p2Le(θˆ
�
2)]. Term Tc in Equation 4.1 is directly given by Equation 4.3. From Equations 4.1 and 4.3,
Qc(x,θ ,dS) = Le(θˆ )− [p1Le(θˆ �1)+ p2Le(θˆ
�
2)], hence
Qc(x,θ ,dS) =
1
2
{1−F1(tˆ)+F2(tˆ)+�(µˆ1 > µˆ2)[2F1(tˆ)−2F2(tˆ)]}
− p1
2
{1−F1(tˆ �1)+F2(tˆ �1)+�(µˆ �1 > µˆ2)[2F1(tˆ �1)−2F2(tˆ �1)]}
− p2
2
{1−F1(tˆ �2)+F2(tˆ �2)+�(µˆ1 > µˆ �2)[2F1(tˆ �2)−2F2(tˆ �2)]},
where p j, µˆ �j, and tˆ �j are functions of x.
It is striking that even for this simple univariate problem, Qc(x,θ ,dS) is a complicated non-linear
function of x. Given this complication, Qc is explored by examining speciﬁc cases of the estimated
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parameter θˆ , shown in Figure 4.2. In each speciﬁc case of θˆ , x∗ yields greatest correction to θˆ in
terms of moving the estimated boundary tˆ closer to the true boundary t. This is intuitively reasonable
since error rate is a function of tˆ and minimised for tˆ = t.
In the ﬁrst two cases (Figures 4.2a and 4.2b), the estimated threshold is greater than the true
threshold, tˆ > t. In these two cases, x∗ is negative, hence retraining on x∗ will reduce the estimated
threshold tˆ, bringing it closer to the true threshold t, thereby improving the classiﬁer. In the third case
(Figure 4.2c), tˆ = t and here the classiﬁer’s loss Le cannot be reduced, shown by Qc(x) < 0 for all
x. The fourth case (Figure 4.2d) is interesting because the signs of the estimated means are reversed
compared to the true means, and here the most non-central x offer greatest classiﬁer improvement.
Together these cases show that even for this toy problem, the improvement functionQc is complicated
and highly dependent on the estimated parameters, i.e. highly dependent on dS.
These four cases of the estimated parameter also show how the functionQc behaves at the extreme
values of x, see Figures 4.2e to 4.2h. Intuitively we might expect extreme values of x to ruin classiﬁer
performance, since tˆ � will become very large in magnitude, far from its optimal value at tˆ � = t = 0. If
extreme values of x do ruin classiﬁer performance, then Term Te will be much greater than Term Tc,
hence Qc will be negative for extreme x values (see Equation 4.1).
The analytic expression for error rate in Equation 4.3 shows that classiﬁer loss falls in the range
[0, 12 ] when the estimated means are the right way around (i.e. µˆ1 < µˆ2), but falls into the range
[12 ,1] when the estimated means are the wrong way around. Extreme x values will change a wrong-
way-around classiﬁer to a right-way-around classiﬁer, but not vica versa. Hence a wrong-way-around
classiﬁer will be improved on retraining by extreme x values, whereas a right-way-around classiﬁer
will be worsened; i.e. the extreme x limits of Qc will be negative for a right-way-around classiﬁer, but
positive for a wrong-way-around classiﬁer, and this is shown in Figures 4.2e to 4.2h. In the general
case of any problem, classiﬁer and loss function, we would expect extreme x values to provide poor
quality examples and thereby worsen the classiﬁer, leading to negativeQc values for extreme x values.
Exploration of Shannon Entropy and Random Selection
The same synthetic classiﬁcation problem is used to compare is two selection methods, SE and RS,
against optimal AL behaviour.
SE always selects xg in the vicinity of the estimated boundary tˆ. RS selects uniformly from the
pool, assumed to be i.i.d. in AL, hence the RS selection probability is given by the marginal density
p(x). In contrast to Qc and SE, RS is a stochastic selection method, with expected selection E[xg] = 0
in this problem. Figure 4.3 illustratesQc, SE and p(x) as contrasting functions of x, with very different
maxima.
Qc is asymmetric in the ﬁrst two cases, and symmetric for the ﬁnal two. By contrast, SE and RS
are always symmetric (for all possible values of θˆ ). In the ﬁrst two cases (Figures 4.3a and 4.2b),
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the target Qc as a function of x, for speciﬁc cases of the estimated classiﬁer
parameters θˆ = (µˆ1, µˆ2). The target Qc is shown vertically, with covariate x shown horizontally. The
class mean parameters are shown in solid blue and red, with the estimated means shown in dotted blue
and red. The green line indicates Qc(x) = 0 (zero improvement); in all cases, ns = |dS| = 18. In each
speciﬁc case, the optimal selection x∗ yields greatest correction to θˆ in terms of moving the estimated
boundary tˆ closer to the true boundary t. The ﬁnal four plots in Figures 4.2e to 4.2h illustrate the
function Qc over a much larger range of x, to show the limiting behaviour of Qc at the extremes of the
range of x.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of Qc against SE and RS as functions of x, for speciﬁc cases of the estimated
classiﬁer parameters θˆ = (µˆ1, µˆ2). Qc is shown in black, SE in purple and RS in orange (for RS, the
density p(x) is shown). The function values of Qc, SE and RS are shown vertically, with covariate x
shown horizontally. The class mean parameters are shown in solid blue and red, with the estimated
means shown in dotted blue and red. The green line indicates Qc(x) = 0 (zero improvement); in all
cases, ns = 18. The three functions are scaled to permit this comparison.
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SE selects a central xg, thereby missing the optimal selection x∗. In the second case (Figure 4.2b),
SE selects xg with Qc(xg)< 0, failing to improve the classiﬁer, whereas the optimal selection x∗ does
improve the classiﬁer since Qc(x∗) > 0. The third case is unusual, since tˆ = t and this classiﬁer’s
loss Le cannot be improved, hence Qc(x)< 0 for all x. In the fourth case (Figure 4.3d) SE makes the
worst possible choice of x. In all four cases, SE never chooses the optimal point; SE may improve
the classiﬁer, but never yields the greatest improvement. These speciﬁc cases of θˆ show that SE often
makes a suboptimal choice for xg, for this synthetic problem.
Turning to consider RS, the stochastic nature of RS suggests that the expected RS selection is the
quantity of interest. For these four cases of θˆ , the expected RS selection is a suboptimal choice of x∗
for this problem. It is notable that the expected RS selection is usually close to the SE selection. The
stochastic nature of RS implies that it often selects far more non-central x values than SE.
4.3 The Ranking Signal of Active Learning
For a synthetic problem, classiﬁer loss and Qc values can sometimes be calculated exactly. Consider
a pool xP containing n unlabelled examples. The Qc values over the pool deﬁne a numeric vector
denoted q= {qi}ni=1 = {Qc(xi,θ ,dS)}ni=1. Assume a loss function with a known range of values, for
instance error rate has the range [0,1]. This loss function range implies a Qc range of [−1,1].
Consider two extreme cases here. In the ﬁrst case, the range of q is large compared to its maximum
possible range [−1,1]. For instance, qi might be linear and increasing in i, with q1 =−1 and qn = 1.
In this ﬁrst case, the choice of example x from the pool makes a massive difference to the loss of
the retrained classiﬁer (in expectation over the unknown label). There is a large variation in the Qc
values over the pool: the distribution of Qc values is far from uniform. This large variation in the Qc
values over the pool directly implies that an AL method can substantially outperform RS, by selecting
examples with high Qc values.
In the second case, suppose the vector q is constant, hence the choice of example x from the
pool makes no difference at all to the loss of the retrained classiﬁer (in expectation over the unknown
label). Here it is impossible for any AL method to outperform RS. In this second case, there is no
variation in the Qc values, and the Qc distribution is completely uniform.
This analysis suggests that variation in Qc values over the pool deﬁnes a necessary and sufﬁcient
condition for AL to outperform RS: systematic selection improves classiﬁer performance if and only
if there is variability in example quality.
Further, the variation of Qc values over the pool directly implies a ranking over the pool, from
higher to lower Qc values. This ranking signal expresses the central idea of AL, that some examples
are better than others. Later we show that the ranking signal of active learning proves surprisingly
resilient to certain generalisations, such as taking expectations over the labelled data dS, see Section
4.8.
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4.4 Unbiased MRI Estimators Outperform Random Selection
We present an argument that an unbiased Qˆc estimator will always outperform random selection, on
average. This formal approach opens the door to a new guarantee for AL, which motivates the estima-
tion framework that MRI provides. This guarantee is not tautological since RS generally improves the
classiﬁer, making RS a reasonable benchmark to outperform. By contrast, heuristic AL methods such
as SE lack any estimation target, making arguments of this kind difﬁcult to construct. This argument
also motivates the algorithm bootstrapMRI (see Section 4.5.2).
First we outline the approach. The argument focusses on the probability λ of an unbiased Qˆc
estimator making the optimal selection from the pool. When λ exceeds one half, the estimator will
outperform RS on average, since the expected retraining improvement will be greater for the selec-
tion of Qˆc than for a random selection. A relationship between the true and estimated Qc values is
established via a noise term. The argument examines the limiting values of zero and inﬁnite for the
variance of this noise term, and establishes the corresponding values of λ in those limiting cases.
Further, λ is shown to be decreasing in the variance. Together these results imply that λ will exceed
one half in the general case, and the estimator will then outperform RS on average.
4.4.1 Context of the Argument
The context is an AL scenario with a speciﬁc classiﬁcation problem PX,Y , base classiﬁer θ and loss
function L. Without loss of generality, this argument will assume a univariate covariate x for sim-
plicity. We examine the selection of a single example from a pool xP consisting of just two examples
xP = {x1,x2}.
From Equation 4.1, the target function Qc depends on both the labelled data dS and the population
distribution PX ,Y . This dependency on both data and population is relatively unusual for an estimation
target, but other statistical targets share this property, for instance classiﬁer loss [14]. Here the labelled
dataset dS is considered a random variable, hence the values of Qc over the pool are also random.
Consider a hypothetical Qˆc estimator, unbiased in this sense: (∀xi ∈ Range(X))E[Qˆc(xi,θ ,dS)] =
E[Qc(xi,θ ,dS)], where expectations are taken over the dataset dS. Section 4.5.3 provides deﬁnitions
of unbiased estimators of Qc and its components p and L�.
4.4.2 Relate the Target and the Estimator
For a single example xi, the true and estimated values of Qc are denoted by Qi = Qc(xi,θ ,dS) and
Qˆi = Qˆc(xi,θ ,dS) respectively. Since the estimator is assumed to be unbiased in the sense above, the
relationship between these quantities can be conceptualised as Qˆi = Qi+Mi, where Mi is deﬁned as
a noise term with zero mean and variance σ2, with EdS [Mi] = 0. We assume thatMi ⊥⊥ Qi, and make
the convenient assumption that Mi ∼ N(0,σ2). (This assumption of Gaussianity could be relaxed
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later, since the proof relies on properties of the variance of the noiseMi, not on the distribution ofMi).
The difference between the true Qc values is deﬁned as R=Q1−Q2. We begin by addressing the
case where (R > 0) i.e. (Q1 > Q2). The probability that the optimal example is chosen, denoted λ ,
will illustrate the Qˆc estimator’s behaviour under different noise variances, σ2.
4.4.3 First Case, where R is positive
In this ﬁrst case where R is positive, the optimal selection is x1. We now quantify the selection
probability λ explicitly in terms of estimator variance. This selection probability λ is given by
λ = p(Qˆ1 > Qˆ2)
= p(Q1+M1 > Q2+M2)
= p(Q1−Q2 >M2−M1)
= p(M2−M1 < Q1−Q2),
which can be rewritten as λ = p(N < Δ) where N = M2−M1 is a mean zero RV, and Δ = Q1−Q2
is strictly positive (since R> 0). N is Gaussian by construction, since M1 and M2 are both Gaussian.
(This variable Δ provides a ranking signal for example selection: its sign shows that x1 is a better
choice than x2, and its magnitude shows how much better).
Further deﬁning α = p(N < 0) and β = p(0 ≤ N < Δ) and combining with p(N < Δ) = p(N <
0)+ p(0 ≤ N < Δ) gives λ = α+β . (Here α ⊥⊥ Δ whereas β �⊥⊥ Δ, showing that α is a pure noise
term devoid of any Qc ranking information, while β contains ranking information by its dependency
on Δ).
We now establish that α = 12 , which follows since N is Gaussian with mean zero, which directly
gives α = 12 . From α =
1
2 , λ can be expressed purely in terms of β as
λ =
1
2
+β . (4.4)
As σ2 ↑∞, β ↓ 0 (as shown in Appendix C.1) hence λ ↓ 12 . When σ2 ↓ 0, β ↑ 12 , as proved in Appendix
C.2. Hence as σ2 ↓ 0, λ ↑ 1. Since N is Gaussian, β ∈ (0, 12 ], hence λ ∈ (12 ,1].
4.4.4 Second Case, where R is negative
Having examined the case where (R > 0), we now consider all of the possibilities for R. The zero
probability case (R= 0) is discarded, leaving only the second case deﬁned by (R< 0). (Note that for
R= 0, the two examples are of equal value, hence every AL method performs as well as RS).
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In this second case (R< 0) i.e. (Q1 < Q2), the optimal selection is x2, with
λ = p(Qˆ2 > Qˆ1)
= p(Q2+M2 > Q1+M1)
= p(M2−M1 > Q1−Q2),
rewritten as λ = p(N >−Δ2) where Δ2 = Q2−Q1 is strictly positive (since R< 0). Hence
λ = p(N >−Δ2)
= p(N > 0)+ p(−Δ2 < N ≤ 0)
= (1−α)+β2
=
1
2
+β2,
where β2 = p(−Δ2 < N ≤ 0). Since N is Gaussian, it is symmetric, giving β2 = p(−Δ2 < N ≤ 0) =
p(0≤ N < Δ2).
Here Δ and Δ2 differ only in magnitude, and their magnitudes do not feature in the proofs in
Appendices C.1 and C.2. As a result, β2 takes the very same values as β when σ ↓ 0 or σ ↑∞, namely
the values {12 ,0} (see the proofs in Appendices C.1 and C.2). Thus Equation 4.4 applies to both cases
of (R> 0) and (R< 0).
The RHS of Equation 4.4 quantiﬁes the combination of signal and noise in AL selection, with
the noise variance σ2 determining β and λ . Now the AL performance under the Qˆc estimator can be
elucidated in terms of the noise variance.
We note that β is decreasing in σ2 (this is shown in Appendix C.3). From Equation 4.4, λ is also
decreasing in σ2.
The probability λ falls in the range (12 ,1]. The extreme case of inﬁnite variance gives λ =
1
2 ,
which implies that the selection of examples is entirely random (uniform), and here the estimator’s
behaviour is identical to random selection (RS), the established AL benchmark. The other extreme of
zero variance gives λ = 1. For intermediate values of the variance in the range (0,∞), λ is decreasing
in σ2 (see Appendix C.3). Thus for ﬁnite variance, λ > 12 . Excluding the case of inﬁnite noise
variance, we have λ > 12 , hence an unbiased Qˆc estimator will probably choose values with better Q
c
values, leading to better AL performance than RS, on average.
4.4.5 Argument Extension to Arbitrarily Large Pool
This argument applies directly to a pool of two elements. Next we extend the argument to a larger
pool of size n, using induction.
The true Qc values of the pool deﬁne a vector Q = {Qi}n1 = {Qc(xi)}n1. For simplicity, assume
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the values of Qc and Qˆc over the pool. Here the pool has just ﬁve elements.
The pool is ordered by Qc, as shown in Figure 4.4a. For each example xi, Qˆi = Qi+Mi, where Mi is
a zero-mean Gaussian. The distributions of Qˆc values are shown by the conﬁdence bands of Figure
4.4b and the samples of Figure 4.4c. These graphs suggest that the selection probabilities of each
example (derived from their Qˆc values) may have the same ordering as the vector of Qc values.
w.l.o.g. that the examples in the pool are ordered by descending Qc values, i.e. Qi > Qj whenever
i< j. (We ignore tied Qc values, since they occur very rarely, see Section 4.2). Illustrative values of
Qc and Qˆc over the pool are shown in Figure 4.4.
Under an unbiased Qc estimator, each example xi has a certain selection probability, denoted si,
with ∑ni si = 1. This selection probability si is the probability that example xi will be selected for
labelling by the unbiased Qc estimator.
Claim1: an unbiased Qc estimator outperforms RS, on average. This is justiﬁed by the average Qc
value of the Qc estimator’s selection being greater than the average Qc value of RS’ selection:
EdS [Q
c(xg)]> EdS [Q
c(xr)],
where xg denotes the example chosen by the unbiased Qc estimator, while xr denotes the example
chosen by RS.
Under RS, all examples have equal, uniform selection probabilities: ∀i∈ 1:n(si = 1n). Hence given
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a ﬁxed dataset, the expected value of Qc(xr) is just the mean ofQ (where the expectation is taken over
the internal variability of RS).
The base case for the inductive argument is a pool of two elements, n = 2, where the argument
give above showed that λ > 12 whenever the variance of noise termM is ﬁnite, i.e. the argument above
showed that s1 > s2 whenever Q1 > Q2. Informally, the example x1 has greater Qc, and as a result,
x1 is more likely to be selected by the estimator, and that second property directly implies that the
estimator will outperform RS on average.
Claim2: using an unbiased Qc estimator, the selection probabilities of examples have the same
ranking as the ranking of true Qc values. This means that whenever Qi > Qj, then si > s j; examples
with higher Qc are more likely to be selected, and this property directly implies Claim1 above.
To clarify this, in the base case where n= 2:
EdS [Q
c(xg)] = s1Q1+ s2Q2 = λQ1+(1−λ )Q2,
combining with Q1 > Q2 and λ > 12 gives
EdS [Q
c(xg)] =
�
λQ1+(1−λ )Q2
�
>
�1
2
Q1+
1
2
Q2
�
= EdS [Q
c(xr)],
i.e.
EdS [Q
c(xg)]> EdS [Q
c(xr)]
which is Claim1 above.
In the general case with a pool of size n, we have Qi > Qj whenever i < j, and si > s j whenever
i< j, giving:
EdS [Q
c(xg)] =
n
∑
i=1
siQi >
n
∑
i=1
1
n
Qi = EdS [Q
c(xr)],
which is Claim1 above.
We now state the inductive argument in outline: whenever Claim2 holds, the selection probabil-
ities have the same ordering (ranking) as the Qc values, and this implies that Claim1 holds. Claim2
has been shown for the base case where n = 2, and is now established for the general case by the
inductive step below.
For the inductive step, we assume a pool of size n, where the Qc values are ordered as above,
and Claim2 holds, ie the vectors s and Q have the same ordering. Now a single new example xn+1 is
added to the pool, creating a larger pool of size n+1. The inductive step now shows that Claim2 still
holds with the expanded pool.
The insertion of the new example generates a new vector of Qc values denoted Q�, where Q� =
{Qi}n+11 . (The new vector Q� is probably not ordered: the ﬁrst n elements are ordered, but the last
element can take any value). The new example generates a new vector of selection probabilities,
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denoted s� where s� = {s�i}n+11 .
The goal is to establish that Claim2 still holds for the new vectors s� and Q�, i.e. that these two
vectors still have the same ordering. This is done by examining pairwise comparisons.
First consider the comparison of two old examples xi and x j, excluding the new item, i.e. i, j �=
n+ 1. If si > s j, then s�i > s� j, since the ordering of the selection probabilities of x1 and x2 cannot
depend on the new item xn+1. Similarly if si < s j, then s�i < s� j. Thus the addition of the new
example does not change the ordering of the old selection probabilities, when we consider pairwise
comparisons between two examples in the old pool of size n.
Second consider the comparison of an old example xi with the new example xn+1. Suppose that
Qi >Qn+1: now we deﬁne λ � = p(Qˆi > Qˆn+1) = p(Qi+Mi >Qn+1+Mn+1), and the above argument
(Sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.4) showed that λ � > 12 , hence xi is more likely to be selected than xn+1, i.e. si >
sn+1. The other possibility here is that Qi <Qn+1; here we deﬁne β � = p(Qˆi < Qˆn+1) = p(Qi+Mi <
Qn+1+Mn+1), and the above argument showed that β � > 12 , hence xi is less likely to be selected than
xn+1, i.e. si < sn+1.
These two cases of pairwise comparisons show for any two examples xi and x j in the new pool,
when Qi >Qj, xi is more likely to be selected, and when Qi <Qj, xi is less likely to be selected. Thus
when the new example xn+1 is inserted, its selection probability will be lower than all examples with
higher Qc values, and higher than all examples with lower Qc values. Hence the ordering of selection
probabilities s� will be the same as the ordering of Qc values Q�, and thus Claim2 still holds after the
insertion of the new example.
In summary, Claim2 implies Claim1. Claim2 is shown for the base case where n = 2. The
inductive step shows that the truth of Claim2 for n implies that Claim2 also holds for n+1. Together
the base case and inductive step extend the argument to a pool of any size.
4.4.6 Argument Conclusion
This argument serves to illustrate that an unbiased Qˆc estimator outperforms RS, which is a new
guarantee for AL. Of course, the construction of such an unbiased estimator then becomes an estima-
tion issue, which is explored in Section 4.5.3. This argument receives experimental support from the
results described in Section 4.6.
We make no attempt to prove the existence of such an unbiased Qˆc estimator. The bootstrapMRI
algorithm given in Section 4.5.2 is constructed, as far as is practical, to capture the key characteristics
of an ideal unbiased Qˆc estimator.
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4.5 MRI Estimation Algorithms
We now turn to the application context, and algorithms for MRI estimation. These algorithms make
no assumptions about the problem distribution, instead forming estimates from data, and are always
computable.
For practical example selection by a Qˆc estimator, Term Tc in Equation 4.1 can be ignored since
it is independent of x. Thus the central task of practical Qˆc estimation is the calculation of Term Te
in Equation 4.1, this Term Te being the expected classiﬁer loss after retraining on the new example
x with its unknown label y (which will be drawn from Y |x). The deﬁnition of Term Te in Equation
4.1 includes two components: p and L� (described in Section 4.5.3). Consequently, Qc estimation
requires estimating these two components from one labelled dataset dS.
Estimating multiple quantities from a single dataset raises interesting statistical choices. One
major choice must be made between using the same data to estimate both components (termed naïve
reuse), or to use bootstrapping to generate independent resampled datasets, producing independent
component estimates. This choice between naïve reuse and bootstrapping has implications for the
bias of Qˆc estimators, discussed below.
Here we assume that loss estimation itself requires two datasets, for training and testing, denoted
dT and dE respectively, see Equation 2.4 in Section 2.2.2. Since p estimation requires one dataset,
then three datasets are needed in total, denoted dP, dT and dE , to estimate the two components p and
L�:
• The class probability vector, p= p(Y |x), estimated by pˆ using dataset dP,
• The future loss vector, L�, estimated by Lˆ� using datasets dT and dE .
Each of these three datasets (dP, dT and dE) must be derived from dS.
In the case of naïve reuse, all three datasets equal dS, yielding the algorithm simpleMRI described
below. For the bootstrap, the three datasets are all resampled from dS with replacement, giving the
algorithm bootstrapMRI described below. These two algorithms are extreme cases, chosen for clarity
and performance; numerous variations are possible.
A statistical estimate is considered accurate when it has low estimation error. (Estimation error
might be deﬁned as the mean squared error, for instance). Literature on empirical learning curves
suggests that classiﬁer loss L is larger for smaller training data samples [43, 64, 82]. This implies
that p is difﬁcult to estimate accurately, since accurate estimates of p would directly produce a near-
optimal classiﬁer (one close to the optimum Bayes classiﬁer, in terms of loss). The increased loss
for smaller samples further implies that loss L itself is hard to estimate accurately for a small training
dataset; for if loss could be accurately estimated, a near-optimal classiﬁer could be found by direct
optimisation of estimated loss.
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This line of reasoning suggests that the two main components of Qc, p and L�, are both very
difﬁcult to estimate accurately from small data samples. In practical applications where all quantities
must be estimated from data, the estimates will inevitably suffer from inaccuracy. These estimation
difﬁculties are described in greater detail below in Section 4.5.3.
4.5.1 Algorithm SimpleMRI
We present the simpleMRI algorithm to estimate Qc, to illustrate the statistical framework. The
pseudocode for simpleMRI is provided in Algorithm 1. This ﬁrst algorithm takes a simple approach
where all of dS is used to estimate all three components. The algorithm uses the maximum amount
of data for each component estimate, broadly intending to reduce the variance of these component
estimates (while accepting potential risks in other statistical properties, such as bias).
Here we introduce a second classiﬁer, a probability classiﬁer denoted θ p. This probability clas-
siﬁer is used only to estimate probabilities in the AL selection step. It is entirely independent of the
base classiﬁer θ b, which is retrained on AL-selected data. In general, there is complete freedom of
choice for the second probability classiﬁer.
The class probability vector pˆ is estimated by training the probability classiﬁer θ p on dP, then
using its predicted probability vector pˆ for the example x: dP = dS, θˆ p = θ p(dP), pˆ(x) = φp(θˆ p,x).
In the experimental study of Section 4.6, the second classiﬁer is 5-nn, or random forest when the base
classiﬁer is k-nn [16]. For the future loss vector Lˆ�, each element L� j is estimated by training the base
classiﬁer θ() on dT ∪ (x,c j), then computing a loss estimate using dE .
The simpleMRI algorithm immediately encounters a problem in estimating Term Te: the same data
dS is used both to train the classiﬁer and also to estimate the loss. This in-sample loss estimation is
known to produce optimistic, biased estimates of the loss, see Section 2.2.2 and [55, Chapter 7]. The
simpleMRI algorithm suffers another potential problem with bias: the same data dS is used to estimate
the class probability and estimate the loss, leading to dependence between the estimates of pˆ and L�.
This dependence of component estimates may produce bias in the estimate Qˆc from simpleMRI, since
the argument of Equation 4.5 for unbiased Qc estimation requires independent component estimates.
These two problems of biased and dependent component estimates under naïve reuse motivates
the development of a second algorithm, termed bootstrapMRI, described below.
For computational efﬁciency, Qˆc values are only evaluated on a randomly (uniformly) chosen
subset of the pool. This popular AL optimisation is commonly termed random sub-sampling [88],
justiﬁed by an argument in Appendix C.4.
4.5.2 Algorithm BootstrapMRI
BootstrapMRI seeks to minimise Qc estimator bias in two ways: by reducing the dependence of
component estimates, and by providing component estimators of reasonably low bias. If the two
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Algorithm 1 SimpleMRI
1: procedure SIMPLEMRI(x,θ ,dS,θ p)
2: dP← dS
3: dT ← dS
4: dE ← dS
5: estimate class probability vector pˆ at x
6: θˆ p← θ p(dP)
7: pˆ← φp(θˆ p,x)
8: estimate future loss vector Lˆ�
9: for j ∈ [1:k] do
10: θˆ j ← θ(dT ∪ (x,c j))
11: Lˆ� j ← 1|dE |∑(xe,ye)∈dE Me(θˆ j,xe,ye)
12: Tˆe← pˆ · Lˆ�
13: Qˆc← Tˆe
component estimators pˆ and Lˆ� are independent, and both unbiased, then the Qˆc estimator will be
unbiased, as shown below in Section 4.5.3. The algorithm bootstrapMRI is loosely based on the
bootstrap described in [36, Chapter 6]. The pseudocode for bootstrapMRI is provided in Algorithm
2.
The labelled dataset dS is resampled by bootstrapping to form three datasets dP,dT and dE . These
three datasets are independent draws from the ecdf of dS, intending to reduce dependencies between
component estimates [36, Chapter 6]. This resampling of dS to generate (dP,dT and dE) is repeated,
and the resulting set of bootstrap Qˆc estimates is averaged to form the ﬁnal estimate.
The ﬁrst dataset dP provides an estimate for the class probability pˆ, by classiﬁer training on dP
and class probability prediction on x. As before, for pˆ estimation, a second classiﬁer θ p is used,
chosen in the very same way as simpleMRI above. The second and third datasets dT and dE together
provide an estimate of the future losses vector Lˆ�. Each element L� j is estimated by training the base
classiﬁer θ() on dT ∪ (x,c j), then computing a loss estimate using dE . In the experimental study
of Section 4.6, the bootstrap resampling is repeated, n = 25 times, and the resulting estimates are
averaged. The median average is used, intending to provide a more robust average than the mean.
Random sub-sampling of the pool is used for efﬁciency, see [88] and Appendix C.4.
4.5.3 BootstrapMRI Algorithm Properties
BootstrapMRI seeks to minimise Qˆc estimation bias by reducing the dependence of component es-
timates, as shown below in Equation 4.5. Practical Qc estimation requires calculating only Term Te
in Equation 2 (Term Tc can be ignored for practical estimation, since Term Tc ⊥⊥ x). Term Te is a
product of p and L�, the two components of Qc to be estimated.
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Algorithm 2 BootstrapMRI
1: procedure BOOTSTRAPMRI(x,θ ,dS,n,θ p)
2: q← zero vector of length n
3: for i ∈ [1:n] do
4: I p← Sample With Replacement(1:|dS|)
5: It ← Sample With Replacement(1:|dS|)
6: Ie← Sample With Replacement(1:|dS|)
7: dP← dS[I p]
8: dT ← dS[It ]
9: dE ← dS[Ie]
10: estimate class probability vector pˆ at x
11: θˆ p← θ p(dP)
12: pˆ← φp(θˆ p,x)
13: estimate future loss vector Lˆ�
14: for j ∈ [1:k] do
15: θˆ j ← θ(dT ∪ (x,c j))
16: Lˆ� j ← 1|dE |∑(xe,ye)∈dE Me(θˆ j,xe,ye)
17: Tˆe← pˆ · Lˆ�
18: q[i]← Tˆe
19: the ﬁnal estimate is the average of the estimate vector q
20: Qˆc← median(q)
Deﬁnitions for Unbiased Estimators for MRI and its Components
For clarity we give explicit deﬁnitions of unbiased estimators for Qc and its components:
• Unbiasedness for pˆ is deﬁned as (∀x ∈ Range(X))�E[pˆ(x)] = p(x)�,
• Unbiasedness for Lˆ is deﬁned as E[Lˆ(θ(dS))] = E[L(θ(dS))] = R(θ ,ns) (following [14]),
• Unbiasedness for Lˆ� is deﬁned as (∀x ∈ Range(X))�E[Lˆ�(x)] = E[L�(x)]�,
• Unbiasedness for Qˆc is deﬁned as (∀x ∈ Range(X))�E[Qˆc(x,θ ,dS)] = E[Qc(x,θ ,dS)]�,
where the expectations E[.] are taken over the dataset dS. The construction of fully unbiased estima-
tors is challenging for practical algorithms.
The probability estimator pˆ(x) is a function of the covariate x, and as such forms estimates over
the whole covariate range, Range(X). For classiﬁer loss, the true value L(θˆ ) = L(θ(dS)) is a function
of the estimated parameter θˆ , and thereby depends on dS; which is to say that the target L is a function
of the data dS. Hence the deﬁnition of an unbiased Lˆ estimator has E[L(θ(dS))] on the RHS, as in
[14].
The future loss vector estimator Lˆ� is a function of the covariate x, and also depends upon the data
dS.
The Qˆc estimator depends on both the probability pˆ and the future loss Lˆ�; thus it is a function of
the covariate x, and also depends upon the data dS; hence this deﬁnition of an unbiased Qˆc estimator.
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The independence of pˆ and Lˆ� is classical statistical independence: (pˆ ⊥⊥ Lˆ�)⇔ [p(pˆ = a, Lˆ� =
b) = p(pˆ= a) p(Lˆ� = b)], for constant vectors a and b.
Construction of an Unbiased MRI Estimator
By generating independent component estimates, bootstrapMRI provides a guarantee: that if the two
component estimates pˆ and Lˆ� are both unbiased, then the Qˆc estimate will be unbiased. This is shown
by (∀x ∈ Range(X))E[Qˆc(x,θ ,dS)] = E[Qc(x,θ ,dS)], since for a single covariate x,
E[Tˆe] = E[pˆ · Lˆ�] (4.5)
= E[pˆ] ·E[Lˆ�]
= p ·E[L�]
= E[p] ·E[L�]
= E[p ·L�]
= E[Te],
and
E[Tˆc] = E[Lˆ(θ(dS))] = E[L(θ(dS))] = E[Tc],
together with
Qc(x,θ ,dS) = Tc(θ ,dS)+Te(x,θ ,dS),
hence
(∀x ∈ Range(X))E[Qˆc(x,θ ,dS)] = E[Qc(x,θ ,dS)].
To provide component estimators which are both unbiased and independent is a strong require-
ment. In the real application context, neither the Bayes classiﬁer nor a large test dataset are available,
and it is hard to estimate either component pˆ or Lˆ� accurately or unbiasedly from a small data sample,
these being open research problems (for probability estimation see [1, 19], for loss estimation see
[14, 87]).
In this context, small ﬁnite samples do not permit guarantees of unbiased or accurate estimation.
In practice, the estimates of pˆ and Lˆ� will suffer from both inaccuracy and bias. Since MRI estimators
must rely upon both probability and loss estimators, they must face the difﬁculties of inaccuracy,
bias, variance and computational expense. The development of bootstrapMRI algorithm intends to
approach the ideal of unbiased Qˆc estimation, given the component estimators available.
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Class Probability Estimation for MRI Algorithms
The class probability vector p is a component of Qc. There is a potential question here for Qˆc esti-
mation: do pˆ estimates need to be very accurate to achieve accurate Qˆc estimation? (Here accuracy
means low estimation error, in terms of estimation loss e.g. MSE). The argument of Section 4.4, and
the experimental results of bootstrapMRI in Section 4.6, both suggest that the pˆ estimates do not need
to be very accurate, but should merely have reasonably low bias.
For the MRI algorithms simpleMRI and bootstrapMRI, the classiﬁer θ p that estimates probabili-
ties is different to the base classiﬁer. This separation is intended to reduce any dependency between
the estimates pˆ and Lˆ�.
[19] offers regularisation as a possible way to improve the quality of probability estimates. The
idea is that highly uncertain probability estimates should be regularised, i.e. pushed towards a uni-
form distribution. Note that the uncertainty discussed here is probability estimation uncertainty, not
the class uncertainty that Shannon entropy quantiﬁes. This work is speciﬁc to the Parzen window
classiﬁer (but could be extended to any classiﬁer using the bootstrap to quantify the uncertainty of the
probability estimate).
Loss Estimation for MRI Algorithms
Loss estimation is a complex open research problem [14, 87]. It is suspected that loss estimation
is intrinsically very hard, in the sense that no high-accuracy loss estimators exist for small datasets,
since their existence would allow near-perfect classiﬁers to be trained from small datasets, which
seems implausible statistically. The choice of loss estimator is further complicated by dependencies
of some loss estimators’ properties on the classiﬁer; e.g the insample loss estimator’s bias depends
heavily on the classiﬁer, making it inadvisable for classiﬁer selection [87].
[87] performs a detailed experimental comparison of several loss estimators, and reports that the
MK-cross-validation and bootstrap-0632 estimators are the two most accurate, while also being the
most computationally expensive.
Classiﬁer loss can occasionally be calculated analytically, in a theoretical context, for a speciﬁc
synthetic problem, classiﬁer and loss function. For instance, see Section 4.2 and [66]. However these
contexts are relatively rare and a somewhat unrealistic.
BootstrapMRI Algorithm Computational Properties
The computational cost of simpleMRI at each selection step is given by ta = (tr+ tp)+(np k (tr+ tl)),
where np = |xP| is the size of the pool, k is the number of classes, tr is the cost of classiﬁer retraining,
tp is the cost of classiﬁer prediction and tl is the cost of classiﬁer loss estimation. The cost for
bootstrapMRI is n times that of simpleMRI, where n is the number of bootstrap resamples.
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The primary computational work in estimating MRI targets Qc and Bc lies in classiﬁer retraining
and loss estimation. The classiﬁer retraining, for many examples with all possible labels, is intrinsi-
cally parallelisable. Further, the loss estimators LˆK , LˆMK and Lˆb are also intrinsically parallelisable.
Hence the time complexity of algorithms simpleMRI and bootstrapMRI can be hugely improved by
dedicated hardware parallelisation such as GPUs.
4.6 Experimental Evaluation of MRI Estimation Algorithms
A large-scale experimental study explores the performance of the new Qc-estimation AL methods.
The intention is to compare these new methods with each other, and to standard AL methods from
the literature (these latter are described in Section 2.5). The focus is on the relative classiﬁer im-
provements of each AL method, rather than absolute classiﬁer performance, as discussed in Section
3.1.
The base classiﬁer is varied, since AL performance is known to depend substantially on the classi-
ﬁer [37, 45]. To provide model diversity, the study uses several classiﬁers with different capabilities:
LDA, 5-nn, naïve Bayes, SVM, QDA and logistic regression. The classiﬁers and their implementa-
tions are described in Appendix B.
Comprehensive experimental studies of classiﬁcation have found that no single classiﬁer domi-
nates over all problems [62, 65]. This result renders the choice of speciﬁc classiﬁers less critical to
the comparison of different AL methods.
Many different classiﬁcation problems are explored, including real and simulated data, described
in Appendix A. This set of problems is chosen for diversity, intending to explore some of the AL
factors described in Section 3.4.1. These problems are divided into three problem groups to clarify
the results, see Section 4.6.4. The experimental study uses error rate Le as the loss function L (see
Section 2.2).
The experimental study explores several sources of variation: the AL algorithms, the classiﬁer θ ,
and the classiﬁcation problem PX,Y . This experimental study is very large compared to many studies
in the AL literature.
4.6.1 Active Learning Methods in the Experiment
The experimental study evaluates many AL methods, to compare their performance across a range of
classiﬁcation problems. These methods fall into three groups, shown in Table 4.1: RS as the natural
benchmark of AL, standard AL methods from the literature, and algorithms estimating Qc. The sec-
ond group consists of four standard AL methods: SE, QbcV, QbcA, and EfeLc (all described in Sec-
tion 2.5). The third group contains the two Qc-estimation algorithms, simpleMRI and bootstrapMRI,
deﬁned in Section 4.5 and abbreviated as SMRI and BMRI.
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For the two QBC methods, a committee of four classiﬁers is chosen for model diversity: logistic
regression, 5-nn, 21-nn, and random forest. Random forest is a non-parametric classiﬁer described in
[16]; the other classiﬁers are described in Appendix B. This committee is arbitrary, but diverse; the
choices of committee size and constitution are open research problems.
Table 4.1: Active learning methods
Group Methods
AL Benchmark RS
Standard AL Methods SE, QbcV, QbcA, EfeLc
Qc Methods SimpleMRI, BootstrapMRI
4.6.2 Experimental AL Sandbox
Iterated AL provides for the exploration of AL performance across the whole learning curve, see
Section 2.3 and [37, 45]. In this experimental study, the AL iteration continues until the entire pool
has been labelled. The pool size is chosen such that when all of the pool has been labelled, the ﬁnal
classiﬁer loss is close to its asymptotic loss (that asymptotic loss being the loss from training on a
much larger dataset). The AL metrics described below examine the entire learning curve (see Section
2.2.1).
Each single realisation of the experiment has a speciﬁc context: a classiﬁcation problem PX,Y ,
and a base classiﬁer θ . The total labelled data is randomly reshufﬂed, which affects the pool xP and
the test data dE , both drawn from the reshufﬂed data. To examine variation, multiple Monte Carlo
replicates are realised; ten replicates are used for each speciﬁc context.
Given this experimental context, the experimental AL sandbox then evaluates the performance of
all AL methods with a single dataset, using iterated AL. Each AL method produces a learning curve
that shows the overall proﬁle of loss as the number of labelled examples increases. The amount of
initial labelled data |dI| is chosen to be close to the number of classes k. To illustrate, Figure 4.1
shows the learning curve for several AL methods, for a single realisation of the experiment.
4.6.3 Assessing Performance for MRI
In this experimental study, AL performance is assessed by overall rank, deﬁned in Section 3.3.3, and
also used in, for example, [15]. This metric forms an average ranking over four AL metrics: AUA, WI
with two preference functions (exponential we with α = 0.02, and linear wl), and label complexity
(α = 0.05) (deﬁned in Sections 3.2.1, 3.3.2 and 3.2.2). The experimental results show that the AL
metrics substantially agree on AL method ranking (see Tables 4.2 and 4.3). This agreement suggests
that the results are reasonably insensitive to the choice of AL metric.
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Since there are seven AL methods (see Section 4.6.1), the ranks fall between one and seven, with
some ties. For brevity, the tables show the best six methods, chosen by overall rank.
4.6.4 Aggregate Results
To address the variability of AL, multiple Monte Carlo draws are conducted for each classiﬁcation
problem. Thus for each experiment, the labelled, pool and test data are drawn from the population,
as different independent subsamples. Denoting the complete set of labelled data by dC, then the
initial data dI , pool xP and test data dE are all sampled from dC (as described in Section 2.4.2). This
random sampling addresses two primary sources of variation, namely the initially labelled data and
the unlabelled pool.
Table 4.2: Results for a single pair of classiﬁer and problem, averaged over tenMonte Carlo replicates.
The base classiﬁer is LDA. The classiﬁcation problem is Australian Credit (see Appendix A). These
six AL methods are the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks).
The Qc algorithms are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer LDA and Single Problem (Australian Credit)
BMRI QbcV QbcA EfeLc SMRI RS
Overall Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6
Label Complexity 1 2 4 5 6 3
AUA 1 2 4 3 5 6
WI-Linear 2 1 3 5 4 6
WI-Exponential 1 2 3 5 4 5
The experimental study examines many Monte Carlo draws, classiﬁcation problems in groups,
and classiﬁers. The goal here is to determine the relative performance of the AL methods, namely
to discover which methods perform better than others, on average across the whole experimental
study. To that end, the aggregate results are calculated by averaging. First the losses are averaged,
over Monte Carlo replicates. From those losses, AL metrics are calculated, which imply overall
rankings. Finally those overall rankings are averaged, over classiﬁcation problems, and then over
problem groups, and ﬁnally over classiﬁers.
For a single pairing of classiﬁer and problem, there are ten Monte Carlo replicates. Consider the
true distribution of AL metric scores for each AL method, where the source of the variation is the
random sampling. The performance of each AL method is encapsulated in the score distribution,
which is summarised here by the mean. The set of mean scores implies a performance ranking of the
AL methods. These rankings are then averaged to produce a ﬁnal overall ranking. Integer rankings
of the AL methods are shown for clarity. The frequency with which each AL method outperforms
random selection is also of great interest, and calculated from the group-classiﬁer rankings.
To summarise the aggregate result calculations:
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R1 For a single problem-classiﬁer pairing, the average losses are calculated, over the ten Monte
Carlo replicates. This averaging of the losses reduces the variability in the learning curve.
From these average losses, four AL metric numbers are calculated, leading to ﬁve rankings of
the AL methods, see Table 4.2.
R2 For a single group-classiﬁer pairing, the overall rankings of all problem-classiﬁer pairings in
the group are averaged, see Table 4.3.
R3 For a single classiﬁer, the overall rankings for all three group-classiﬁer pairings are averaged,
see Table 4.4 (and Tables D.1-D.5 in Appendix D).
R4 Finally, the overall rankings for all six classiﬁers are averaged, see Table 4.5.
R5 The frequency counts show how often each AL method outperforms RS. These are calculated
from the group-classiﬁer rankings (18 in total), see Table 4.6. For instance, Table 4.4 shows
BMRI and SE outperforming RS three times out of three, whereas QbcA only outperforms RS
twice.
Thus the aggregate results are calculated by averaging over successive levels, one level at a time:
over Monte Carlo replicates, over problems within a group, over groups, and ﬁnally over classiﬁers.
This successive averaging is shown by the progression from speciﬁc realisations to the whole experi-
ment, which starts at Figure 4.1 then moves through Tables 4.2 to 4.5.
Table 4.3: Results for a single classiﬁer and a group of problems. The base classiﬁer is QDA. The
classiﬁcation problem group is the large problem group (see Appendix A). These six AL methods are
the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks). The Qc algorithms
are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer QDA and Single Problem Group (Large Data)
BMRI SMRI EfeLc SE RS QbcV
Overall Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6
Label Complexity 5 7 4 6 3 1
AUA 1 2 3 4 5 6
WI-Linear 2 1 3 4 5 6
WI-Exponential 2 1 3 4 5 6
Table 4.4: Results for base classiﬁer LDA over three groups of problems. These six AL methods are
the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks). The Qc algorithms
are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer LDA
Small Problems QbcV QbcA BMRI SE SMRI RS
Large Problems SE BMRI SMRI QbcA QbcV RS
Synthetic Problems BMRI QbcV SMRI SE RS QbcA
Average BMRI QbcV SE SMRI QbcA RS
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4.6.5 MRI Experimental Results
The overall performance of the AL methods is summarised by the ﬁnal ranking, shown in Table 4.5,
and the frequency of outperforming RS, given in Table 4.6. These two tables provide the central
results for the experimental study.
Table 4.5: Final ranking of AL methods, over six classiﬁers and three groups of problems. The Qc
algorithms are shown in bold.
Final Ranking of AL Methods
Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 Rank 6 Rank 7
Average Rank BMRI SE QbcV QbcA RS SMRI EfeLc
Table 4.6: Frequency of outperforming RS, for six classiﬁers over three groups of problems. The
count shows the number of times that each AL method outperforms RS, for each group-classiﬁer
pairing (18 in total). The count falls in the range [0,18]. The Qc algorithms are shown in bold.
Frequency of Outperforming Random Selection
Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 Rank 6
Method BMRI SE QbcV SMRI QbcA EfeLc
Count better than RS 15 14 13 9 8 2
The primary conclusion is that the Qc-motivated bootstrapMRI algorithm performs well in com-
parison to the standard AL methods from the literature. This conclusion holds true over different
classiﬁers and different classiﬁcation problems.
Table 4.6 suggests that just three methods consistently outperform RS: bootstrapMRI, SE and
QbcV. BootstrapMRI outperforms RS ﬁfteen times out of eighteen. This provides experimental con-
ﬁrmation for the argument that unbiased Qc estimation algorithms consistently outperform RS, given
in Section 4.4.
Comparing the Qc-estimation algorithms against each other, the algorithm bootstrapMRI outper-
forms the algorithm simpleMRI, in all cases except two. This suggests that minimising bias in Qc
estimation may be important for AL performance.
Examining the AL methods from the literature, QBC and SE consistently perform well. For
QBC, vote entropy (QbcV) mostly outperforms average Kullback-Leibler divergence (QbcA). EfeLc
performs somewhat less well, perhaps because of the way it approximates loss using the unlabelled
pool (see Section 2.5.9 ). For most classiﬁers, RS performs poorly, with many AL methods providing
a clear beneﬁt; SVM is the exception here, where RS performs best overall.
The detailed results for each individual classiﬁer are given in Appendix D.1.
We brieﬂy describe a third MRI algorithm, partitionMRI, which is the partitioning equivalent
of bootstrapMRI. BootstrapMRI obtains three datasets by resampling with replacement from dS,
whereas partitionMRI simply forms a random partition of dS into three equally sized subsets. These
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three subsets are entirely disjoint, intending to produce entirely independent component estimates.
However these subsets are also each much smaller than dS, suggesting that the component estimates
may suffer from high variance. The experimental results for partitionMRI show that it does better than
simpleMRI but worse than bootstrapMRI, suggesting that the variance price paid for the (further) bias
reduction may be too high.
Section 4.5 describes the difﬁculty of estimating the Qc components, p and L�, from small data
samples. For the practical algorithms, the estimates of pˆ and Lˆ� will suffer from imprecision and bias.
The experimental results show that despite these estimation difﬁculties, strong AL performance can
still be achieved.
4.7 AL Selection Bias and MRI
When an AL method systematically selects examples from the pool, it creates selection bias in the
data, as described below. In this sense, selection bias is a problem intrinsic to AL, and created by AL.
Iterated AL, with any selection method except RS, will induce a covariate bias in the labelled data
dS: the covariate component xS will not be i.i.d. , i.e. xS � PX. However, the labels conditional on the
covariates yS|xS will still be i.i.d.: yS|xS ∼ PY |X, since the labels come from the oracle. (The labels yS
themselves will be affected by the covariate bias). In iterated AL, the biased proportion of dS grows
over time, as more AL selection steps occur.
To summarise the problem of selection bias in AL, any systematic (non-random) selection of
examples from the pool will select a set of examples xA which is not i.i.d. Once labelled by the
oracle, that set xA will become part of the labelled data dS for future AL selection. This introduction of
selection bias by systematic selection is inevitable (and often a good thing, since AL often outperforms
RS).
When we talk of handling the bias in AL, this means handling the existing bias in the labelled data
dS, when making our selection of xA (given that the labelled data dS is already biased due to previous
AL selection). In iterated AL, dS is already biased, and that cannot be changed: but we can choose
how to respond to this bias when selecting xA.
There are several possible approaches to handling AL selection bias in dS, including:
• Ignore it, as many AL methods do (e.g. Shannon entropy)
• Attempt to compensate for it, e.g. by importance-weighting (see Section 2.5.6)
• Make an adversarial assumption about the bias, e.g. where the worst-possible conditional dis-
tribution PY |X is assumed given some constraints to partially match the observed yS|xS in dS
(e.g. [71])
• Automatically adapt to the bias by conditioning on the data dS via the classiﬁer and loss func-
tions (e.g. MRI, described below).
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The MRI target Qc always captures the expected classiﬁer improvement, given the labelled data
dS, by explicitly conditioning on dS. There is no assumption that the labelled data dS is i.i.d.: the
optimal selection x∗ provides the greatest improvement, for any data dS, regardless of whether dS is
i.i.d. or not. The theoretical deﬁnition of Qc in Equation 4.1 does not assume that dS is i.i.d.; nor do
practical estimation algorithms of Section 4.5 make any assumption that dS is i.i.d.
No matter how dS is biased, by whatever AL selection method, the MRI target Qc conditions on
dS through the classiﬁer training function θ and loss function L, and thereby selects the best example
x∗ for each speciﬁc dS. In this sense, the MRI target Qc is auto-adaptive to existing bias in dS: by
conditioning on dS, Qc is sensitive to changes in dS.
This sensitivity ofQc to dS is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Section 4.2 deﬁnes a synthetic classiﬁcation
problem, and a simple classiﬁer, to illustrate Qc. Figure 4.2 shows four different instances of dS, and
in each case, Qc deﬁnes the optimal AL selection. These four cases are hand-picked, to illustrate the
sensitivity and adaption of Qc to dS.
To further illustrate the sensitivity and adaption of Qc to dS, Figure 4.5 shows four more extreme
cases of unusual data, using the same synthetic problem. These four extreme cases show that no
matter how peculiar the data, the target Qc adapts to that peculiarity by conditioning on it, to provide
the optimal behaviour even if the data is far from i.i.d.
We now turn to Qc estimation, and consider whether bias in dS might adversely affect the esti-
mation of Qc or its components p and L by MRI algorithms. In particular, selection bias in dS might
signiﬁcantly increase the estimation errors of Qˆc, and its components pˆ and Lˆ. An experiment ex-
amines this question of MRI estimation under AL selection bias. For space, this experiment and its
results are described in Appendices D.3 and D.4.
In summary, the estimation experiment suggests that the selection bias of dS under iterated AL
does not signiﬁcantly impair the estimation of Qˆc, or its components pˆ and Lˆ. This in turn suggests that
the existing MRI algorithms are suitable for Qc estimation under iterated AL. This conclusion gains
experimental conﬁrmation from the empirical success of the algorithm bootstrapMRI in practical Qˆc
estimation (see the results in Section 4.6.5).
4.8 Generalisations of the MRI Targets
There is a ranking signal of AL, namely the ranking of the pool implied by the Qc function, as
described in Section 4.3. This ranking signal proves surprisingly persistent, when we generalise the
context, by taking expectations.
For instance, taking the expectation of Qc over the labelled data dS deﬁnes a new MRI target,
denoted Qm. We explore Qm for synthetic classiﬁcation problems, and show that the ranking signal
persists in Qm: some examples in the pool are generally more useful for the classiﬁer, on average,
over different samples of the labelled data dS.
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(a) θˆ = (µˆ1 = 0.1, µˆ2 = 0.1);
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(c) θˆ = (µˆ1 = 2, µˆ2 = 7);
µˆ1, µˆ2 are both given arbitrary values
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(d) θˆ = (µˆ1 = 3, µˆ2 = 5);
µˆ1, µˆ2 are right-shifted, µˆ j = µ j+4
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for case (c)
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the target Qc as a function of x, for four extreme cases of the estimated
classiﬁer parameters θˆ = (µˆ1, µˆ2). The four extreme cases of the estimated classiﬁer are implausible;
they are chosen to show the adaptivity of the target Qc to the extreme data. The target Qc is shown
vertically, with covariate x shown horizontally. The class mean parameters are shown in solid blue and
red, with the estimated means shown in dotted blue and red. The green line indicates Qc(x) = 0 (zero
improvement); in all cases, ns = 18. In each speciﬁc case, the optimal selection x∗ yields greatest
correction to θˆ in terms of moving the estimated boundary tˆ closer to the true boundary t. The ﬁnal
four plots in Figures 4.5e to 4.5h illustrate the function Qc over a much larger range of x, to show the
limiting behaviour of Qc at the extremes of the range of x.
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Further generalisations of Qc are deﬁned in Section 4.8.2. All of the generalisations of Qc also
apply straightforwardly to the batch MRI target Bc. These generalised targets are deﬁned and explored
here for theoretical interest, to reveal more about the ranking signal of AL. No algorithms are provided
to estimate the new targets.
Before proceeding, we emphasize that the discussions in this section about Qc and its general-
isations are all related to ﬁnite sample sizes. This is because active learning becomes pointless for
inﬁnite sample sizes, and because the ranking signal disappears in the limit. As the size of dS becomes
huge, the loss of the classiﬁer tends towards its asymptotic limit (see Section 2.2.1). This directly im-
plies that Qc will tend towards zero (for any value of x), since the losses of both current and retrained
classiﬁer will both be close to the limit. The focus in this thesis is on ﬁnite sample sizes, where active
learning can still improve the classiﬁer.
4.8.1 Marginal MRI: Generalising Beyond the Labelled Data
The targetQc is an explicit function of the labelled data dS, and depends crucially upon it, as illustrated
by Figure 4.2. The dependence of selection behaviour on the labelled data dS is central to AL, yet
rarely examined. This dependence raises a novel statistical question for AL: what is the optimal
selection, in expectation over dS ∼ PX,Y .
The deﬁnition of Qc in Equation 4.1 provides a natural answer, in the form of a new MRI target,
marginal MRI, denoted Qm:
Qm(x,θ ,ns) = EdS
�
Qc(x,θ ,dS)
�
= EdS
�
L(θ(dS))−EY |x[L(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))]
�
, (4.6)
where EdS [.] takes the expectation over all i.i.d. datasets dS of size n
s: dS ∼ PX,Y , |dS|= ns. The size
of the data, ns, is still important, and as a result Qm conditions on ns.
To illustrate Qm, we explore two synthetic problems: the ﬁrst problem is deﬁned in Section 4.2,
while the second problem is a minor variant where the class prior π has been modiﬁed to (15 ,
4
5). Both
problems are fully deﬁned in Figure 4.6 (and illustrated in Appendix A.2.1). For these two problems,
the values of Qm are compared to Shannon entropy and random selection. The values for Qm, SE and
RS are calculated by averaging over multiple i.i.d. draws of the labelled data dS.
Figure 4.6 illustrates Qm as a function of x. For these synthetic problems, the Qm values are
far from uniform over the pool: the ranking signal persists when Qc is generalised to Qm. Further,
Figure 4.6 shows that for both problems, there are large ranges of the covariate x where examples will
improve the classiﬁer, on average over dS.
A second synthetic problem is explored to further demonstrate the ranking signal that persists
in Qm, see Figure 4.7. Here the classiﬁcation problem is the Four-Gaussian problem, whose class-
conditional distribution contours are shown in Figure 4.7e. The classiﬁer is QDA, and the loss func-
tion is error rate.
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(a) Problem A: {π = ( 12 , 12),
(X |Y = c1)∼ N(−1,1),
(X |Y = c2)∼ N(1,1)}
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(b) Problem B: {π = ( 15 , 45),
(X |Y = c1)∼ N(−1,1),
(X |Y = c2)∼ N(1,1)}
Figure 4.6: Comparison of SE and RS against Qm as functions of x, with two closely related synthetic
problems, which differ only in the class prior π . The function values of Qm, SE and RS are shown
vertically, with covariate x shown horizontally. These problems are illustrated in Appendix A.2.1. For
both problems there are large ranges of the covariate x which improve the classiﬁer, in expectation
over dS. Qm is shown in black, SE in blue, and RS in red (for RS, the density p(x) is shown).
The green line indicates Qm(x) = 0 (zero improvement), with ns being 18 in both cases. The three
functions are scaled to permit this comparison.
The ﬁrst four ﬁgures, 4.7a to 4.7d, show the rankings of the pool implied by Qc, for four different
datasets {dSi}i∈1:4. The last ﬁgure, Figure 4.7f, shows the rankings of the pool implied by Qm, by
averaging over many datasets. Again we can see that Qm is far from uniform over the pool: some
examples are still better than others, on average over different draws of dS from PX,Y .
To provide stronger statistical evidence, for the persistence of the ranking signal in Qm, an experi-
ment is provided in Appendix D.2. This experiment examines the rankings of the pool implied by Qc,
for many different datasets {dSi}i∈1:n. The experiment shows that these rankings are similar to each
other, and that this similarity is statistically signiﬁcant.
4.8.2 Further MRI Generalisations
The target Qc is a function of the covariate x, the classiﬁer θ , the data dS and the loss function L. This
provides four initial ways to generalise Qc, by taking expectations over each function argument.
First, generalising over the covariate x deﬁnes Qx as the average Qc over the pool xP. Qx is useless
for AL selection (since it is constant over the pool, giving RS behaviour) but it does deﬁne the average
classiﬁer improvement for the benchmark RS, see the deﬁnition of AL regret in Section 4.9.1.
Generalising over the loss function L deﬁnes a new target, loss-agnostic MRI, denoted QL:
QL(x,θ ,dS) = EL
�
Qc(x,θ ,dS)
�
= EL
�
L(θ(dS))−EY |x[L(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))]
�
,
where EL[.] takes the expectation over a given set of loss functions {Li}nli=1 (e.g. via a uniform pmf).
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Figure 4.7: These ﬁgures illustrate the functions Qc and Qm, over two-dimensional covariate space,
using brighter yellow for higher values and darker red for lower values. The visual similarity of the
four Qc rankings (Figures 4.7a to 4.7d) show the low dependence of AL on the labelled data, in other
words the low sensitivity of Qc to dS. Ranking of Qc values for different draws of the ﬁxed-size
dataset dS are shown in Figures 4.7a to 4.7d. Higher ranks are shown in brighter yellow, lower ranks
are darker red. The classiﬁcation problem is the Four-Gaussian problem, where the stochastic truth
in shown in Figure 4.7e, see Appendix A. The size of dS is always 20; this shows that the targets Qm
and Qc are closely related for small ﬁnite sample sizes. The same scale is used for the ﬁve colour
mappings.
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This requires an agreed set of loss functions (which may be contentious, or vary over applications).
Further, there are potential scaling issues when averaging over loss values from different loss func-
tions. If it is highly desirable for a classiﬁer to perform well on many different loss functions, then
QL is a viable target: QL estimators will choose examples that improve the classiﬁer under a range
of loss functions, instead of just one such as error rate. For instance, the set of loss functions might
be the pairing of error rate and Brier score, intending to ensure that both the class and probability
predictions are high quality. However, if different loss functions measure entirely different aspects
of performance, and each application’s own priorities determine which one or few losses are truly
relevant, then this target is less desirable.
The expectation over the classiﬁer θ deﬁnes a new target, classiﬁer-agnostic MRI, denoted Qθ :
Qθ (x,dS) = Eθ
�
Qc(x,θ ,dS)
�
= Eθ
�
L(θ(dS))−EY |x[L(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))]
�
,
where Eθ [.] takes the expectation over a given set of classiﬁers {θg}g∈G (e.g. via a uniform pmf). The
intention here is for Qθ -estimators to choose examples that will improve a whole set of classiﬁers.
Consider the labelled dataset dA, which is obtained by AL selection of xA and oracle-provided labels
yA. If the application intends to use dA multiple times, with a set of classiﬁers {θg}g∈G, then the
optimal behaviour maximises loss over the whole classiﬁer set, instead of choosing xA to beneﬁt one
classiﬁer. Indeed one repeated concern of the AL literature is that some AL methods may choose dA
to improve one speciﬁc classiﬁer, and may thereby harm performance for dA with other classiﬁers [7].
A ﬁnal generalisation takes three expectations, over the labelled data dS, the classiﬁer θ and the
loss function L, to deﬁne problem-general MRI, denoted Qp:
Qp(x,ns) = EdS
�
Eθ
�
EL
�
Qc(x,θ ,dS)
���
= EdS
�
Eθ
�
EL
�
L(θ(dS))−EY |x[L(θ(dS∪ (x,Y ))]
���
,
with the expectation operators deﬁned as above. This target addresses the question: are there any
unlabelled examples which improve the base classiﬁer for this problem PX,Y , averaging over the
unknown label Y |x, the dataset dS, the classiﬁer θ and the loss function L.
Assume the existence of some examples in the pool with positive Qp values. These examples will
improve the average classiﬁer, in terms of the average loss, for the average dataset. The existence of
such examples would imply that the ranking signal of AL persists at a high level of abstraction.
The target Qp is explored, using the synthetic problem of Section 4.2, with the classiﬁers QDA
and logistic regression, and the loss functions AUC and H measure [49]. Qp is illustrated in Figure
4.8, along with two further generalisations, Q(m,θ) and Q(m,L) deﬁned in the ﬁgure. Even when ex-
pectations are taken over the labelled data dS, the classiﬁer θ , and the loss function L, some ranking
signal persists. This surprising persistence of the ranking signal is a new result for AL.
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(f) Illustration of the values of Qp,
over the univariate range of x
Figure 4.8: Illustration of targets which generalise Qc. The target function value is shown vertically,
with covariate x shown horizontally. In some cases, the ranking signal of MRI is surprisingly per-
sistent, when we generalise the context by taking various expectations. Here the synthetic problem
from Section 4.2 is used, with classiﬁers QDA and logistic regression, and loss functions AUC and
H measure. Qm generalises Qc by taking expectation over the labelled data dS. Q(m,θ) generalises Qc
by taking expectation over both the labelled data and the classiﬁer. Q(m,L) generalises Qc by taking
expectation over both the labelled data and the loss function. Finally Qp generalises Qc by taking
expectation over the labelled data, the classiﬁer and the loss function.
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Figure 4.9: The improvement function Qc as a function of x, with positive improvement shown in red.
The target Qc is shown vertically, with covariate x shown horizontally. The red region shows positive
Qc values: {x : Qc(x) > 0}, where the example x improves the classiﬁer. The green line indicates
Qc(x) = 0 (zero improvement). The sizeable set of red values for x shows substantial scope for AL to
improve the classiﬁer. Here θˆ = (µˆ1 =−0.9, µˆ2 = 1.1); the estimated means µˆ1, µˆ2 are right-shifted,
µˆ j = µ j+0.1. The class mean parameters (µ1,µ2) are shown in solid blue and red, with the estimated
means (µˆ1, µˆ2) shown in dotted blue and red. Here ns = 18.
4.9 Further Implications of MRI
Here we describe further implications of the MRI framework, in terms of regret, consistency, and
stopping rules.
4.9.1 AL Regret as a Theoretical AL Metric
MRI allows us to deﬁne AL regret as a novel theoretical metric of AL performance. Some aspects
of AL performance, such as RS average performance and AL regret, can be calculated analytically in
terms of Qc, given a fully speciﬁed stochastic description of the classiﬁcation problem. This section
calculates these aspects of AL performance, for the synthetic example of Section 4.2.
First assume a classiﬁer training function θ . The classiﬁer’s performance improves with retraining
on examples where Qc(x) is positive. This set of good examples is denoted Gc = {x : Qc(x)> 0}, il-
lustrated by the red region in Figure 4.9. Under RS, given a speciﬁc classiﬁer θˆ , the expected classiﬁer
improvement is given by EX [Qc(x, θˆ )], with the probability that RS improves classiﬁer performance
being PX(Gc) = PX(Qc(x, θˆ )> 0). RS performance is calculated exactly and shown in Table 4.7.
The regret of AL methods is deﬁned below as functions of Qc, in terms of the differences between
optimal and actual classiﬁer improvement. For a speciﬁc classiﬁer θˆ , the regret of an AL method g
can now be deﬁned as
Rc(g, θˆ ) = Qc(x∗, θˆ )−Qc(xg, θˆ ), (4.7)
where xg is the example selection of AL method g, given by xg = argmaxx(g(x, θˆ )). This regret Rc is
strictly non-negative, from the deﬁnition of Qc in Equation 4.1.
In the general case this regret function Rc may be difﬁcult to compute, since the selection xg ofr an
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AL method is often a complicated non-linear function of θˆ . For Shannon entropy, this regret function
is calculated exactly and shown in Table 4.7.
4.9.2 AL Consistency and Stopping Rules
This section examines AL consistency, and its implications for AL methods and AL stopping rules.
Consistency in AL is here deﬁned as the optimal AL behaviour in the limit, as the amount of labelled
data increases towards inﬁnity, i.e. as ns ↑ ∞ where ns = |dS|. This raises three questions: what is the
optimum behaviour in the limit, how well do AL methods approximate this optimum behaviour, and
the implications for AL stopping.
First consider the optimum AL behaviour as ns ↑ ∞. Let δLj denote the loss difference when
retraining a classiﬁer θ on a single new example of class c j: δLj = |L(θ(dT ∪ (x,c j))−L(θ(dT ))|.
Research into empirical learning curves shows that as the amount of training data nt increases towards
inﬁnity, the classiﬁer loss L tends downwards to an asymptote, implying that the loss difference δLj
falls to zero: as nt ↑ ∞, (∀ j ∈ [1, . . . ,k])(δLj ↓ 0). Empirical learning curves are discussed in Section
2.2.1 and [43, 64, 82]. Hence as ns ↑ ∞, (∀ j ∈ [1, . . . ,k])(L� j ↓ L) hence (∀x ∈ xP)Qc(x,θ ,dS) = 0.
Thus the true Qc signal becomes zero everywhere, all over the pool, as ns ↑ ∞.
Thus as ns ↑∞, two things happen: the trueQc signal becomes zero everywhere, and also becomes
(uniform (ﬂat) over the pool. These two conditions both naturally suggest stopping rules, which are
described below.
Second we examine speciﬁc AL methods in terms of AL consistency, to see if their selection
behaviour agrees with the optimal asymptotic behaviour. Any unbiased Qˆc-estimator will show the
right behaviour, since as ns ↑ ∞, the estimator variance σ ↓ 0, hence Qˆc(x,θ ,dS)→ Qc(x,θ ,dS). By
contrast, Shannon entropy will always prefer examples of greater class uncertainty, i.e. will always
incorrectly consider some examples better than others.
For QBC the situation depends on the choice of classiﬁer committee. If there is at least one
Table 4.7: Performance of random selection, and the regret of Shannon entropy, for the synthetic
classiﬁcation problem deﬁned in Section 4.2. Performance is examined for four speciﬁc cases of θˆ ,
shown here and illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. For each case of θˆ , the optimal selection is given
by Qc and its maximum x∗. In each case, RS improves the classiﬁer in expectation, while SE shows
substantial regret.
Classiﬁer Optimum RS performance SE regret
θˆ Figures max(Qc) EX [Qc(x, θˆ )] PX(Gc) Rc(g, θˆ )
(µˆ1=−1.1,µˆ2=1.1) 4.2c, 4.3c -0.0001 0.0003 0 0.0002
(µˆ1=−0.9,µˆ2=1.1) 4.2b, 4.3b 0.0012 0.0001 0.3312 0.0013
(µˆ1=−0.5,µˆ2=1.5) 4.2a, 4.3a 0.0290 0.0024 0.8044 0.0267
(µˆ1=1,µˆ2=−1) 4.2d, 4.3d 0.5791 0.0015 1 0.5788
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well-speciﬁc classiﬁer and also at least one mis-speciﬁed classiﬁer, then those classiﬁers will always
disagree on the predicted class probabilities or classes for some examples. In this case, QBC will in-
correctly always score some examples higher than others. If there are two misspeciﬁed classiﬁers that
are mis-speciﬁed in different ways, then they too will always disagree on some predicted probabilities
or classes, thereby always incorrectly rating some examples higher than others.
Third, examination of Qc values as ns ↑ ∞ has provided two separate, sufﬁcient conditions for AL
stopping:
• When the maximum Qc value in the pool is zero. Here it is impossible to improve the classiﬁer
by any more training, either AL or even RS. A stopping rule here can save the cost of label
acquisition, which is usually substantial in AL.
• When the Qc ranking signal over the pool becomes uniform (i.e. ﬂat). Here there is no pos-
sibility of picking better examples, and thus no chance of outperforming RS, as described in
Section 4.3. A stopping rule here can save the cost of AL computation.
4.10 MRI Conclusion
There is a wide variety of AL methods in the literature, reviewed in Chapter 2. These naturally
divide into general-purpose heuristics, and provisional theoretical methods (with certain assumptions
described in Section 2.6). This division leaves a broad gulf between theory and practice. This gulf is
bridged by MRI, a statistical estimation framework for active learning, which addresses the problem
of AL both theoretically and practically. MRI is entirely general, being fully agnostic about problems,
classiﬁers and loss functions.
In a theoretical context, MRI deﬁnes the optimal AL behaviour, as expectation targets. The opti-
mal behaviour is explored in detail (see Section 4.2). The MRI targets provide several further insights
into other aspects of active learning, described in Sections 4.4 through to 4.9. MRI addresses many
of the criteria for a theory of active learning, described in Section 2.7.
For applications, the MRI targets motivate estimation algorithms, with a wide range of statistical
choices. Two estimation algorithms are deﬁned here, with BMRI performing well in a large exper-
imental study, against benchmark methods from the AL literature. BMRI is recommended for AL
applications. Analysis of the algorithms suggests various statistical intricacies in MRI estimation,
which will hopefully motivate further work and better algorithms.
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Chapter 5
Handling Improbable Labels
One central intuition from MRI is that all classiﬁcation examples are not created equal. This diver-
sity in example quality implies that systematic selection can improve performance. This intuition is
developed into a novel approach to classiﬁcation.
A classiﬁcation training dataset dT typically contains a subset of examples with surprising labels,
those being labels which differ from the MAP labels. For these improbable labels, the actual label is
unexpected, in the sense of being improbable given the covariate information. Geometrically these
examples are on the wrong side of the decision boundary, in unexpected regions of feature space, as
shown in Figure 5.1b.
The central idea is that these improbable labels may challenge a classiﬁer, making estimation more
difﬁcult. This motivates handling the improbable labels (HIL) by data modiﬁcation. HIL modiﬁes
the training data, to reduce the challenge of the improbable labels, and thereby increase classiﬁer
performance. This work deﬁnes three data modiﬁcation actions, where the improbable labels are
pruned, relabelled, or weighted.
For a synthetic classiﬁcation problem, the three HIL actions are shown to be effective across the
entire learning curve. For applications, HIL algorithms are constructed, and shown to be effective in
two large experimental studies. HIL algorithms increase classiﬁer performance for many classiﬁca-
tion problems, classiﬁers, and loss functions.
HIL data modiﬁcation actions are introduced in Section 5.1, before related work is given in Section
5.2. The detailed mechanisms of HIL are described in Section 5.3. A synthetic classiﬁcation problem
is presented in Section 5.4, which yields a detailed statistical analysis of HIL algorithms at work.
For classiﬁcation applications, HIL algorithms are deﬁned in Section 5.5, and these algorithms are
evaluated in two large experimental studies, in Sections 5.6 and 5.7. HIL achieves loss reduction
by reducing the variance of a classiﬁer’s probability estimates, as described in Section 5.8, before
concluding in Section 5.9.
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5.1 Deﬁnition and Demonstration
Here we motivate the HIL approach, by introducing HIL data modiﬁcation actions, and demonstrating
loss reduction for a range of problems, classiﬁers and loss functions.
Given a classiﬁcation training dataset dT , we deﬁne the subset of examples with improbable labels,
by an index set Z(dT ):
Z(dT ) = {i ∈ T : yi �= yMAP(xi)}, (5.1)
where Z(dT ) is the index set of the improbable labels, shortened to Z, with Z ⊆ T . The improbably
labelled examples are dZ , while the improbable labels themselves are given by yZ . (The set Z can be
empty, but this situation is unlikely, see Section 5.3.2). This deﬁnition of Z in Equation 5.1 implicitly
uses Bayes probabilities, but the set Z may be estimated, see Section 5.5.
One example of the HIL approach is a pruning action, where the improbable labels are simply
discarded. This pruning action produces a different training dataset denoted dU , with the index set
U = T \Z. The intention is to improve classiﬁer performance, i.e. to achieve
L(θ b(dU))< L(θ b(dT )), (5.2)
where θ b is the base classiﬁer.
The RHS of Equation 5.2 is the loss of the base classiﬁer trained on the original training data
dT ; this classiﬁer is the original classiﬁer, denoted θˆ
o
= θ b(dT ). The LHS is the loss of the HIL
classiﬁer, denoted θˆ h = θ b(dU). Hence the goal of loss reduction in Equation 5.2 simpliﬁes to
L(θˆ h) < L(θˆ o). Since HIL is a data modiﬁcation approach, the natural benchmark of comparison is
the original classiﬁer θˆ o, which is regular classiﬁcation with zero data modiﬁcation.
There is no assumption being made here that the training data dT is i.i.d. HIL algorithms can
operate on training data which is i.i.d., or on data affected by selection bias, which may have been
caused by active learning, or credit risk classiﬁcation selection bias, see Sections 4.7 and 5.7.
Each HIL action is a data modiﬁcation procedure. Here we deﬁne three distinct actions to handle
the improbable labels: pruning, relabelling and weighting. These actions are illustrated in Figure 5.1
and summarised in Table 5.1; each action modiﬁes the training data to produce a HIL classiﬁer θˆ h.
Full details of the HIL algorithms are given in Sections 5.3 and 5.5.
Pruning handles the improbable labels simply by discarding them (thereby reducing the amount
of training data). This produces a new training dataset dU withU = T \Z as described above, giving
a HIL-pruned classiﬁer θˆ hp = θ b(dU).
Relabelling takes a different approach to the improbable labels, by directly overwriting them
with the MAP labels (thus preserving the amount of training data). (Of course, this requires either
the MAP labels, or an estimate of the MAP labels). In this sense relabelling is more aggressive
than pruning (see Section 5.4). This relabelling action yields a new and different training set dU =
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(a) The problem is a binary mix of Gaussians,
the covariate is two-dimensional, the
class-conditional contours are shown; the Bayes
decision boundary for error rate is green
(b) Blue and red points show the classes
of the training data dT ;
the improbable labels are shown enlarged
(c) An original classiﬁer θˆ
o
is trained on dT ,
its estimated boundary is shown in orange
(d) The pruning action removes the improbable
labels, yielding a HIL-pruned classiﬁer θˆ
hp
,
whose estimated boundary is black
(e) The relabelling action overwrites the
improbable labels with Bayes MAP labels,
yielding a HIL-relabelled classiﬁer θˆ
hr
,
whose estimated boundary is purple
(f) The weighting action down-weights the
improbable labels, yielding a
HIL-weighted classiﬁer θˆ
hw
,
whose estimated boundary is pink
Figure 5.1: Illustration of HIL. The problem is a simple mix of Gaussians, while the base classiﬁer
is logistic regression. An original classiﬁer is ﬁtted to the training data. The pruning action removes
improbable labels from the training data, yielding a HIL-pruned classiﬁer. The relabelling action
overwrites the improbable labels with MAP labels, yielding a HIL-relabelled classiﬁer. The weighting
action down-weights the improbable labels, yielding a HIL-weighted classiﬁer. All three HIL actions
produce better boundaries than the original boundary (i.e. closer to the Bayes boundary).
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dT\Z ∪{xi,yMAP(xi)}i∈Z , producing a HIL-relabelled classiﬁer θˆ hr = θ b(dU).
The weighting action is perhaps the most cautious action of the three: it does not modify the
training data dT at all, but instead handles the improbable labels by down-weighting them. Weighting
applies numeric weights wT to every example in dT , speciﬁcally down-weighting the improbable
labels by lower weight values. These numeric weights wT are applied during classiﬁer training, to
determine the resulting HIL classiﬁer θˆ h. Example-weighted classiﬁcation is described in Section
2.1.
The improbable labels are down-weighted by a weighting function Hw, where example xi receives
weight wi = Hw(pyi) = Hw(p(yi|xi)). The improbably-labelled example with index i ∈ Z is down-
weighted by wi = Hw(pyi), with (∀i ∈ Z)wi ∈ (0,1). By contrast all examples with MAP labels, in
the set T \Z, receive the numeric weight of one: (∀i ∈ {T \Z})wi = 1. For instance, the weighting
function Hw might be the identity function Hw1(pyi) = pyi , i ∈ Z. Another linear weighting function is
Hw2(p(yi)) = 2pyi , i ∈ Z. This weighting action yields a HIL-weighted classiﬁer θˆ
hw
= θ b(dT ,wT ) :
wT = Hw({pyi}i∈T ).
Two further weighting actions, which weight all examples (not just the improbable labels), are
deﬁned thus: Hw3(p(yi)) = pyi , i ∈ T and Hw4(p(yi)) = 2pyi , i ∈ T . HIL weighting comes with one
restriction: it requires the base classiﬁer to handle example weighting (see Section 2.1). However,
this restriction can be lifted, by the Costing technique, which using sampling to convert weighted data
samples to unweighted data [102].
For simplicity, this section deﬁnes the three HIL actions using Bayes probabilities in Table 5.1.
When probabilities are estimated, the action deﬁnitions change, see Section 5.5 and Table 5.3. In
this research, HIL actions are applied once, not iteratively, i.e. HIL applies singular not iterated data
modiﬁcation.
To illustrate HIL actions, learning curves are shown for the HIL actions and for the original clas-
sifer, see Figure 5.2. Here the problem is a synthetic classiﬁcation problem described in Section
5.4.
Sometimes HIL improves classiﬁer performance across the whole learning curve, see Figure 5.3.
This ﬁgure shows the HIL actions of pruning and relabelling, using Bayes probabilities. It is surpris-
ing that HIL improves classiﬁer performance, even at the end of the ELC, where the risk approaches
Table 5.1: HIL Actions, based on the Bayes Classiﬁer
Name Symbol Description Result
Pruning Ap Discard the improbable labels dU :U = T \Z θˆ hp
Relabelling Ar Overwrite with MAP labels dU = dT\Z ∪{xi,yMAP(xi)}i∈Z θˆ hr
Weighting Aw Down-weight improbable labels: wT = Hw({pyi}i∈T ) θˆ
hw
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Figure 5.2: Demonstration of HIL actions providing loss reduction, for a given univariate binary
problem. Error rate is shown vertically, with the number of training examples shown horizontally.
The error rate is calculated using a holdout test dataset. The colours show the learning curves: red
for original, green for HIL pruning, blue for relabelling and purple for weighting. The last three
graphs omit weighting, since those classiﬁers don’t support weighting directly. The six graphs are
for different base classiﬁers: the simple classiﬁer (see Section 5.4), logistic regression, the CART
decision tree, 5-nn, random forest, and QDA (see Appendix B).
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an asymptote. In this scenario, HIL provides two beneﬁts: better average loss, and reduced variance
of loss.
Finally we emphasise that the HIL actions improve the base classiﬁer itself. If the base classi-
ﬁer is logistic regression, then all HIL classiﬁers are instances of logistic regression. This makes it
straightforward to compare classiﬁers’ estimated parameters, and allows HIL to satisfy application
constraints, such as regulatory constraints in credit risk (see Section 5.7).
5.2 Background and Context
This section provides a background and context for HIL, in terms of related ideas and statistical
techniques. First, we emphasize that HIL is a novel approach to classiﬁcation, and in that sense it
does not have background literature in the way that AL and classiﬁcation do.
The approach of outlier detection and handling in estimation and regression bears some similarity
to HIL; outlier detection and handling is an established method in both estimation and regression
[42]. Outliers are usually deﬁned in one of two ways: ﬁrst as examples very different from the mean
(extreme or improbable values), or second as noisy examples from a different distribution. The idea
is to detect outliers and then handle them, either by discarding, or overwriting them (for instance, by
the mean of remaining examples).
The improbable labels are all i.i.d., whenever the original data is i.i.d., which leads us to concen-
trate on the ﬁrst outlier deﬁnition, as extreme or improbable values. The improbable labels in HIL
are not extreme or improbable in terms of the label Y , nor are they low density points in terms of the
covariate X (see Section 5.3.3). However, the improbable labels are deﬁnitely improbable in terms
of the conditional distribution Y |X (by deﬁnition). Further, the improbably labelled examples are
also usually improbable in terms of the conditional distribution X|Y (see Section 5.3.3). In these two
senses, HIL can be seen as a novel application of outlier handling in classiﬁcation, where the HIL ac-
tions of pruning, relabelling and weighting corresponding to outlier culling, outlier overwriting (e.g.
imputation using the mean), and outlier weighting (e.g. in robust regression).
HIL is a data modiﬁcation approach, and it is natural to consider other data modiﬁcation ap-
proaches. For instance, data editing (condensing) is a technique that compresses the training data
dT , while maintaining classiﬁer performance. This approach is commonly used with lazy classiﬁers
(such as K-nn) which store the entire training dataset in memory, to alleviate this storage burden. An
example method is the condensed nearest neighbour rule, which replaces dT by a smaller dataset of
prototypical examples [53]. HIL pruning bears passing similarity to data editing, but HIL’s pruning
typically does little actual culling (the average fraction of examples culled is only the Bayes error
rate, see Section 5.3.2), whereas data editing often compresses by much larger ratios. Further, HIL
seeks to cull only improbable labels, while data editing may cull any examples, even most of the data,
while preserving performance.
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Figure 5.3: Demonstration of HIL pruning and relabelling. The problem is synthetic, a binary mix of
Gaussians. The HIL classiﬁer’s losses are shown in red, while the original is shown in blue. The loss
function is error rate, shown vertically, while the horizontal axis shows the size of the training dataset
dT . For a given number of examples, say ten, many datasets are sampled, giving a set of losses for the
original classiﬁer, and another set for HIL These sets of losses are shown as boxplots. In this context,
HIL improves the base classiﬁer logistic regression across the entire learning curve.
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There is some similarity between HIL weighting and boosting. Boosting also assigns weights
to the training examples, speciﬁcally up-weighting misclassiﬁed examples and then retraining, in an
iterative cycle of weighting and retraining. By this iteration, boosting focusses attention on the mis-
classiﬁed examples. Improbably labelled examples are probably close to the Bayes decision boundary
(see Section 5.3.3), and hence are more likely to be misclassiﬁed than an average example (see the
discussion in Section 5.3.2). If we examine a set of improbably-labelled examples near the Bayes
decision boundary, then HIL and boosting take opposite views on this set of examples. HIL down-
weights them, seeing them as unhelpful since improbable, while boosting up-weights them, viewing
them as important since often misclassiﬁed.
The classiﬁcation literature also describes the use of reject options [8]. When using a reject option,
examples of uncertain class may be rejected, in that the classiﬁer refuses to provide a predicted class.
Class uncertainty is deﬁned in terms of estimated class probabilities, e.g. in the binary case, class
uncertainty is where pˆ(c1|x) is near one half. Medical diagnosis of severe conditions e.g. tumours
provides one motivating application. This use of a reject option is rather closely related to pruning:
HIL pruning removes improbably labelled examples, most of which will have high class uncertainty
(see Section 5.3.3). While HIL pruning would cull all examples where pˆ(c1|x)< 12 , the reject option
would also prune some with pˆ(c1|x) greater than one half. Thus the two techniques focus on different
sets of examples. Further, the two techniques differ more markedly in what action they take: HIL
pruning forms a new classiﬁer based on a subset of the training data, while the reject option simply
refuses to provide class predictions for the rejected set.
Data tilting and data sharpening are two more data modiﬁcation techniques, used to improve
density estimation in [33]. Tilting is deﬁned as weighting the data, while sharpening is deﬁned as
data modiﬁcation. These two methods are shown to reduce errors for density estimators, both under
certain theoretical conditions, and in numerical simulations. This area of research suggests that data
modiﬁcation for loss reduction has a rich if recent history.
There are several broad similarities between HIL and active learning. First, HIL and AL both
perform systematic data selection, and by doing so, they deliberately introduce selection bias. Second,
both are often focussed on examples near the decision boundary, with high class uncertainty; the
improbable labels of HIL are mostly near the decision boundary (see Section 5.3.3), while the popular
AL methods of uncertainty sampling and QBC focus on examples near the decision boundary. Third,
both AL and HIL intend to improve an imperfect classiﬁer (since they focus on early learning, well
before the end of the ELC), and both do so using estimated probabilities from that imperfect classiﬁer.
Fourth, both HIL and AL methods form models of example quality, which AL uses to rank the pool,
while HIL uses quality to actively remove or modify the worst cases.
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5.3 HIL Mechanisms and Analysis
This section describes HIL mechanisms in some detail, before a statistical analysis in Section 5.4.
We begin by describing the two-step HIL process of estimation and action in Section 5.3.1. Second,
a brief theoretical analysis clariﬁes the expected frequency of improbable labels, E[|Z|], in terms of
the Bayes error rate, in Section 5.3.2. To clarify the nature of improbable labels, many different
characterisations of the set Z are described in Section 5.3.3. Finally Section 5.3.4 deﬁnes classiﬁers
statistically as probability estimators, to provide classiﬁer-agnostic deﬁnitions of bias and variance
for all probabilistic classiﬁers.
5.3.1 HIL Mechanisms of Probability Estimation and Action
HIL modiﬁes the training data in two stages: the ﬁrst step is to identify the improbable labels Z, and
the second step is to handle them. The ﬁrst step of identiﬁcation is a probability estimation step,
since the improbable labels are deﬁned by probabilities, see Equations 5.1 and 5.3. The second step
is to handle the improbable labels by a data modiﬁcation action, speciﬁcally one of the three actions
deﬁned in Section 5.1.
The ﬁrst probability estimation step aims to identify the set of improbable labels. Identifying
the set Z of improbable labels requires probabilities, either exact Bayes probabilities pT or estimated
probabilities pˆT . The Bayes probabilities are only accessible for synthetic problems (in a theoreti-
cal context); for classiﬁcation applications and experiments with real data, the probabilities must be
estimated. Given the Bayes probabilities, the exact set of improbable labels Z is given by Equation
5.1.
In classiﬁcation applications, the true distribution PX,Y and Bayes probabilities are never known,
and we must use estimated probabilities. Given class probability estimates for the training data dT ,
the estimated index set of improbable labels Zˆ(dT ) is deﬁned as
Zˆ(dT ) = {i ∈ T : yi �= yˆ(xi)}. (5.3)
The two sets Z and Zˆ are illustrated in Figure 5.4.
The estimation of Zˆ is naturally prone to errors, since in general Z �= Zˆ given pT �= pˆT . These Zˆ
estimation errors fall into two kinds: ﬁrst the false positive set, namely examples in the set (Zˆ \Z),
which are believed improbable but actually MAP (invented improbables). The second kind of error
is the false negative set, examples in the set (Z \ Zˆ), which are believed MAP but actually improbable
(missed improbables).
A simple illustration of Zˆ estimation is the algorithm HIL-Insample (Ei), which estimates prob-
abilities by a simple insample (re-substitution) approach. First train a classiﬁer on dT , then predict
probabilities on the very same dataset dT : θˆ = θ p(dT ), pˆT = φ p(θˆ ,dT ). This uses a probability-
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(a) Blue and red points show the data dT ;
truly improbable labels Z are squares;
the Bayes decision boundary for error
rate is shown in green
(b) Blue and red points show the data dT ; the
original classiﬁer’s decision boundary is
shown in orange; estimated improbable labels Zˆ
are diamonds
(c) Blue and red points show the data dT ;
truly improbable labels Z are squares,
estimated improbable labels Zˆ are diamonds;
the Bayes decision boundary is green, the
original classiﬁer’s decision boundary is
orange
(d) The relabelling action overwrites the
estimated improbable labels with estimated
labels, giving an estimated-relabelling
classiﬁer whose boundary is shown in purple
Figure 5.4: Illustration of HIL with probability estimation, showing the potential pitfalls of estimating
Zˆ via pˆT . The problem is a simple binary mix of Gaussians, deﬁned as {π = (12 , 12),(X |Y = c1) ∼
N(−12 ,1),(X |Y = c2) ∼ N(12 ,1)}. The covariate x is bivariate i.e. two-dimensional. Here dT is
i.i.d. (though HIL does not assume this generally). The Bayes classiﬁer provides the set of truly
improbable labels Z. The base classiﬁer θ b is logistic regression. An original classiﬁer θˆ o is trained
on dT . This classiﬁer’s estimated probabilities pˆT yield an estimated set of improbable labels, Zˆ.
The relabelling action overwrites the estimated-improbable labels with estimated labels, giving an
estimated-relabelling classiﬁer. This produces a worse decision boundary than the original boundary
(further from the Bayes boundary).
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estimating classiﬁer θ p (which could be identical to the base classiﬁer θ b). This approach is simple
and efﬁcient, but also expected to suffer from both bias and overﬁt in the estimates pˆT , as described in
the discussion of the MRI algorithm, simpleMRI, in Section 4.5.1. Further HIL estimation algorithms
are described in Section 5.5.
The second step of HIL algorithms is a data modiﬁcation action. Section 5.1 deﬁnes three actions:
pruning Ap, relabelling Ar and weighting Aw. In general, the application of an action A∗ produces a
new, modiﬁed training dataset with associated weights: {dU ,wT}, as described below, and in Equa-
tion 5.5.
The two steps of HIL algorithms imply two distinct types of HIL algorithm: HIL estimation
algorithms (such as HIL-Insample Ei) and HIL actions (such as pruning Ap). These two types of
algorithm are now deﬁned formally:
• First estimate Zˆ by probability estimation, using some probability-estimating algorithm denoted
E∗:
{Zˆ, pˆT , yˆT}= E∗(dT ). (5.4)
• Second apply action A∗, producing a new training dataset with associated numeric weights:
{dU ,wT}= A∗(dT , Zˆ, pˆT , yˆT ), (5.5)
and ﬁnally train the base classiﬁer to produce the HIL-modiﬁed classiﬁer
θˆ h = θ b(dU ,wT ),
where instances of θˆ h include θˆ hp, θˆ hr and θˆ hw (see Tables 5.1 and 5.3).
The entire HIL process of data modiﬁcation is summarised by
θˆ h = θ b(dU ,wT ) : {dU ,wT}= A∗(dT , Zˆ, pˆT , yˆT ),{Zˆ, pˆT , yˆT}= E∗(dT ), (5.6)
whereas regular classiﬁcation yields
θˆ o = θ b(dT ).
Note that HIL produces the HIL classiﬁer θˆ h by providing a modiﬁed training dataset {dU ,wT},
then training with the base classiﬁer (e.g. logistic regression). As such HIL can be described in
two ways: ﬁrst as a data modiﬁcation approach, employing an existing base classiﬁer; second as a
classiﬁer modiﬁer, that alters the behaviour of an existing base classiﬁer.
The ﬁnal classiﬁer that HIL produces is the HIL classiﬁer θˆ h, which is an estimated parameter of
the base classiﬁer. If the base classiﬁer is logistic regression, then the ﬁnal HIL classiﬁer is always an
instance of logistic regression. In this sense, the ﬁnal HIL result is strongly constrained by the base
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classiﬁer; this constraint can be important in some applications, for instance credit risk where regu-
latory constraints apply to the base classiﬁer (this is described further in Section 5.7). However, the
HIL estimation and action algorithms are free to use other classiﬁers, such as a different probability
classiﬁer θ p, e.g. a sophisticated classiﬁer such as random forest. This provides a great freedom of
choice for algorithms and applications.
5.3.2 The Expected Frequency of Improbable Labels
Here we present a brief analysis to clarify the expected frequency of improbable labels E[|Z|], in
terms of the Bayes error rate. This analysis below assumes that training data dT is i.i.d. (though this
assumption is not made generally for HIL).
Given a single known covariate xi, the potential label (Y |xi) is a discrete RV with known pmf
p(xi); its range is the set of labels. The values of the potential label response can be divided into
two cases: whether the label is the MAP label, or not. The probability of the MAP label is just
pMAP(xi) = argmax j p(c j|xi).
The probability of the label being improbable is denoted λ (xi) = 1− pMAP(xi). For the binary
case where k= 2, λ (xi)≤ 12 while pMAP(xi)≥ 12 . This probability λ (xi) is a function of the covariate
x, and illustrated in Figure 5.5. See Figure A.1c for an illustation of λ (xi), for a mix-of-Gaussians
univariate problem.
This probability λ (xi) relates directly to the Bayes error rate, with the BER giving the average
value for λ (xi) over X:
BER= EX,Y [(Y |X) �= yMAP(X)] = EX
�
EY |X[(Y |X) �= yMAP(X)]
�
= EX[λ (X)]. (5.7)
Given a ﬁxed dataset dT , the expected value of |Z| is the expected number of improbable labels
in dT . Modelling the label of each covariate xi as a Bernoulli RV (imbalanced coin-toss) with prob-
ability λ (xi) of being improbable, where the Bernoulli RVs are all independent and having different
imbalances,
E[|Z|] =
|T |
∏
i=1
λ (xi).
Thus for a ﬁxed, given dataset dT where the covariate values xT are known, the expected number of
improbable labels can be calculated exactly, if the Bayes classiﬁer is available.
More generally, if we know only that dT has size |T | but have no covariate information, then
λ (xi) must be approximated by EX[λ (X)], which is the Bayes error rate. For this general case where
the only information about dT is the size |T |, the number of improbable labels |Z| is distributed
Binomially:
|Z|∼ Binomial(n= |T |, p= BER),
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the probability λ (x) as a function of the covariate x. Here, the covariate
x is two-dimensional i.e. bivariate, and the probability λ (x) is shown over two-dimensional space.
The left hand column shows λ (x) and the contours of a Four-Gaussian problem, while the right
hand column shows λ (x) and the contours of a two-Gaussian problem (both problems are described
in Appendix A.2). Since λ (x) = 1− pMAP(x), the graphs of λ (x) also illustrate the Bayes MAP
probability pMAP(x), as a function of x.
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with E[|Z|] = |T |×BER.
5.3.3 Multiple Characterisations of Improbable Labels
The improbable labels in set Z are deﬁned by Bayes probabilities in Equation 5.1. Here we give
several different ways to characterise the set Z, using the properties of its member examples, to shed
light on the nature of improbably labelled examples. The set Z is simultaneously characterised by:-
• The formal deﬁnition of Z in Equation 5.1, as non-MAP labels
• Low-probability labels. For a binary problem of two classes, Z may also be deﬁned as
Z = {i ∈ T : p(yi|xi)≤ 0.5}, (5.8)
For estimated probabilities, Zˆ = {i ∈ T : pˆ(yi|xi)≤ 0.5}.
• Labels on the wrong side of the decision boundary, or equivalently, examples in unexpected
regions of covariate space. There are three ways to interpret this: ﬁrst that the label is wrong,
second that the covariate is wrong, and third (our interpretation) that neither label nor covariate
are wrong (both being i.i.d.) but rather that these improbable labels are naturally to be expected.
Improbable labels are not noise of any kind, but often very informative about the underlying
concepts (class conditional distributions).
• Points near the Bayes decision boundary. The probability of a single covariate x receiving an
improbable label is λ (x) = 1− pMAP(x), which is maximised at the decision boundary, and
falls as the distance from the decision boundary increases. Hence in expectation, most points
in set Z are close to the Bayes decision boundary.
• High density points. For most problems, points near the Bayes decision boundary are also high
density points.
• More likely to be misclassiﬁed, since closer to the Bayes decision boundary. As a result, the
improbably labelled points in set Z would often by up-weighted by boosting algorithms, see
Section 5.2.
It is striking that these different characterisations of Z all apply to the exact same set.
5.3.4 Classiﬁers as Probability Estimators
This section deﬁnes classiﬁers statistically as class probability estimators, thereby providing classiﬁer-
agnostic deﬁnitions of bias and variance for all probabilistic classiﬁers. This deﬁnition enables all
probabilitistic classiﬁers to be treated in the same way, avoiding classiﬁer-speciﬁc analysis. We use
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these deﬁnitions of classiﬁers as probability estimators to examine and compare classiﬁers, see Sec-
tions 5.4 and 5.8, where we examine the hypothesis that HIL improves performance by reducing
classiﬁer variance. The deﬁnitions are extensible to non-probabilistic classiﬁers.
Bias and variance are ﬁrst deﬁned by the estimated probabilities of class one, pˆ(c1|x) = pˆ1(x);
these deﬁnitions are then extended to k classes. In the following deﬁnitions, we consider i.i.d. training
data dT of size n, conditioning on n.
First, we deﬁne the pointwise bias of the estimator pˆ1(x), at a single covariate location xi:
bx,1(θ ,xi,n) = E
�
pˆ1(xi, θˆ )− p1(xi) : (θˆ = θ(dT ))
�
= E
�
pˆ1(xi, θˆ )
�
− p1(xi), (5.9)
where the expectation is taken over i.i.d. datasets dT all of size n. Here the bias of the classiﬁer is
deﬁned with respect to the Bayes classiﬁer.
Similarly the pointwise variance of the estimator pˆ1(x) for one covariate xi is deﬁned by
vx,1(θ ,xi,n) =V
�
pˆ1(xi, θˆ ) : (θˆ = θ(dT ))
�
. (5.10)
These two deﬁnitions of bx,1 and vx,1 extend trivially to class j, to deﬁne bx, j and vx, j.
Second, we move from the pointwise quantities to overall quanties, by averaging over X. The
overall bias and variance are deﬁned as the expected value of the pointwise bias and variance, taking
the expectation over the whole range of X:
b1(θ ,n) = EX[bx,1(θ ,x,n)] = ∑
x∈Range(X)
p(x) bx,1(θ ,x,n) (5.11)
and
v1(θ ,n) = EX[vx,1(θ ,x,n)] = ∑
x∈Range(X)
p(x) vx,1(θ ,x,n). (5.12)
(These two deﬁnitions of b1 and v1 extend trivially to class j, to give b j and v j).
For the binary case of two classes, the deﬁnitions b1(θ ,n) and v1(θ ,n) are sufﬁcient to characterise
the classiﬁer, and we simply use b1(θ ,n) and v1(θ ,n) to deﬁne the overall bias and variance, b(θ ,n)
and v(θ ,n) as follows:
b(θ ,n) = b1(θ ,n), (5.13)
and
v(θ ,n) = v1(θ ,n). (5.14)
For more than two classes, things become more complicated. The overall bias and variance over k
classes, namely {b j(θ ,n)} j∈1:k and {v j(θ ,n)} j∈1:k, are vector quantities. It is unclear how to sum-
marise those vectors into scalar quantities (for instance, summation for bias might cause unwanted
cancellation). For this reason, we always use the deﬁnitions in Equations 5.13 and 5.14.
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In an experimental context, we can estimate classiﬁer bias and variance as follows:
• Find a set of i.i.d. covariates xU . Either use an i.i.d. unlabelled pool xP, or the covariates xE of
a test dataset dE (where the labels of the test dataset are completely unused, only the covariates
are used in prediction)
• This set of i.i.d. covariates xU provides a sample of the range of X
• This set xU also provides estimates for the probabilities p(X), via density estimation
• For the expectation over dT , draw an i.i.d. set of datasets from the problem PX,Y (assuming a
uniform pmf over those datasets, since they are i.i.d.).
Equations 5.13 and 5.14 deﬁne classiﬁer bias and variance, for every probabilistic classiﬁer, com-
pleting ignoring classiﬁer internal details. We emphasise here that the bias is deﬁned with respect
to the Bayes classiﬁer, and hence this bias is only computable in theoretical contexts, where the true
distribution PX,Y is known. By contrast the variance is computable for real data, in every context.
These deﬁnitions of classiﬁer bias and variance in Equations 5.13 and 5.14 pave the way to a
statistical explanation of HIL, in terms of variance reduction. This explanation is further described in
Sections 5.4 and 5.8.
Some classiﬁers, such as SVM, are non-probabilistic. However, probability estimates can be
coaxed from such non-probabilistic classiﬁers, by averaging over sets of predicted labels generated by
bootstrap resampling, as in [79]. This approach extends the deﬁnitions of classiﬁer bias and variance
in Equations 5.13 and 5.14 to all classiﬁers.
5.4 Statistical Analysis of HIL for one Synthetic Problem
This section focusses on a speciﬁc synthetic problem, to elucidate the statistical mechanism of HIL,
and to demonstrate the effectiveness of HIL for many classiﬁers. The central idea is that HIL provides
loss reduction by reducing classiﬁer variance in terms of v(θ ,n) deﬁned in Equation 5.14. This idea
is described further in Section 5.8.
For the particular synthetic problem deﬁned below, the underlying distribution PX,Y and the Bayes
probabilities are known. First the HIL algorithms are evaluated using the Bayes probabilities, to
establish the effectiveness of all HIL actions in this theoretical context. Second the HIL algorithms are
evaluated using estimated probabilities, which illustrates that HIL actions may produce loss reduction
in real applications.
The synthetic problem itself is a binary univariate problem, deﬁned by a balanced mixture of two
Gaussians: {π = (12 , 12),(X |Y = c1) ∼ N(−1,1),(X |Y = c2) ∼ N(1,1)}. This is the same problem
described in Section 4.2 and Figure 4.6a. The true means are denoted by µ1 =−1,µ2 = 1.
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Consider a simple classiﬁer that estimates only the class-conditional means, given the true prior
π and the true common variance of 1. (This same classiﬁer is described in Section 4.2; this classiﬁer
can be considered a simpliﬁed form of LDA, estimating only the class-conditional means, given
knowledge of both the true prior and true variance). This classiﬁer has a parameter vector denoted
θˆ = (µˆ1, µˆ2), where µˆ j is the estimated (sample) mean for class c j. The loss functions considered here
are error rate Le and quadratic loss Lq, this latter being Lq(θˆ ) = (µ1− µˆ1)2+(µ2− µˆ2)2. Quadratic
loss Lq is a slightly unusual loss function, since it is deﬁned in terms of the quadratic distance between
a parametric classiﬁer’s estimated parameter and the ideal (population) value of that parameter.
First we examine the performance and behaviour of the three HIL actions (pruning, relabelling
and weighting), using the Bayes probabilities pT and the exact set of improbable labels Z. The central
goal of the HIL algorithms is loss reduction, in comparison to the original classiﬁer θˆ o, i.e. to achieve�
L(θ b(dU ,wT )< L(θ b(dT ))
�
i.e.
�
L(θˆ h)< L(θˆ o)
�
. (5.15)
This goal is assessed by comparing the ELCs of the classiﬁers, illustrated in Figures 5.6a, and 5.6c
(see Section 2.2.1). Here the distributions of some quantities (such as losses) cannot be calculated
exactly, so they are computed by Monte Carlo simulation. The size of the training dataset |T | is varied
systematically, to explore the empirical learning curve. For a given size of training data |T |, many
i.i.d. datasets are drawn, and the HIL algorithms are computed alongside the original classiﬁer.
Given the Bayes probabilities, all three actions outperform the original classiﬁer for error loss, and
all except pruning outperform original for quadratic loss (see Figures 5.6a and 5.6c); for error loss,
relabelling provides the greatest improvement. However, for estimated probabilities pT and estimated
set Zˆ, the results are rather different, shown in Figures 5.6b, and 5.6d. For estimated probabilities (the
application context), only weighting outperforms original, while the pruning and relabelling actions
both do worse than the original classiﬁer.
Intuitively, the actions of relabelling and pruning are more aggressive, while weighting is more
cautious. Given Bayes probabilities, where the set Z is known exactly, we might expect relabelling and
pruning to provide greatest classiﬁer improvement (both Z and pT are known exactly, giving full and
perfect information on what examples to modify and how). By contrast, for estimated probabilities,
the set Zˆ is estimated with errors (as described in Section 5.3.1). These Zˆ estimation errors will
wrongly cause some MAP-labelled examples to be wrongly pruned or relabelled, impairing the HIL
classiﬁer. However, weighting may perform better, by virtue of greater caution. The results for this
synthetic problem agree with this intuition, as do the later experimental results in Sections 5.6 and
5.7.
A variance curve shows the classiﬁer variance v(θ ,n) as the classiﬁer receives progressively more
labels; it is the direct analogue of the empirical learning curve, deﬁned in Section 2.2.1. Figures 5.6e
and 5.6f show the variance curves, under Bayes and estimated probabilities, for the four classiﬁers
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Figure 5.6: Learning curves and variance curves for one synthetic problem. The learning and vari-
ance curves are shown in red for original, green for pruning, blue for relabel, purple for weighting.
The number of labels is shown horizontally. The vertical axis shows either loss or classiﬁer variance:
loss L for the learning curves (Figures 5.6a, 5.6b, 5.6c, and 5.6d) or classiﬁer variance v(θ ,n) for the
variability curves (Figures 5.6e and 5.6f). The three left-hand graphs show results for Bayes proba-
bilities, where all HIL actions outperform the original classiﬁer, for both losses and for variance. The
three right-hand graphs show results for estimated probabilities, where only weighting outperforms
the original classiﬁer, again for both losses and for variance. The problem and classiﬁer are both
deﬁned in Section 5.4, and here the training data dT is i.i.d.
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(one original classiﬁer and three HIL-modiﬁed classiﬁers).
It is striking that these variance curves provide the very same comparison results as the error rate
learning curves: in other words, a HIL action outperforms the original classiﬁer in terms of error loss,
if and only if the action achieves lower classiﬁer variance. This suggests that reduction of classiﬁer
variance v(θ ,n) may be the mechanism whereby HIL achieves loss reduction. This idea is discussed
further in Section 5.8.
5.5 Estimation Algorithms and Actions
The algorithmic framework of HIL is described in Section 5.3. Here we present detailed HIL algo-
rithms, suitable for classiﬁcation applications. HIL algorithms perform two steps: ﬁrst the probability-
estimation step E∗ to produce Zˆ (see Equation 5.3), and second the action A∗ to modify the data, see
Equation 5.5. HIL estimation algorithms for the ﬁrst step are given in Section 5.5.1; HIL actions
for the second step are described in Section 5.5.2. These algorithms make no assumptions about the
problem distribution; instead they estimate probabilities from data, and are always computable.
5.5.1 HIL Estimation Algorithms
In the probability-estimation step, the optimal behaviour is to estimate Zˆ without error, i.e. to produce
Zˆ = Z, see Equation 5.3. In this sense, the set Z is an estimation target for HIL. For the weighting
action, the Bayes probabilities pT are also an estimation target (separately from Zˆ estimation) since
weighting uses estimated probabilities pˆT to down-weight the examples in Zˆ; for weighting to work
well, it needs estimated probabilities of reasonable accuracy.
Three probability-estimator algorithms are presented below and summarised in Table 5.2:
• HIL-Insample Ei, which uses insample estimation: train a classiﬁer on dT then predict proba-
bilities pˆT using the very same data. See Algorithm 3
• HIL-Partition Ep, which is based on cross-validation: form a linear partition on dT to give pairs
of disjoint train-test datasets, then combine the probability estimates (by set union) on the test
data folds to form the ﬁnal probability estimate pˆT . See Algorithm 4
• HIL-Bootstrap Eb, which provides many bootstrap resamples of dT , and for each sample uses
Insample Ei to estimate the probabilities, ﬁnally forming an average of the estimated probabil-
ities over the many resamples. See Algorithm 5.
We might expect some probability estimators to have lower variance, such as the HIL-Insample
estimator Ei, while others might be expected to have lower bias, such as partition Ep or bootstrap Eb.
This variety of expected estimator properties motivates the use of several algorithms.
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These HIL estimation algorithms share one common control parameter, the probability estimation
classiﬁer, whose training and prediction functions are denoted by θ p() and φ p(). There are many
options for this probability estimation classiﬁer θ p: it could be a single classiﬁer, or an ensemble, and
there is a vast range of choice in either case. This probability estimation classiﬁer is independent of
the base classiﬁer. This separation gives the ﬂexibility to use a sophisticated classiﬁer for probability
estimation while using a simpler base classiﬁer.
Probabilistic classiﬁers provide probability estimates directly, for the HIL estimation algorithms.
However, probability estimates can be obtained from non-probabilistic classiﬁers by bootstrap label
averaging, following [79].
The three HIL probability-estimation algorithms are now deﬁned and described in detail.
HIL-Insample Estimation
HIL-Insample Ei, estimates probabilities by ﬁrst training a classiﬁer on dT , then predicting probabil-
ities on the same dataset dT : θˆ = θ p(dT ) , pˆT = φ p(θˆ ,dT ). The pseudeocode for HIL-Insample is
given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 HIL-Insample Ei
1: procedure HIL-INSAMPLE Ei(dT ,θ p)
2: Invocation: {Zˆ, pˆT , yˆT}= Ei(dT ,θ p)
3: train probability-estimator classiﬁer on dT
4: θˆ ← θ p(dT )
5: predict probabilities on the same dataset dT
6: pˆT ← φ p(θˆ ,dT )
7: allocate classes (given probability estimates)
8: yˆT ← h(pˆT )
9: calculate estimated set of improbable labels (given probability estimates)
10: Zˆ(dT )← {i ∈ T : yi �= yˆ(xi)}
HIL-Partition Estimation
HIL-Partition Ep estimates probabilities by partitioning the data dT in the same way that the cross-
validation loss estimator LˆK does (see Section 2.2.2), namely producing a set of train-test pairs, with
Table 5.2: HIL Estimation Algorithms
Name Symbol Description
Insample Ei Insample estimation: train on dT , predict pˆT on the same data dT
Partition Ep Partition dT into train-test pairs, combine the pˆT from the pairs for the ﬁnal prediction
Bootstrap Eb Take resamples of dT , for each sample use Ei to estimate pˆT , average over resamples
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disjoint train and test data within each pair. Here the pairs are used for training and prediction, rather
than training and loss estimation as in LˆK .
Each pair is used to train a classiﬁer, then examine its probability predictions on the test data. The
total set of probability predictions, over all the disjoint test datasets from every pair, are combined by
set union, to form a single set of estimated probabilities over all of dT . The pseudeocode for HIL-
Partition is given in Algorithm 4. The indices of the f -th fold of the partition are calculated by the
function KFold(1:|T |,n, f ); for instance, KFold(1:100,n= 10, f = 1) = 1:10, and KFold(1:100,n=
10, f = 4) = 31:40.
Algorithm 4 HIL-Partition Ep
1: procedure HIL-PARTITION Ep(dT ,θ p,n)
2: Invocation: {Zˆ, pˆT , yˆT}= Ep(dT ,θ p,n)
3: deﬁne a linear partition over dT , of n approximately-equal bins
4: for f ∈ [1:n] do
5: for fold f , deﬁne test indices P f , then disjoint train and prediction data dT f and dPf
6: Pf ← KFold(1:|T |,n, f )
7: dT f ← dT \dPf
8: train local classiﬁer on training dataset dT f
9: θˆ f ← θ p(dT f )
10: predict probabilities on prediction dataset dPf
11: pˆPf ← φ p(θˆ
f
,dPf )
12: the total set of estimated probabilities is the set union of estimated probabilities for each fold
13: pˆT ←∪ f=1n pˆPf
14: allocate classes (given probability estimates)
15: yˆT ← h(pˆT )
16: calculate estimated set of improbable labels (given probability estimates)
17: Zˆ(dT )← {i ∈ T : yi �= yˆ(xi)}
HIL-Bootstrap Estimation
HIL-Bootstrap Eb uses a set of b bootstrap samples of dT , where this set is denoted {dTm}m∈1:b.
Each resample produces estimated probabilities over dT by HIL-Insample: pˆTm = Ei(dTm), i.e. θˆ
m
=
θ p(dTm) , pˆTm = φ p(θˆ
m
,dTm). These estimated probabilities pˆTm are then averaged to form the ﬁnal
pˆT . The bootstrap is described in Section 2.11. The pseudeocode for HIL-Bootstrap is given in
Algorithm 5.
For one bootstrap sample, the classiﬁer is trained on dTm , but there are different options for pre-
diction, leading to three variants for HIL-Bootstrap, denoted pas, pss and pns:
(pas) Predict all seen, i.e. predict using the same data used in training: predict on dTm; here all the
prediction data, dTm , has already been used in training
(pss) Predict some seen: predict on dT ; here some of the prediction data, dTm , has already been used
in training
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(pns) Predict none seen: predict only on unseen data dT\Tm; here none of the prediction data has
already been used in training.
Algorithm 5 HIL-Bootstrap Eb
1: procedure HIL-BOOTSTRAP Eb(dT ,θ p,b)
2: Invocation: {Zˆ, pˆT , yˆT}= Eb(dT ,θ p,b)
3: provide bootstrap resamples of dT
4: for m ∈ [1:b] do
5: Im← Sample With Replacement(1:|T |)
6: apply permutation Im to give a single bootstrap resample dTm
7: dTm ← dT [Im]
8: estimate probabilities using HIL-Insample on dTm
9: pˆTm ← Ei(dTm ,θ p)
10: The ﬁnal estimate probabilities pˆT are the averages over all resamples
11: pˆT ← mean({pˆTm}m∈1:b) = 1b∑bm=1 pˆTm
12: allocate classes (given probability estimates)
13: yˆT ← h(pˆT )
14: calculate estimated set of improbable labels (given probability estimates)
15: Zˆ(dT )← {i ∈ T : yi �= yˆ(xi)}
5.5.2 HIL Action Algorithms
The three HIL actions are described in Section 5.1. However, the action deﬁnitions in Table 5.1
use Bayes probabilities pT and the correct set Z, whereas for applications, the HIL actions will use
estimated probabilities pˆT and the estimated set Zˆ. Further, the weighting action has four variants,
given by the four weighting functions Hw1 to Hw4 deﬁned in Section 5.1. This gives six speciﬁc
actions in total, summarised in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Six speciﬁc HIL action algorithms, deﬁned with estimated probabilities
Name Symbol Description Result
Pruning Ap Discard the estimated improbable labels dU :U = T \ Zˆ θˆ hp
Relabelling Ar Overwrite with predicted labels dU = dT\Zˆ ∪{xi, yˆ(xi)}i∈Zˆ θˆ
hr
Weighting(Hw1) A
w1 Down-weight examples in Zˆ: wT = Hw1({pˆyi}i∈T ) θˆ
hw1
Weighting(Hw2) A
w2 Down-weight examples in Zˆ: wT = Hw2({pˆyi}i∈T ) θˆ
hw2
Weighting(Hw3) A
w3 Weight all examples in T : wT = Hw3({pˆyi}i∈T ) θˆ
hw3
Weighting(Hw4) A
w4 Weight all examples in T : wT = Hw4({pˆyi}i∈T ) θˆ
hw4
Here we use bracketing notation to show which probability-estimating classiﬁer θ p is used for
each HIL estimation algorithm. For instance, Ei(RF) is insample estimation of the set Zˆ, using the
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random forest classiﬁer to estimate probabilities. All classiﬁer acronyms, such as RF and LDA, are
given in the Glossary.
HIL is a two-step process of probability estimation and action; as a result every HIL algorithm is
an estimation-action pair, such as Insample-Pruning, Ei-Ap. Another such pair is Ei-[RF]-Ap, which
combines insample Zˆ estimation (using RF) with the pruning action.
5.6 HIL Experimental Study for General Classiﬁcation Problems
Two large-scale experimental studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the HIL algorithms. The goal is
to evaluate algorithm performance, in comparison to the original classiﬁer. The ﬁrst study of general
classiﬁcation explores a broad range of classiﬁcation problems, using both real and synthetic data,
described below. The second experimental study focusses on credit risk, a domain with its own
speciﬁc problems, classiﬁers and loss functions; this credit risk study is described in Section 5.7.
HIL is designed to improve classiﬁers over the entire spectrum of classiﬁcation contexts: across
all problems, classiﬁers and loss functions. Hence the ﬁrst experimental study explores three primary
sources of variation: the problem, the classiﬁer and the loss function. By systematically varying these
three sources of variation, many different classiﬁcation contents are explored.
The classiﬁcation problems for the general study are divided into four groups. The ﬁrst two groups
are real data problems, of small and large size. The third and fourth groups are synthetic problems,
designed to be easier and harder. Problems in the third group are designed for linear classiﬁers to
achieve reasonable performance. The fourth group contains problems with more complex boundaries.
These four groups are all described in detail in Appendix A.
The base classiﬁer is varied, since HIL performance may depend on the base classiﬁer. To provide
model diversity, the study uses several classiﬁers with different capabilities: logistic regression, QDA,
LDA, and the CART decision tree. The probability-estimating classiﬁer θ p is also varied, among
the classiﬁers described in Appendix B. The classiﬁers and their implementations are described in
Appendix B.
To examine different aspects of classiﬁcation performance, this study examines four loss func-
tions: error rate, Brier score, AUC and the H measure (see Section 2.2).
5.6.1 Algorithms in the General Classiﬁcation Study
The experimental study evaluates several HIL algorithms, across a wide range of classiﬁcation con-
texts. HIL is a two-step process of probability estimation and action; the HIL estimation algorithms
are described in Section 5.5.1 and shown in Table 5.2, and the HIL actions are deﬁned in Section 5.5.2
and shown in Table Table 5.3. A single HIL algorithm is an estimation-action pair, e.g. Ei-Ap and
Eb-Ar, as described in Section 5.5.2.
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The three estimation algorithms from Table 5.2 are all used. The three HIL actions of pruning,
relabelling and weighting are used, with weighting using four different weighting functions, see Table
5.3.
5.6.2 Experimental HIL Sandbox
A simple experimental sandbox is used to examine HIL algorithms, not unlike the sandbox described
in Section 4.6.2. Each single experiment has a speciﬁc context: a classiﬁcation problem and a base
classiﬁer. Within this single experiment, multiple loss functions are evaluated.
Within one single experiment, we need to examine variation in classiﬁer performance, and this is
done by varying the training data dT . As a result, multiple Monte Carlo replicates are realised, each
replicate producing a different realisation of dT . For real data, the training data is randomly sampled
from the total data available (see Section 2.4.2); for a synthetic problem, the training data is sampled
afresh each time. The number of replicates is either ﬁfty or one hundred. The size of the training data
dT is chosen to be half the estimated asymptotic risk r∞(θ), which is approximated by the procedure
described in Section 2.2.3.
For one experiment, the original and HIL classiﬁers produce different loss distributions. To com-
pare the two classiﬁers, we sample from these distributions, by evaluating classiﬁer performance on
the training data, for each Monte Carlo replicate. This produces two samples (vectors) of losses, one
for the HIL classiﬁer denoted vh, and another vector vo for the original classiﬁer. The two classiﬁers
are repeatedly trained and evaluated on the different training datasets. To illustrate, Figure 5.7 shows
the results for a single experiment.
5.6.3 Assessment of HIL Performance
The primary goal is to assess the frequency and amount of loss reduction provided by a HIL algorithm
over the original classiﬁer. To compare the HIL and original classiﬁers, we examine the distributions
of their losses, using the two sample loss vectors from those distributions. In one experiment, each
HIL classifer produces a vector of losses vh, while the original classiﬁer gives another vector of losses
vo.
The Wilcoxon signed rank test compares the two loss vectors, to establish if one is signiﬁcantly
greater or lower than the other (see Section 2.9 and [59, 101]). This non-parametric test makes no
distributional assumptions about the loss vectors vh and vo. Here the Wilcoxon test is applied at the
signiﬁcance level 0.05, as a two-tailed test; for each signiﬁcant result, the tail is identiﬁed. For one
experiment and one HIL algorithm, this statistical test gives a simple event outcome: win, lose, or
draw (where win means that HIL did better).
The results for the individual experiments are then combined together, by simply counting the
number of event outcomes. For a single HIL algorithm and n experiments, there are n event outcomes,
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Figure 5.7: Result for a single HIL experiment. The loss function is error rate, shown vertically,
with lower scores showing better performance. Several Monte Carlo replicates are used for each
classiﬁer, thereby generating a set of losses (one loss per replicate). Each set of losses is shown by a
boxplot, whose colour shows the classiﬁer. The performance of the original classiﬁer θˆ o is shown in
red. The performance of the HIL classiﬁers from pruning and relabelling, given Bayes probabilities,
are shown in blue and purple respectively. The performance of the HIL classiﬁers from pruning and
relabelling, given estimated probabilities, are shown in green and orange respectively. The black bar
shows the mean of each boxplot. The classiﬁcation problem is a binary mix-of-Gaussians problem
(see Appendix A), with the base classiﬁer being logistic regression.
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producing three outcome totals, the win total, the lose total and the draw total (which sum to n). These
outcome totals are more simply expressed as ratios, as shown in Table 5.4. The three outcome ratios
can be viewed as a data sample from a multinomial RV of three values (win, draw and lose), whose
pmf gives the probability of each outcome.
Finally, we deﬁne a metric of effect size, to quantify the amount of classiﬁer improvement. This
effect size is simply deﬁned as the loss difference between the original and HIL classiﬁers, normalised
by the range of the loss:
Effect=
L(θˆ o)−L(θˆ h)
Range(L)
, (5.16)
where Range(L) is the range of the loss (for instance, the range of error rate is 1). Equation 5.16
deﬁnes an effect size for a single Monte Carlo replicate; this is averaged over all replicates, to give
the effect size for a single experiment.
In summary, the Wilcoxon test establishes a statistically signiﬁcant result for each single exper-
iment. The three outcomes of win, draw and lose provide outcome ratios over the whole set of
experiments. The three ratios summarise the performance of each HIL algorithm over the n exper-
iments, showing how often HIL improved the classiﬁer, while the effect size quantiﬁes how much
improvement HIL produced, see Table 5.4.
5.6.4 Results of the General Experimental Study
First we present the results for three problem groups: the large and small real data groups, then the
easier synthetic problem group. For brevity, results are shown for one classiﬁer, logistic regression,
and for two loss functions, error rate and H measure. Each table shows the results for one problem
group, one classiﬁer, and one loss function. The results are discussed in Section 5.6.5.
There are many more successful and unsuccessful cases of HIL algorithms than presented below;
here we focus on the cases where HIL succeeds in improving on the original classiﬁer. An extended
set of results is given in Appendix D.5, which shows results with four problem groups, four base
classiﬁers and four loss functions.
For logistic regression, the results for large real datasets are shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. The
results for small real datasets are shown in Tables 5.6, and 5.7. The results for simpler synthetic
problems are shown in Tables 5.8 and 5.9.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.76 0.17 0.07 0.00156
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.73 0.2 0.07 0.0015
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.67 0.25 0.08 0.00344
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.66 0.25 0.09 0.00345
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.62 0.22 0.16 0.00209
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw2 0.57 0.27 0.16 0.00154
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw4 0.58 0.25 0.17 0.00202
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw3 0.57 0.25 0.18 0.00214
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.57 0.23 0.2 0.00232
Ei-[SVM]-Aw4 0.53 0.21 0.26 0.00135
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw1 0.48 0.26 0.26 0.00047
Table 5.4: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss function
is error rate.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.62 0.26 0.12 0.00185
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.61 0.27 0.12 0.00195
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.59 0.21 0.2 0.00646
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.56 0.24 0.2 0.00699
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.48 0.25 0.27 0.00115
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.42 0.28 0.3 0.0013
Table 5.5: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss function
is H measure.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.53175 0.36508 0.10317 0.00814
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.49206 0.4127 0.09524 0.00587
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.48413 0.35714 0.15873 0.00455
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.5 0.3254 0.1746 0.00424
Ei-[LDA]-Aw4 0.48413 0.34127 0.1746 0.00327
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.36508 0.53968 0.09524 0.01442
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.37302 0.52381 0.10317 0.01067
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.40476 0.46032 0.13492 0.00126
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.4127 0.42857 0.15873 0.00269
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.42063 0.4127 0.16667 0.00492
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.34921 0.53175 0.11905 0.01048
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.34127 0.53175 0.12698 0.01057
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.37302 0.45238 0.1746 0.00508
Table 5.6: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss function
is error rate.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.63636 0.27273 0.09091 0.00305
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.5303 0.36364 0.10606 0.00155
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.48485 0.39394 0.12121 0.00175
Ei-[LDA]-Ar 0.5 0.34848 0.15152 0.04249
Ei-[CDT]-Ar 0.60606 0.12121 0.27273 0.06107
Ei-[SVM]-Ar 0.5303 0.25758 0.21212 0.02587
Ei-[CDT]-Ap 0.60606 0.09091 0.30303 0.07098
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.45455 0.39394 0.15152 0.00128
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.48485 0.31818 0.19697 0.00199
Ei-[LDA]-Ap 0.45312 0.39062 0.15625 0.01893
Ei-[SVM]-Ap 0.5303 0.22727 0.24242 0.03049
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.43939 0.40909 0.15152 0.00128
Ep-[CDT]-Ap 0.6 0.07692 0.32308 0.07587
Ep-[CDT]-Aw4 0.43939 0.36364 0.19697 0.02119
Ep-[CDT]-Aw3 0.43939 0.36364 0.19697 0.02529
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.28788 0.63636 0.07576 0.01528
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.27273 0.63636 0.09091 0.0062
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.25758 0.65152 0.09091 0.00752
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.24242 0.65152 0.10606 0.00436
Table 5.7: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss function
is H measure.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.63571 0.35 0.01429 0.00132
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.60714 0.38571 0.00714 0.00128
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.52143 0.45 0.02857 0.00149
Ei-[LDA]-Aw4 0.51429 0.45714 0.02857 0.00141
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.47143 0.5 0.02857 0.00082
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.47143 0.49286 0.03571 0.00075
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.51429 0.4 0.08571 0.00151
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.42857 0.55714 0.01429 0.00124
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.5 0.40714 0.09286 0.00141
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw3 0.45714 0.48571 0.05714 0.00153
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.39286 0.6 0.00714 0.001
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw4 0.43571 0.50714 0.05714 0.00145
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.42143 0.50714 0.07143 0.00113
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.4 0.53571 0.06429 0.00124
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.39286 0.53571 0.07143 0.00082
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw1 0.4 0.51429 0.08571 0.00135
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.38571 0.49286 0.12143 0.00084
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.29286 0.65714 0.05 0.00088
Table 5.8: Results for simpler synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss
function is error rate.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.85 0.15 0 0.00152
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.78333 0.21667 0 0.00309
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.70833 0.275 0.01667 0.00211
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.65 0.33333 0.01667 0.00352
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.61667 0.35833 0.025 0.00332
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.59167 0.39167 0.01667 0.00215
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.61667 0.31667 0.06667 0.00292
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.55 0.44167 0.00833 0.00277
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.575 0.39167 0.03333 0.00107
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.54167 0.40833 0.05 0.0029
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.5 0.49167 0.00833 0.00161
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.49167 0.49167 0.01667 0.00229
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.425 0.54167 0.03333 0.00109
Ei-[LDA]-Aw4 0.5 0.39167 0.10833 0.00194
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.45833 0.38333 0.15833 0.00136
Table 5.9: Results for simpler synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss
function is H measure.
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5.6.5 Discussion of Results from the General Study
The overall results are summarised in Table 5.10. These overall results are formed by summarising
the detailed results given in Tables 5.4 through to 5.9.
The effect sizes vary substantially, and sometimes show little improvement. It should be noted
that the effect sizes shown are formed by averaging over many different problems within a group of
problems (since the results here are summarised using problem groups, for space). This averaging of
effects over problems is somewhat contentious, since classiﬁer loss distributions depend on the clas-
siﬁcation problem. As a result, there is a risk that averages of the effect size over different problems
may over-smooth, and the average effect may not mean very much. The effect sizes per problem are
omitted for brevity.
The overall results show that the best HIL improvement comes from Ei-[5-nn]-Aw∗ , where insam-
ple estimation is combined with weighting. (Here Aw∗ denotes any weighting action, with any of the
four weighting functions deﬁned in Section 5.1). This algorithm Ei-[5-nn]-Aw∗ performs well across
three problem groups and two loss functions. The complete results (omitted for space) show that other
closely related estimation algorithms, using 11-nn and 21-nn to estimate probabilities, also performed
well, but not as strongly as Ei-[5-nn]-Aw∗ .
It is noticeable that the best estimation algorithms all use insample estimation. This is curious,
given that insample estimation for classiﬁer loss usually suffers from both bias and overﬁt (see [87]).
Considering the HIL actions, it is clear that weighting generally outperforms both pruning and
relabelling. One exception here is the results from the QDA classiﬁer with the large problem group
(see Appendix D.5.1), which shows many HIL successes from pruning, which are not found for
logistic regression. The credit risk study also ﬁnds that weighting is the most effective action when
using estimated probabilities, see Section 5.7.
Table 5.10: Summary of recommended HIL algorithms for general classiﬁcation. Performance is
summarised over three groups of problems and two loss functions. The table shows four estimation
algorithms. Each estimation algorithm is used with four weighting actions; the number of successful
cases is shown as a count, out of a maximum of four (given four actions). However, one estimation
algorithm (the second, Ei-[RF]-Aw∗) is an exception, using just two weighting actions, and this is
shown in the table. The ﬁrst two algorithms are successful for all three problem groups. However
the third and fourth algorithms are only partially successful, failing for the large real data group, but
successful for the other two problem groups. The weighting actions are deﬁned in Table 5.5.2.
Large real data Small real data Simpler synthetic data
Algorithm Error rate H measure Error rate H measure Error rate H measure
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw∗ 4/4 3/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4
Ei-[RF]-Aw∗ 1 2/2 2/2 0/2 2/2 2/2 2/2
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw∗ 0/4 0/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4
Ei-[LDA]-Aw∗ 0/4 0/4 4/4 0/4 4/4 4/4
1This algorithm Ei-[RF]-Aw∗ is used with only two weighting functions, Hw3 and Hw4
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The full set of HIL results is summarised by Tables 5.11 and 5.12. These provide a broad overview
of where HIL is successful, over four problem groups, four classiﬁers, and four loss functions.
The classiﬁers show substantial variation in terms of HIL beneﬁt. Ranking the classiﬁers by most-
to-least HIL beneﬁt gives this ordering: logistic regression, QDA, CDT and LDA. It is interesting that
logistic regression and LDA perform so differently under HIL, given that they both form linear deci-
sion boundaries. (HIL may give greater improvement for discriminative than generative classiﬁers).
Turning to the loss functions in Table 5.12, three of the four losses are substantially improved un-
der HIL, those three being error rate, AUC and H measure. However there is substantially less beneﬁt
in terms of Brier score. HIL might improve a classiﬁer’s estimated boundary, without improving its
probability estimation: improbable labels may assist a classiﬁer’s estimation of probabilities, while
challenging its estimation of the decision boundary.
Table 5.11: Summary of HIL performance over problems, classiﬁers and losses. Each cell of the table
summarises the results for a single pair, where the single pair combines one classiﬁer and one problem
group (such as LR and the large problem group). For a single pair, the count shows the number of
loss functions for which some HIL algorithms outperformed the original classiﬁer. The letters e, b, a
and h represent the four loss functions: error rate, Brier score, AUC and H measure. For instance, the
value 2(ah) indicates that some HIL algorithms were successful for two loss functions (AUC and H
measure) but not for two others (error rate and Brier score).
Problem Group Classiﬁer
LR LDA QDA CDT
Large real data 4 0 4 1(e)
Small real data 4 3(eah) 4 3(eah)
Synthetic, easier 4 0 2(ah) 1(e)
Synthetic, harder 3(eah) 2(ea) 0 3(eah)
Table 5.12: Summary of HIL performance in terms of loss functions. The results here simply sum-
marise the results in Table 5.11, by success counts per loss function. For the loss function error rate,
the count of 12/16 in this table shows that of 16 total pairings, some HIL algorithms were successful
in 12 of them. Those 16 total pairings are created by all the pairings of four classiﬁers with four
problem groups.
Loss function Error rate Brier score AUC H measure
Number of successes 12/16 5/16 11/16 10/16
The results of this study, both in this section and the extended results in Appendix D.5, demon-
strate the effectiveness of HIL algorithms for a variety of classiﬁers, problems and loss functions.
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5.7 HIL Experimental Study for Credit Risk
The application domain of credit risk covers many prediction problems, such as predicting the credit-
worthiness of loan applicants [48]. The idea is that loan applicants are described by various properties
such as income and age, which become the classiﬁcation covariates. Using these covariates, a clas-
siﬁer (or scorecard) predicts whether or not each applicant will repay the loan. These repayment
predictions are then used to ﬁlter the applicants, with loans made only to those applicants that are
predicted to repay.
Once the loans have been made, the resulting history of actual payments or missed payments
is then summarised, by the notion of default within a given timeframe. For instance, three missed
payments within twelve months is a common deﬁnition of default. The presence or absence of default
then becomes the binary classiﬁcation response. Thus the overall prediction problem is to predict
whether applicants will default, from their properties. The loan applicants who are predicted to repay
(or default) are known as accepts (or rejects); the applicants who actually repay (or default) are known
as goods (or bads).
In credit risk, loans are never made to the applicants who are predicted to default. While this policy
is prudent ﬁnancially, it is interesting statistically, since it is a deliberate introduction of selection bias:
the true label for an applicant (default or not) is only ever obtained for a subset of applicants, this
subset being the accepts (applicants who are predicted to repay). By contrast, the true labels for the
rejects are never seen. This deliberate selection bias might cause difﬁculties for classiﬁer prediction
[48].
Scorecards are typically ongoing over time: data is gathered over many years, and used to improve
the scorecard, in an iterative process: the data gathered in one year becomes the training data for the
next year’s scorecard.
Credit data is known to suffer the problem of drift, where the problem distribution PX,Y changes
over time [2, 3, 67]. Classiﬁcation drift is an active area of research, and is not addressed here.
The problem of drift in credit risk is raised to show a further complication with credit risk data and
prediction.
Credit risk provides its own classiﬁcation problems, classiﬁers and loss functions. The scorecards
are typically subject to a regulatory constraint, where a lender’s loan reject decision must be explicable
to the applicant. This legislative constraint would permit a white-box classiﬁer such as a decision tree,
but exclude a black box classiﬁer such as a neural network [46].
Credit data typically has imbalanced classes (with goods outnumbering bads), and also imbal-
anced costs. As a result, credit risk applications often employ the loss functions AUC, Brier score,
and bad rate amongst accepts (the ﬁrst two are described in [47], the last is deﬁned in Section 5.7.1
below).
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5.7.1 Deﬁnition of Bad Rate Amongst Accepts
Credit risk deﬁnes a speciﬁc loss function termed bad rate amongst accepts (BRAA), denoted LBraa.
This loss function intends to capture the expected rate of false positives, i.e. the fraction of accepted
applicants who turn out to default (predicted good but turned out bad). The procedure to calculate
LBraa given a classiﬁer θˆ and a test dataset dE is given by:
• Deﬁne an accept-fraction (e.g. 0.8); this is the fraction of all applicants who will be granted
loans. This value is often decided by ﬁnancial considerations (e.g. the lender’s interest rate)
• Deﬁne a binary class allocation function h with threshold t, given by:
h(pˆ, t) = (c1 if pˆ1 ≥ t, otherwise c2), see Section 2.1.
• Find the value for a threshold t, such that the fraction of accepts (predicted repaying applicants)
in dE , given t, is (very close to) the accept-fraction. The optimal value t can be found by brute
search over all t ∈ [0,1]
• Given t, calculate the loan subset dEAccept which are accepts under t, i.e. the subset of applicants
in dE which are predicted to not default, given threshold t
• The value of LBraa is given by the number of defaulting applicants in the loan subset dEAccept .
5.7.2 Details of the Credit Risk Study
This section presents a large experimental credit risk study. Here the problems, classiﬁers and loss
functions are chosen speciﬁcally with credit risk scorecards in mind. The intention is to provide
results that will be realistic for credit risk scorecards.
This study examines two sets of credit risk scorecard problems:
• Unsecured personal loan (UPL) credit card applications from 1993-1997. Here there are ﬁve
UPL datasets, one per year. The datasets are described fully in Appendix A and [2].
• UK credit card data, dating from 2008-2011. The datasets are described fully in Appendix A
and [9].
There is known to be drift in the UPL data, as shown by Figure 5.8. This study examines lo-
gistic regression as the base classiﬁer, which is suitable as a scorecard, since it meets the regulatory
constraint of being a white-box classiﬁer. The loss functions chosen here are suitable for credit risk:
AUC, Brier score, bad rate amongst accepts, and error rate; these are deﬁned in Section 5.7.1 and
[49].
The experimental setup for the credit risk study is identical to the setup for the general classiﬁca-
tion study, described in Section 5.6.2, except for two changes described next. The ﬁrst change is to
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Figure 5.8: The prior probability of default is shown vertically, as a function over time which is shown
horizontally. This graph shows drift in the UPL data [2].
follow the temporal structure (yearly cycle) of a typical scorecard application: the credit data for one
given year is used as the training data dT , while the data for the next year is used as the testing data
dE . (The time period need not be yearly). The second change is the addition of one binary option:
whether or not to randomly reshufﬂe the training dataset dT . Given the presence of drift in credit risk
data, it makes sense to explore both options:
• Not reshufﬂing: here the original time order is preserved, for both the training data dT and the
test data dE , which may be challenging for some (non-adaptive) classiﬁers
• Reshufﬂing: here the data from both years is combined to one larger dataset, from which dT
is randomly sampled. This ensures a single shared distribution for the training data dT and the
testing data dE , but this new distribution may be more complex (e.g. a mixture distribution).
To probe the effect of reshufﬂing on HIL performance, half the experiments use reshufﬂing and
half do not. The assessment of HIL performance is identical to that of the general classiﬁcation HIL
study, described in Section 5.6.3, except for the different loss functions used for credit risk.
5.7.3 Results of the Credit Risk Study
Here we present the detailed results in Tables 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17. These show the results
for the two datasets (UPL data, 1993-1997 and UK credit card data, 2008-2011, see Section 5.7.2)
and the three loss functions: bad rate among accepts, AUC and error rate. The tables display the HIL
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algorithms which have outperformed the original classiﬁer, in terms of the win ratios derived from
the Wilcoxon statistical test.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.14155 0.03653 0.00103
Ep-[RLR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.14155 0.03653 0.00105
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.14155 0.03653 0.00106
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.13242 0.04566 0.00105
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.6758 0.23288 0.09132 0.00062
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.6758 0.23288 0.09132 0.00062
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.6621 0.23744 0.10046 0.00062
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.6621 0.23744 0.10046 0.00062
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.67123 0.21918 0.10959 6e-04
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.67123 0.21918 0.10959 6e-04
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.65753 0.22374 0.11872 6e-04
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.65753 0.22374 0.11872 6e-04
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.55708 0.20091 0.24201 0.00049
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.55708 0.19635 0.24658 0.00047
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.55708 0.19635 0.24658 5e-04
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.54795 0.21461 0.23744 0.00047
Table 5.13: Results for UK credit card data, 2008-2011. The loss function is BRAA. The base
classiﬁer is logistic regression.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.7032 0.10046 0.19635 0.00222
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.68493 0.11416 0.20091 0.00219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw1 0.68493 0.10502 0.21005 0.00215
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.68037 0.10502 0.21461 0.00212
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.58447 0.07763 0.3379 0.0011
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.58447 0.07763 0.3379 0.0011
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.57991 0.08219 0.3379 0.00107
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.57991 0.08219 0.3379 0.00107
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.57534 0.09132 0.33333 0.00106
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.57534 0.09132 0.33333 0.00106
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.57534 0.08676 0.3379 0.00103
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.57534 0.08676 0.3379 0.00103
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.49772 0.03196 0.47032 5e-04
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.49772 0.0274 0.47489 5e-04
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.48858 0.0411 0.47032 0.00044
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.48858 0.03653 0.47489 0.00044
Table 5.14: Results for UK credit card data, 2008-2011. The loss function is AUC. The base classiﬁer
is logistic regression.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.42922 0.38813 0.18265 9e-05
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.42922 0.38813 0.18265 9e-05
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.43379 0.37443 0.19178 9e-05
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.43379 0.37443 0.19178 9e-05
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.42922 0.3653 0.20548 9e-05
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.42922 0.3653 0.20548 9e-05
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.42922 0.34247 0.22831 9e-05
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.42922 0.34247 0.22831 9e-05
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.46119 0.24201 0.2968 8e-05
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.46575 0.22831 0.30594 8e-05
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.45662 0.23744 0.30594 8e-05
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.44292 0.24658 0.3105 8e-05
Ep-[CDT]-Aw1 0.45662 0.09132 0.45205 0.00021
Table 5.15: Results for UK credit card data, 2008-2011. The loss function is error rate. The base
classiﬁer is logistic regression.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.5 0.375 0.125 0.00022
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.48214 0.41071 0.10714 2e-04
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.48214 0.41071 0.10714 0.00019
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.5 0.375 0.125 2e-04
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.5 0.375 0.125 2e-04
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.46429 0.42857 0.10714 0.00021
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.5 0.35714 0.14286 2e-04
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.48214 0.375 0.14286 0.00018
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.5 0.33929 0.16071 0.00016
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.5 0.33929 0.16071 0.00019
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.48214 0.375 0.14286 2e-04
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.48214 0.375 0.14286 0.00019
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.39286 0.14286 0.00017
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.35714 0.17857 0.00017
Ei-[CDT]-Aw2 0.33929 0.58929 0.07143 5e-05
Ep-[RLR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.33929 0.19643 0.00014
Ei-[CDT]-Aw1 0.32143 0.60714 0.07143 4e-05
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw2 0.33929 0.57143 0.08929 5e-05
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.32143 0.21429 0.00013
Ep-[CDT]-Aw2 0.32143 0.58929 0.08929 6e-05
Ep-[CDT]-Aw4 0.25 0.67857 0.07143 4e-05
Ep-[CDT]-Aw3 0.25 0.67857 0.07143 3e-05
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.23214 0.69643 0.07143 2e-05
Ei-[CDT]-Aw3 0.23214 0.69643 0.07143 2e-05
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw1 0.23214 0.69643 0.07143 7e-05
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw4 0.19643 0.75 0.05357 5e-05
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw3 0.19643 0.75 0.05357 5e-05
Ep-[CDT]-Aw1 0.23214 0.66071 0.10714 3e-05
Table 5.16: Results for UPL data, 1993-1997. The loss function is BRAA. The base classiﬁer is
logistic regression.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.71429 0.25 0.03571 0.00043
Ei-[CDT]-Aw2 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00052
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00025
Ei-[CDT]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00047
Ei-[CDT]-Aw3 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00024
Ep-[CDT]-Aw2 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00054
Ep-[CDT]-Aw4 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00026
Ep-[CDT]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00053
Ep-[CDT]-Aw3 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00029
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw2 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00054
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw4 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00055
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00052
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw3 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00054
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.69643 0.26786 0.03571 0.00044
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00042
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.48214 0.42857 0.08929 0.00017
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.48214 0.42857 0.08929 0.00013
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00033
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00012
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00034
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00034
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.42857 0.48214 0.08929 0.00033
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.42857 0.48214 0.08929 0.00015
Table 5.17: Results for UPL data, 1993-1997. The loss function is error rate. The base classiﬁer is
logistic regression.
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5.7.4 Discussion of Results from the Credit Study
The credit summary results for the two datasets and three loss functions are given in Table 5.18,
formed by summarising the detailed results given in Tables 5.13 through to 5.17. This credit summary
shows seven HIL algorithms, where the ﬁrst four work well for both credit datasets, but the ﬁnal three
only perform well for the UPL data.
First we examine the results in terms of the HIL actions. All the best cases of HIL improvement
occur for weighting, with pruning and relabelling entirely absent. For real data, probabilities must be
estimated with inevitable mistakes; in this context, it makes intuitive sense for a more cautious action
such as weighting to perform better than a more aggressive action such as relabelling.
It is noticeable that three algorithms are all minor variants of class probability estimation by
bootstrapping. One particular variant performs worse than the other two, this being the variant Eb-
(pas)-[LR]-Aw∗ , which predicts probabilities on the very same data used to train the classiﬁer. By
contrast the other two variants of Eb use test data which is at least partly different from the training
data, and achieve greater improvement. These seven algorithms in Table 5.18 are recommended for
applications in credit risk.
Finally we compare the HIL results for general classiﬁcation data against the results for credit
data. These results are substantially different when considering the probability estimation methods
used: for the general study, in-sample estimation Ei performs best, while for credit, estimation via
in-sample Ei, partition Ep and bootstrap Eb all perform well. However when we consider the HIL
actions, the weighting action Aw∗ clearly outperforms the other HIL actions in both studies.
Table 5.18: Summary of recommended HIL algorithms for credit risk. Performance is summarised
over two credit datasets and three loss functions; the base classiﬁer is logistic regression throughout.
Each estimation algorithm is used with four weighting actions; the number of successful cases is
shown as a count, out of a maximum of four (given four actions). The table shows seven estimation
algorithms. The ﬁrst four estimation algorithms are successful for both types of credit data, whereas
the second group of three algorithms is only successful for UK credit card data. The weighting actions
are deﬁned in Table 5.5.2.
UK credit card data, 2008-2011 UPL data, 1993-1997
Algorithm Braa AUC Error rate Braa Error rate
Ei-[LR]-Aw∗ 4/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 3/4
Ep-[RLR]-Aw∗ 4/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 2/4
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw∗ 4/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 3/4
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw∗ 4/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 3/4
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw∗ 0/4 0/4 0/4 4/4 4/4
Ei-[CDT]-Aw∗ 0/4 0/4 0/4 4/4 4/4
Ep-[CDT]-Aw∗ 0/4 0 /4 1/4 4/4 4/4
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5.8 Statistical Explanation of HIL by Variance Reduction
We offer an explanation of HIL’s classiﬁer improvement in terms of classiﬁer variance reduction.
Classiﬁer variance v(θ ,n) is deﬁned in terms of probability estimates, in Equation 5.14. Section
5.4 examines a synthetic problem with several classiﬁers. In that context, HIL algorithms reduce
classiﬁer variance in the same cases when HIL outperforms the original classiﬁer. This suggests that
HIL improves classiﬁer performance by classiﬁer variance reduction.
This explanation is explored for a small subset of the results from Section 5.6. Consider a ﬁrst
set of experiments where HIL improves the classiﬁer (outperforms the original classiﬁer), along with
a second set of experiments where HIL reduces the classiﬁer variance. The results showed a high
degree of overlap between the two sets, suggesting that HIL may achieve classiﬁer improvement by
the reduction of classiﬁer variance, as found in Section 5.4.
5.9 HIL Conclusion
The variation in example quality over classiﬁcation examples implies that systematic data modiﬁca-
tion may improve performance. HIL provides a speciﬁc interpretation of the idea of example quality
in terms of improbable labels; the improbable labels are estimated, then used to modify the training
data, to handle those labels (by reducing their impact).
For a synthetic problem, HIL improves many classiﬁers across the whole learning curve. For
applications, we demonstrate the effectiveness of HIL algorithms by two large experimental studies.
The improvement is broad in scope, across a range of problems, classiﬁers and loss functions. HIL
algorithms based on weighting are recommended for classiﬁcation applications with real data.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The AL literature shows a complex and mixed picture of AL performance, with both positive results
[19, 22, 23, 95, 97] and negative results [7, 18, 44, 83, 89]. The mixed picture of results motivates our
detailed examination of AL performance, the deﬁnitions of new AL metrics, and a comprehensive
empirical study. The empirical study explores AL performance over a wide range of classiﬁcation
problems, classiﬁers and AL methods. The results provide a model of how AL performance depends
on the contextual AL factors, yielding some insights into AL and recommendations for applications.
This thesis deﬁnes MRI, a novel statistical estimation framework for AL, which uniﬁes theory and
practice by deﬁning the optimal AL selection as a statistical target. This target, deﬁned as expected
retraining improvement, enables theoretical analysis of AL and estimation algorithms for applications.
The MRI target shows a non-uniform distribution over the unlabelled pool, which deﬁnes a ranking
signal.
Theoretical investigations with a synthetic classiﬁcation problem explore how the MRI target
varies as a function of the labelled data. This context also reveals the exact sub-optimality of the
selections made by heuristic AL methods. An analytic argument shows that unbiased MRI estimators
should outperform random selection, on average. The ranking signal is shown to be surprisingly
resilient to certain generalisations, such as forming expectations over the labelled data, base classiﬁer
or loss function. Further examination of the MRI target reveals implications for AL and selection
bias, regret, consistency and stopping rules.
For applications, MRI algorithms estimate the target given only the available labelled data. The
scarcity of available data leads to statistical choices, particularly in terms of data usage, with con-
sequences for the statistical properties of the estimator, such as bias and variance. We demonstrate
strong performance for the MRI algorithms in a large experimental study, in comparison to estab-
lished AL methods and to random selection. The algorithm BMRI is recommended for AL applica-
tions. The MRI framework is entirely general, designed for all classiﬁcation problems, classiﬁers and
loss functions.
Active learning highlights the large variation of example quality in the unlabelled pool: it is pre-
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cisely this variation that makes it possible for systematic selection to outdo random selection. HIL
contributes a novel approach to classiﬁcation, by giving the notion of example quality a speciﬁc in-
terpretation, in terms of improbable labels. The core idea of HIL is that improbable labels challenge
classiﬁer estimation, and as a result, systematic modiﬁcation of the training data may increase classi-
ﬁer performance.
A theoretical examination explores improbable labels in terms of their characteristics and expected
frequency. Three HIL actions are deﬁned as data modiﬁcation procedures to handle the improbable
labels, namely pruning, relabelling and weighting. For a synthetic problem these are shown to be
very effective, sometimes across the whole learning curve. Statistically, HIL improves classiﬁer per-
formance by reducing classiﬁer variance.
For classiﬁcation applications, the improbable labels must be estimated via probabilities, leading
to the construction of four HIL algorithms. We show successful performance improvement for these
HIL algorithms in two large experimental studies, ﬁrst using general classiﬁcation problems, and
second focussing on credit risk data.
MRI provides the ﬁrst estimation framework of AL, giving theoretical insights and high-performance
algorithms. We believe that there are more implications of MRI, described in Section 6.1 immediately
below. HIL extends the idea of example quality into classiﬁcation, showing that improbable labels
affect classiﬁer performance. This idea of diverse example quality offers several broader possibilities
to improve statistical estimators, described in Section 6.1 immediately below.
6.1 Future Work
The empirical study of Chapter 3 has produced a large body of data, quantifying AL performance in
many different contexts. This data is a rich source of information, with the potential to provide further
insights into AL performance, for instance from factor interactions, or from an enlarged list of AL
factors.
Turning to MRI, there are several promising avenues of exploration. For instance, it might be
possible to characterise the AL optimal behaviour by domain properties. The MRI targets Qc and
Bc deﬁne optimal behaviour in terms of expected improvement. However, they are not yet charac-
terised in terms of problem or classiﬁer properties, such as density, class uncertainty, or classiﬁer
disagreement. Experimental investigation might discover relationships here. For instance, a rela-
tionship between Qc and class uncertainty would be very relevant to the Shannon entropy heuristic.
Such relationships would give new ways to estimate MRI targets, and also provide some theoretical
underpinning for existing AL heuristics.
MRI characterises AL methods as estimators, which gives them statistical properties including
bias, variance and estimator loss. These estimator properties could be elucidated empirically, or ana-
lytically in speciﬁc theoretical contexts. Once discovered, these estimator properties would generate
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a statistical grounding, and comparability, for existing AL methods.
There are numerous further directions for the MRI algorithms in their estimation of probability
and loss, and how they use the available data. For instance, loss can be estimated by various bootstrap
procedures [36], or by applying the bolstering technique to existing loss estimators [14]. Probability
estimates can be obtained by out-of-bag bootstrapping [36], with various regularisations possible
[19]. Qc estimation algorithms must estimate several quantities from a single dataset; there are many
possible schemes to explore for partitioning, resampling and reusing the data.
For instance, if the uncertainty of MRI estimation can itself be estimated, this could lead to strate-
gies similar to those used in the multi-arm bandit context, which combine estimated expected gain
with the uncertainty of the estimate. A method based on the bootstrap, such as BMRI, can use the
bootstrap’s estimates of uncertainty, perhaps to hedge bets by picking examples which combine a high
Qc value with low estimated uncertainty in Qc.
Turning to HIL, the algorithms might be improved by using the estimation of uncertainty in prob-
ability estimates to adjust the data modiﬁcation action. For instance, a more uncertain estimate might
lead to gentler down-weighting, or to a gentler choice of action, such as pruning instead of relabelling.
A second line of enquiry is for HIL algorithms to self-predict their own weaker performance cases.
The idea is to model HIL probability estimation accuracy, in terms of factors from the context, such
as the classiﬁcation problem and classiﬁer. Such a model would allow HIL algorithms to predict their
own worst cases, and then behave differently.
Finally, we believe the idea of example quality may be fruitful in learning contexts including clas-
siﬁcation, estimation and regression. The intuition from AL and HIL, that diversity in example quality
allows systematic selection to create better estimators, should extend from examples to datasets. The
bootstrap uses a collection of datasets to form an estimate, for instance an estimated average, or an es-
timated variance. Weighting each dataset by its quality may improve the estimator. There are various
candidate ideas for dataset quality, including local variability and internal consistency. This approach
would yield a quality-weighted bootstrap estimator.
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Appendix A
Classiﬁcation Problems
A diverse set of classiﬁcation problems is chosen to explore performance, in various experiments
described throughout this thesis. The classiﬁcation problems fall into two sets: real problems and
synthetic problems.
A.1 Real Data Classiﬁcation Problems
The public datasets are shown in Tables A.1 (for the smaller problems) and A.2 (for the larger prob-
lems). The UCI datasets come from [70]; the electricity, fraud and colon datasets are described in [3];
the “alex" and “ibn-sina" datasets come from the AL Challenge 2011 [45]; the unsecured personal
loan (UPL) credit datasets are described in [2], and the UK credit card (UKCC) credit datasets are
described in [9].
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Table A.1: Real Data Classiﬁcation Problems, Smaller (all UCI)
Name Dim. d Classes k Cases n Class Prior π
Abalone 8 3 4,177 (0.31, 0.32, 0.37)
Adult 14 2 32,560 (0.24, 0.76)
Australian 14 2 690 (0.44, 0.56)
Balance 4 3 625 (0.08, 0.46, 0.46)
Bank 16 2 45,211 (0.12, 0.88)
Breast cancer Wdbc 31 2 569 (0.37, 0.63)
Breast cancer Wisconsin 10 2 699 (0.34, 0.66)
Car evaluation 6 4 1,728 (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)
Fotp 56 2 3,059 (0.18, 0.81)
German credit 20 2 1,000 (0.3, 0.7)
German credit numeric 24 2 1,000 (0.3, 0.7)
Glass 10 6 214 (0.33, 0.35, 0.08, 0.06, 0.04, 0.14)
Heart-Statlog 13 2 270 (0.65, 0.44)
Image 19 7 2,310 (balanced)
Letter recognition 16 26 20,000 (balanced)
Monks-1 6 2 432 (0.5, 0.5)
Monks-2 6 2 432 (0.5, 0.5)
Monks-3 6 2 432 (0.5, 0.5)
Mushroom 22 2 8,124 (0.48, 0.52)
Pima Diabetes 8 2 768 (0.35, 0.65)
Sonar 60 2 208 (0.47, 0.53)
Soybean 35 19 683 (omitted for space, see [70])
Voting 16 2 435 (0.39, 0.61)
Wine 13 3 178 (0.33, 0.4, 0.27)
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Table A.2: Real Data Classiﬁcation Problems, Larger
Name Dim. d Classes k Cases n Class Prior π
Fraud 20 2 5,999 (0.167, 0.833)
Electricity Prices 6 2 27,552 (0.585, 0.415)
Colon Cancer 16 2 17,076 (0.406, 0.594)
AL-challenge-‘Alex’ 11 2 10,000 (0.270,0.730)
AL-challenge-‘Ibn-sina’ 92 2 20,722 (0.378, 0.622)
UPL Credit 93 29 2 4,406 (0.007, 0.993)
UPL Credit 94 29 2 8,493 (0.091, 0.909)
UPL Credit 95 29 2 21,076 (0.117, 0.883)
UPL Credit 96 29 2 24,396 (0.111, 0.889)
UPL Credit 97 29 2 21,191 (0.043, 0.957)
UKCC Credit summer 08 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit autumn 08 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit winter 08/09 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit spring 09 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit summer 09 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit autumn 09 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit winter 09/10 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit spring 10 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit summer 10 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit autumn 10 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit winter 10/11 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
UKCC Credit spring 11 8 2 8,989 (0.119, 0.881)
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A.2 Synthetic Classiﬁcation Problems
The synthetic problems are generated by sampling from known probability distributions. Two sets of
synthetic problems are provided below. The ﬁrst set is used in many experimental studies; the second
set consists of a single synthetic problem used for detailed illustration and calculation, for instance in
Section 4.2.
The simulated datasets are described in Table A.3 with these abbreviations: Gaussian Distribution
(GD), Uniform Distribution (UD), Student Distribution (SD), the i-th covariate of a problem with
dimension d is denoted Xi with i∈ {1:d}, Class 1 is c1, Class 2 is c2, Class j is c j, Decision Boundary
(DB), Number of Values is denoted #, Identity Covariance Matrix (ICM), Covariance Matrix (Σ),
Hyperplane (H), Input Dimension is denoted d, Number of Classes is denoted k, Gaussian Categorical
Independent (GCI), Gaussian Categorical Dependent (GCD).
Table A.3: Simulated Classiﬁcation Problems
Name Description
Simple Gaussian Mixture ci a GD with ICM and different means; linear DB
Four Gaussian Mixture Each ci is a mixture-of-two GDs [86]; non-linear DB
Gaussian Quadratic Boundary c1 is a GD, while c2 is a mixture of GDs, giving a non-linear DB
Gaussian Triangles Two classes, each three GDs in a triangle
Gaussian Ripple Boundary Each class a set of GDs forming a 2d ripple, giving a rippling DB
Gaussian Curves c1 a mixture of two GDs, c2 a single GD above
Gaussian Banding Each ci a horizontal band, formed by 3 GDs in a horizontal row
GCI Each ci a GD with ICM, transform half the Xi to categorical
GCD Each ci a GD with non-ICM, transform half the Xi to categorical
Gaussian Binary Xor Input GD, bin each Xi to [0,1], output c1 iff (# 1s is odd)
Gaussian Hypercubic Grid Input GD, bin each Xi to [0,3], output c1 iff (# odds is odd)
Gaussian Ellipses Each ci a GD, non-ICM Σ, elliptical contours, complex DB
Gaussian Diagonal Bands Each ci a set of GDs giving diagonal bands in covariate space
Gaussian Circles Input GDs form class-pure circular bands in covariate space
Gaussian Rays Input GDs partition covariate space into angular class-pure regions
Uniform Binary Xor Input UD, bin each Xi to [0,1], output c1 iff (# 1s is odd)
Uniform Hypercubic Grid Input UD, bin each Xi to [0,3], output c1 iff (# odds is odd)
Uniform Banding Each ci a horizontal band, formed by 3 UDs in a horizontal row
Student-T Mixture Each ci a SD, linear DB and high BER
Uniform Univariate Overlap c2 a UD over all of X, c1 a UD over just the ﬁrst half of X
Uniform Bivariate Overlap Each ci a UD, the classes are partly overlapping rectangles
A.2.1 Synthetic Problems Set Two
Here we deﬁne a simple univariate synthetic problem, which proves useful to explore theoretical tar-
gets. The problem is binary and univariate, simply deﬁned by a mix of two equal-variance Gaussians
with a balanced prior. In symbols, {π = (12 , 12),(X |Y = c1) ∼ N(−1,1),(X |Y = c2) ∼ N(1,1)}. The
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Figure A.1: Illustration of a binary synthetic problem, a mix of two equal-variance Gaussians.
This problem is deﬁned as {π = (12 , 12),(X |Y = c1) ∼ N(−1,1),(X |Y = c2) ∼ N(1,1)}. The class-
conditionals and Bayes probabilities are shown in red and blue. The Bayes boundary is shown
in green. The probability of the MAP class pMAP(x) is shown in green, and the inverse value
(1− pMAP(x)) in pink.
two class-conditional distributions, Bayes probabilities, and MAP label probabilities are shown in
Figure A.1.
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A.3 Problems for the Empirical Study of AL Performance
Section 3.4 presents an empirical study of AL performance.
The real problem group consisted of the following small problems, described in Table A.1: Abalone,
Adult, Australian, Balance, Breast cancer Wdbc, Breast cancer Wisconsin, Car evaluation, Fotp, Ger-
man credit, Glass, HeartStatlog, Image, Letter recognition, Monks1, Monks2, Monks3, Mushroom,
Pima-diabetes, Sonar, Soybean, Voting and Wine.
The real problem group also consisted of the following large problems, described in Table A.2:
AL-challenge-‘Alex’ Fraud, Electricity, Colon, AL-challenge-‘Alex’ and AL-challenge-‘Ibn-sina’,
UPL Credit 93 through to UPL Credit 97.
The synthetic problem group consisted of the following problems, described in Table A.3: Simple
Gaussian Mixture, Gaussian Binary Xor, Gaussian Hypercubic Grid, Gaussian Triangles, Gaussian
Ripple Boundary, Gaussian Curves, Gaussian Banding, GCI, GCD, and Gaussian Quadratic Bound-
ary.
A.4 Problems for the Experimental Study of MRI Algorithms
Section 4.6 presents an experimental study to evaluate the performance of MRI-estimation algorithms.
This study uses three groups of problems: two groups of real problems (larger and smaller), and one
group of synthetic problems, all described below.
The large real problem group consisted of the following problems, described in Table A.2: Fraud,
Electricity, Colon, UPL Credit 93, and UPL Credit 94.
The small real problem group consisted of the following problems, described in Table A.1: Aus-
tralian, Balance, Glass, HeartStatlog, Monks1, Monks2, Monks3, Pima-diabetes, Sonar and Wine.
The synthetic problem group consisted of the following problems, described in Table A.3: Four
Gaussian Mixture, Gaussian Quadratic Boundary, Gaussian Triangles, Gaussian Ripple Boundary,
and Gaussian Curves.
A.5 Problems for the General Study of HIL Algorithms
Section 5.6 presents an experimental study to evaluate the performance of HIL estimation algorithms,
for general classiﬁcation problems.
The large real problem group consisted of the following ﬁve problems, described in Table A.2:
Fraud, Electricity, Colon, AL-challenge-‘Alex’ and AL-challenge-‘Ibn-sina’.
The small real problem group consisted of the following thirteen problems, described in Table
A.1: Abalone, Adult, Australian, Balance, Bank, Breast cancer Wisconsin, Car evaluation, German
credit, German credit numeric, Image, Mushroom, Pima-diabetes, and Soybean.
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The easier synthetic problem group consisted of the following problems, described in Table A.3:
Simple Gaussian Mixture, Gaussian Triangles, Gaussian Ripple Boundary, Gaussian Curves, Four
Gaussian Mixture, Student-T Mixture, Uniform Univariate Overlap and Uniform Bivariate Overlap.
The harder synthetic problem group consisted of the following problems, described in Table A.3:
Gaussian Binary Xor, Gaussian Banding, Gaussian Ellipses, Gaussian Diagonal Bands, Gaussian
Circles, Gaussian Rays, Uniform Binary Xor, Uniform Hypercubic Grid and Uniform Banding.
A.6 Problems for the Study of HIL Algorithms in Credit Risk
Section 5.7 presents an experimental study to evaluate the performance of HIL estimation algorithms,
for credit risk.
The ﬁrst problem group is the UPL data, consisting of three datasets, UPL Credit 93 through to
UPL Credit 95, see Table A.2.
The second problem group is the UKCC data, consisting of twelve datasets, UKCC Credit summer
08 through to UKCC Credit spring 11, see Table A.2.
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Details of Classiﬁers
This Appendix describes the classiﬁers used throughout the thesis. There are several experimental
studies in this thesis, see Sections 3.4, 4.6, 5.6 and 5.7. These experimental studies employ the
classiﬁers described below.
B.1 Classiﬁer Model Descriptions
Here we describe several classiﬁers: linear discriminant analysis, quadratic discriminant analysis,
K-nearest-neighbours, naïve Bayes, logistic regression, ridge logistic regression, the support vector
machine, the CART decision tree, and the random forest.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a linear generative classiﬁer described in [55, Chapter 4].
Quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) is a non-linear generative classiﬁer described in [55, Chap-
ter 4]. K-Nearest-Neighbours (K-nn) is a well-known non-parametric classiﬁer discussed in [34,
Chapter 4]. Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classiﬁer which assumes independence of the covariates,
given the class; see [50]. Logistic regression is a linear parametric discriminative classiﬁer described
in [55, Chapter 4]. Ridge logistic regression is a regularisation variant of logistic regression, described
in [69]. The support vector machine (SVM) is a popular non-parametric classiﬁer described in [25].
The CART decision tree is a non-parametric probabilistic classiﬁer, which constructs a decision tree
model of covariate neighbourhoods by information gain [17]. The random forest is a non-parametric
probabilistic classiﬁer, which uses bootstrapping to generate a set of decision trees, and then forms
averages over them [16]. Standard R implementations are used for these classiﬁers, see below.
B.2 Classiﬁer Implementation Details
The classiﬁer implementation details are now described.
For LDA, the standard R implementation is used. For QDA, the standard R implementation is
used.
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For 5-nn, the R implementation from package kknn is used.1 This implementation applies covari-
ate scaling: each covariate is scaled to have equal standard deviation (using the same scaling for both
training and testing data).
For naïve Bayes, the R implementation from package e1071 is used.2 For continuous predictors,
a Gaussian distribution (given the target class) is assumed. This approach is less than ideal, but
tangential to the statistical estimation framework and experimental study.
For logistic regression, the standard R implementation is used. For ridge logistic regression, the
Weka implementation from package RWeka is used, where the ridge parameter value is ﬁtted using
cross validation and classiﬁcation error rate.3
For SVM, the R implementation from package e1071 is used.The SVM kernel used is radial basis
kernel, which is parameterised as exp(−γ × |u− v|2), where the parameter γ = 1d , where d is the
covariate dimension of the classiﬁcation problem. For the SVM soft margin parameter C, the e1071
R implementation uses the default value of 1. By default, e1071 svm training does not perform a grid
search over SVM parameters such as C and γ; however the “tune” function is provided to enable a
grid search over these parameters, to improve performance. The probability calibration of the scores
is performed for binary problems by MLE ﬁtting of a logistic distribution to the decision values, or for
multi-class problems, by computing the a-posteriori class probabilities using quadratic optimisation.
For the CART decision tree, the implementation from the R package rpart is used, with default
parameters. By default, this implementation uses Gini impurity as the penalty function or splitting
index (a.k.a. splitting metric), i.e. as the central criterion for forming splits: the splits are constructed
to maximimise the decrease in Gini impurity. In terms of stopping, there is a complexity parameter
(“cp”) with the default value of 0.01; any split that does not decrease the overall lack of ﬁt by a factor
of cp is not attempted.
For the random forest, the implementation from the R package RandomForest version 4.6-7 is
used, with default parameters (which uses 500 decision trees).
1For details see http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/kknn/kknn.pdf.
2For details see http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/e1071/e1071.pdf.
3For details see http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RWeka/RWeka.pdf.
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Further Proofs and Calculations
This appendix contains further proofs and calculations to support the main body of the thesis.
C.1 Theorem One for Univariate Mean-Zero Gaussian
This section shows that given a zero-mean univariate Gaussian RV denoted N with variance σ2, a
positive constant δ , a ﬁxed-sized interval [0,δ ), and the probability β = p(0 ≤ N < δ ), then as
σ2 ↑ ∞, β ↓ 0.
N is Gaussian with mean zero, hence it has cdf FN(x)= 12 [1+erf(
x
σ
√
2
)]where erf(y)= 1√π
� y
−y e−t
2
dt.
By deﬁnition
β = p(0≤ N < δ )
= FN(δ )−FN(0)
= FN(δ )− 12
=
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Hence as σ2 ↑ ∞, β ↓ 0.
The above argument applies to a RV N and a ﬁxed interval [0,δ ), but also applies to a random
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interval [0,Δ) with Δ being a strictly positive RV, since the argument applies to every realisation of Δ.
C.2 Theorem Two for Univariate Mean-Zero Gaussian
This section shows that given a zero-mean univariate Gaussian RV denoted N with variance σ2, a
positive constant δ , a ﬁxed-sized interval [0,δ ), and the probability β = p(0 ≤ N < δ ), then as
σ2 ↓ 0, β ↑ 12 .
By deﬁnition,
p(N ≥ 0) = p(0≤ N < δ )+ p(N ≥ δ ),
i.e.
1
2
= β + p(N ≥ δ ),
giving
β =
1
2
− p(N ≥ δ ).
By deﬁnition
p(N ≥ δ )≤ p(|N|≥ δ ),
and Chebyshev’s Inequality gives
p(|N|≥ δ )≤ σ
2
δ 2
,
hence
p(N ≥ δ )≤ σ
2
δ 2
.
As σ2 ↓ 0, σ2δ 2 ↓ 0 hence p(N≥ δ ) ↓ 0. Thus as σ2 ↓ 0, p(N≥ δ ) ↓ 0, combining with β = 12− p(N≥ δ )
yields β ↑ 12 as σ2 ↓ 0.
The above argument applies to a RV N and a ﬁxed interval [0,δ ), but also applies to a random
interval [0,Δ) with Δ being a strictly positive RV, since the argument applies to every realisation of Δ.
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Figure C.1: Illustration of Gaussian cdfs, for univariate Gaussian RVs, all with mean zero and diff-
ferent variances. The standard deviations are 0.5 (shown in red), 1.25 (green), and 2 (blue). Over the
range (0,∞), a cdf of lower variance will dominate a cdf of higher variance.
C.3 Theorem Three for Univariate Mean-Zero Gaussian
This section shows that given a zero-mean univariate Gaussian RV denoted N with variance σ2, a
positive constant δ , a ﬁxed-sized interval [0,δ ), and the probability β = p(0 ≤ N < δ ), then the
probability β is decreasing as a function of σ2.
To show this, consider two different variances, denoted k1 and k2 where k2 < k1. These are
the variances for two zero-mean univariate Gaussians RVs denoted N1 and N2, with N1 ∼ N(0,k1)
and N2 ∼ N(0,k2). The two corresponding probabilities are deﬁned as β1 = p(0 ≤ N1 < δ ) and
β2 = p(0≤ N2 < δ ). The two Gaussian cdfs are denoted F1(x) and F2(x) for N1 and N2 respectively.
The aim is to show that the smaller variance k2 < k1 implies that β2 > β1.
First we note that
βi = p(0≤ Ni < δ ) = Fi(δ )−Fi(0) = Fi(δ )− 12 .
Hence β2 > β1 if and only if F2(δ )> F1(δ ).
N1 and N2 are both mean-zero Gaussian RVs, and N1 has larger variance. This directly implies
that the cdf F2(x) of the lower-variance Gaussian RV N2, dominates the cdf F1 of the higher-variance
N1, over the range (0,∞), as shown in Figure C.1. In other words, the function F2(x) dominates F1(x)
over the range (0,∞). Thus ∀(δ )[F2(δ )> F1(δ )].
Hence k2 < k1 implies β2 > β1, and the probability β is decreasing as a function of σ2.
The above argument applies to RVs N1 and N2, and a ﬁxed interval [0,δ ), but also applies to
a random interval [0,Δ) with Δ being a strictly positive RV, since the argument applies to every
realisation of Δ.
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C.4 Binomial Justiﬁcation for Random Pool Sub-sampling
Pool sub-sampling is a general AL optimisation, where only a random subset of the pool is considered
for example selection. This appendix presents a theoretical justiﬁcation for this optimisation.
For a random subset xU of the pool xP, the number of evaluated examples falls from np to nu
(where np = |xP| and nu = |xU |). First we deﬁne the true Qc scores for the pool as the vector q =
Qc(xP,θ ,dS). Second, consider the vector q, subdivided by a linear partition into b bins of equal size.
The focus is on the top bin that contains the highest Qc scores. Assume that b is sufﬁciently large that
the best bin has a low range of values. This assumption implies that any example chosen from the
best bin is a near-optimal choice for sequential AL.
Under sequential AL just one example is chosen; if xU contains (at least) a single example from
the best bin, then any AL method can select it and thereby make a near-optimal choice. Thus sub-
sampling only requires that nu is large enough to yield a sufﬁciently low probability α that xU contains
no examples from the best bin.
The number of examples from the best bin is denoted G where G ∼ Binomial(nu,1/b). The
probability of having no examples from the best bin is just p(G = 0) = (b−1b )
nu . Thus it sufﬁces to
ﬁnd the lowest nu such that p(G= 0) = (b−1b )
nu < α for an arbitrary threshold probability α .
Considering the case where b= 100, nu = 299 is sufﬁcient to yield a 95% probability of having at
least one example from the best bin (α = 0.05), while nu= 459 achieves a 99% probability (α = 0.01).
The value of nu required for a given α does not depend on the size of the pool np, nor does it depend
on the problem covariate dimensionality d or the number of classes k. This independence makes
random pool subsampling is a very scalable solution for massive datasets.
The value of b= 100 in the example above is arbitrary. For the argument to apply, the assumption
of a low range of Qc values within each bin rules out very low values of b, while at the other extreme,
very high values are also implausible (as b grows, the range of Qc values in each bin falls towards
zero).
This binomial argument provides a theoretical justiﬁcation for random pool sub-sampling in AL.
C.5 Analytic Calculation of Error Loss for One Synthetic Problem
This section shows the analytic calculation of error rate loss for the univariate synthetic problem
described in Section 4.2.
First the classiﬁer decision rule r2(x) given in Section 4.2 can be expressed as
r3(x) =
�
yˆ= c1 : x< tˆ,
yˆ= c2 : x> tˆ,
r4(x) =
�
yˆ= c1 : x> tˆ,
yˆ= c2 : x< tˆ,
r5(x) =
�
yˆ= r3(x) : µˆ1 < µˆ2,
yˆ= r4(x) : µˆ1 > µˆ2,
The probability of an error for a single covariate x is denoted p(e|x) = p(y= c1, yˆ= c2|x)+ p(y=
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c2, yˆ= c1|x). Given x, the probabilities of y and yˆ are independent. Thus for decision rule r3, the loss
Le is given by
Le(θˆ ) = EX [p(e|x)] =
�
p(y= c1, yˆ= c2|x)p(x)dx+
�
p(y= c2, yˆ= c1|x)p(x)dx
=
�
p1(x)1(x> tˆ)p(x)dx+
�
p2(x)1(x< tˆ)p(x)dx
=
� 1
2
q1(x)1(x> tˆ)dx+
� 1
2
q2(x)1(x< tˆ)dx=
1
2
[
� ∞
tˆ
q1(x)dx+
� tˆ
−∞
q2(x)dx]
=
1
2
[1−F1(tˆ)+F2(tˆ)],
where Fj(x) denotes the cdf for Gaussian class-conditional (X |Y = c j), q j(x) denotes the true Gaus-
sian class-conditional density (X |Y = c j):
q j(x) =
1√
2π
exp
−1
2
(x−µ j)2,
and p j(x) is the posterior probability p(Y = c j|x), which is derived from the class-conditionals q j(x)
and the prior π via Bayes Rule (Equation 2.1).
Whereas for decision rule r4, the loss Le is given by Le(θˆ ) = 12 [1+F1(tˆ)−F2(tˆ)] (by very similar
reasoning). Hence the loss Le in general, under rule r5, is given by
Le(θˆ ) =
1
2
{1−F1(tˆ)+F2(tˆ)+�(µˆ1 > µˆ2)[2F1(tˆ)−2F2(tˆ)]}.
C.6 Analytic Calculation of MRI with Quadratic Loss for Synthetic Problem
This section shows the analytic calculation of Qc under quadratic loss Lq, denoted Qc(Lq), for the
univariate synthetic problem described in Section 4.2.
From Equation 4.1, Qc(Lq) = Tc−Te.
First, Tc = Lq(µˆ1, µˆ2) = (µˆ1+1)2+(µˆ2−1)2 = µˆ21 +2µˆ1+ µˆ22 −2µˆ2+2.
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Second,
Te = p1Lq(µˆ �1, µˆ2)+ p2Lq(µˆ1, µˆ
�
2)
= p1[(µˆ �1+1)]
2+(µˆ2−1)2]+ p2[(µˆ1+1)2+(µˆ �2−1)2]
= p1[(µˆ �1)
2+2µˆ �1+ µˆ
2
2 −2µˆ2+2]+ p2[µˆ21 +2µˆ1+(µˆ �2)2−2µˆ �2+2]
= p1[(1− z)2µˆ21 +2z(1− z)µˆ1x+ z2x2+2(1− z)µˆ1+2zx+ µˆ22 −2µˆ2+2]
+ p2[µˆ21 +2µˆ1+(1− z)2µˆ22 +2z(1− z)µˆ2x+ z2x2−2(1− z)µˆ2−2zx+2]
= (z2x2)+2+ p1[(1− z)2µˆ21 +2(1− z)µˆ1+ µˆ22 −2µˆ2]+ p1x[2z(1− z)µˆ1+2z]
+ p2[(1− z)2µˆ22 −2(1− z)µˆ2+ µˆ21 +2µˆ1]+ p2x[2z(1− z)µˆ2−2z]
= (z2x2)+ x{p1[2z(1− z)µˆ1+2z]+ p2[2z(1− z)µˆ2−2z]}
+{p1[(1− z)2µˆ21 +2(1− z)µˆ1+ µˆ22 −2µˆ2]+ p2[(1− z)2µˆ22 −2(1− z)µˆ2+ µˆ21 +2µˆ1]+2}.
Hence
Qc(Lq)(x) (C.1)
= Tc−Te
= [µˆ21 +2µˆ1+ µˆ
2
2 −2µˆ2+2]− (z2x2)+ x{p1[2z(1− z)µˆ1+2z]+ p2[2z(1− z)µˆ2−2z]}
+{p1[(1− z)2µˆ21 +2(1− z)µˆ1+ µˆ22 −2µˆ2]+ p2[(1− z)2µˆ22 −2(1− z)µˆ2+ µˆ21 +2µˆ1]+2}
= (−z2)x2+ x[p1{2z(z−1)µˆ1−2z}+ p2{2z(z−1)µˆ2+2z}]+{[(µˆ1+1)2+(µˆ2+1)2]-2
− p1[(1− z)2µˆ21 +2(1− z)µˆ1+ µˆ22 −2µˆ2]− p2[(1− z)2µˆ22 −2(1− z)µˆ2+ µˆ21 +2µˆ1]}.
Qc(Lq) is a complicated function of x since p1 and p2 are non-linear functions of x. As n→ ∞ and
z→ 0, the signal Qc(Lq) decays quadratically towards a term independent of x. Intuitively we would
expect the signal to decay as n increases, as the new example x makes ever less impact on θˆ , and the
rate of decay here is quadratic.
Figure C.2 illustrates Qc(Lq) for speciﬁc cases of θˆ . These four cases are similar to the illustration
of Qc(Le) in Figure 4.2, with the exception of the case (µˆ1 = −1.1, µˆ2 = 1.1). In this case Qc(Lq) has
a positive region whereas Qc(Le) does not, reﬂecting Lq’s focus on probability estimation accuracy in
contrast to Le’s focus on the estimated decision boundary tˆ.
C.7 Analytic Calculation of Marginal MRI with Quadratic Loss for Synthetic
Problem
This section shows the analytic calculation of Qm under quadratic loss Lq, denoted Qm(Lq), for the
univariate synthetic problem described in Section 4.2.
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(a) Qc(Lq)|(µˆ1 =−0.5, µˆ2 = 1.5)
µˆ1, µˆ2 are right-shifted, µˆ j = µ j+0.5
−4 −2 0 2 4
x
(b) Qc(Lq)|(µˆ1 =−0.9, µˆ2 = 1.1)
µˆ1, µˆ2 are right-shifted, µˆ j = µ j+0.1
−4 −2 0 2 4
x
(c) Qc(Lq)|(µˆ1 =−1.1, µˆ2 = 1.1)
µˆ1, µˆ2 are wider than µ1, µ2
−4 −2 0 2 4
x
(d) Qc(Lq)|(µˆ1 = 1, µˆ2 =−1)
µˆ1, µˆ2 have ﬂipped signs, µˆ j =−µ j
Figure C.2: Illustration of the target Qc(Lq) as a function of x, for speciﬁc values of the estimated
parameters {µˆ1, µˆ2}. The green line indicates Qc(x) = 0. The true means (µ1,µ2) are shown in solid
blue and red; the estimated means (µˆ1, µˆ2) are shown in dotted blue and red. In all cases, the labelled
dataset size ns = |dS| is 18. In each speciﬁc case of θˆ , x∗ yields greatest correction to θˆ in terms of
moving the mean estimates θˆ closer to the true estimates θ .
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The sampling distributions of the parameter estimates are given by µˆ j ∼ N(µ j, 2ns ). The means of
the sampling distributions are the true means, (-1,+1), and the second moments are both given by 2+n
s
ns .
Hence we calculate Qm(Lq) by simply substituting the ﬁrst two moments of the sampling distributions
for the estimates µˆ j and their squares in Equation C.1:
EdS(Tc) = EdS [Lq(µˆ1, µˆ2)]
= EdS [(µˆ1+1)
2+(µˆ2−1)2]
= EdS [µˆ
2
1 +2µˆ1+ µˆ
2
2 −2µˆ2+2]
=
ns+2
ns
+2(−1)+ n
s+2
ns
−2(+1)+2
= 2
ns+2
ns
−2
=
4
ns
.
Hence
Qm(Lq)(x) = EdS(Q
c
(Lq))
= (−z2)x2+ x[p1{2z(z−1)(−1)−2z}+ p2{2z(z−1)(+1)+2z}]
+{ 4
ns
−2− p1[(1− z)2n
s+2
ns
+2(z−1)+ n
s+2
ns
−2]
− p2[(1− z)2n
s+2
ns
+2(z−1)+ n
s+2
ns
−2]
= (−z2)x2+ x[p1(−2z2+2z−2z)+ p2(2z2−2z+2z)]
+{ 4
ns
−2− [(1− z)2n
s+2
ns
+
ns+2
ns
+2z−2−2]}
= (−z2)x2+ x[p1(−2z2)+ p2(2z2)]+{ 4ns −2−2z−
ns+2
ns
[(1− z)2+1]}
= (−z2)x2+2z2[p2− p1]x+{ 4ns +2−2z−
ns+2
ns
[z2−2z+2]}.
Qm(Lq) is a complicated function of x since p1 and p2 are non-linear functions of x. As n→ ∞ and
z→ 0, the signal decays to nothing as Qm becomes independent of x. Intuitively the signal might be
expected to decay as n increases, with the new example x making ever less impact on θˆ , and the rate
of decay here is quadratic.
Figure C.3 illustrates Qm(Lq) as a function of x. The substantial set of central x values where Q
m
(Lq)
is positive shows that AL can often outperform RS.
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(a) Qm with error loss Le: Qm(Le)
−4 −2 0 2 4
x
Q
^m
(b) Qm with quadratic loss Lq: Qm(Lq)
Figure C.3: Illustration of the target Qm as a function of x, with two different losses Le and Lq. The
green line indicates Qm(x) = 0 (zero improvement), with ns being 18. The substantial set of central
x values where Qm is positive shows that many choices of the example x will improve the classiﬁer.
(While these two ﬁgures look very similar, they are in fact slightly different, Figure C.3a has a slightly
ﬂatter maximum).
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C.8 Results for Iterated AL under Full Pool Labelling
The examination of AL performance in Chapter 3 deﬁned three quantities in Section 3.1.3: learning
amounts, speeds and speed beneﬁt. Here we present some analytic results for these quantities, for
iterated AL under the assumption of full pool labelling, which is detailed in Section 3.4.2.
C.8.1 The Learning Speed Vectors all have the same Total
Here we show that the learning speed vectors δ g always sum to the same total, for any AL method g
(or random selection). This result is required to establish the result in Section C.8.2. Here we deﬁne
l0 = v∗0 as the initial loss before any AL selection, and lz = v
∗
z for the ﬁnal loss when the entire pool
has been labelled; these two losses l0 and lz form the start and end points of the learning curve, for
every AL method and for RS.
z
∑
t=1
δ gt = (v
g
z−1− vgz )− (vgz−2− vgz−1)− · · ·− (vg0− vg1) = vg0− vgz = l0− lz.
This result holds for any data selection method g, for instance g could be Shannon entropy or RS.
We would usually expect the ﬁnal loss lz to be substantially below the initial loss l0, since the
classiﬁer gets to see more labelled examples. since the classiﬁer is presented with many more labelled
examples (assuming a reasonable budget size). Experiments conﬁrm that this is nearly always true.
While there can be no mathematical guarantee that lz ≤ l0, where that condition fails there is no space
for AL to outperform RS, and hence we can ignore those few cases as degenerate.
In the very common case where the ﬁnal loss lz is below the initial loss l0, every learning speed
vector δ g always sums to the same positive quantity, and thus each single difference δt has positive
expectation.
C.8.2 The Speed Beneﬁt Vector Always sums to Zero
Here we show that the speed beneﬁt vector b always sums to zero, under full pool labelling. This
motivates the characterisation of AL performance as a speed comparison, and hence the deﬁnitions of
ALzone and WI, in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Because the learning speed vector δ g always has the same total, i.e.
z
∑
t=1
δ gt = l0− lz.
for every method g, it follows that
z
∑
t=1
bgt =
v
∑
t=1
(δ gt −δ rt ) = 0,
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for any AL method g. This shows that the speed beneﬁt vector b of AL over RS always sums to zero,
and trivially generalises to the differences in the speed vectors of any two methods g1 and g2. This
result assumes full pool labelling.
Thus the speed beneﬁt vector always sums to zero. Hence whenever one method g1 learns faster
than another g2 initially, it must learn slower later.
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Appendix D
Further Experimental Results
D.1 Further MRI Experimental Results
This section shows the results for each individual classiﬁer in the experimental study described in
Chapter 4. The results for LDA, K-nn, naïve Bayes, SVM, QDA and logistic regression are shown
in Tables 4.4, D.1, D.2, D.3, D.4 and D.5 respectively. These results are the detailed results of the
experimental study, covering the six classiﬁers, all the problems in three groups, and multiple Monte
Carlo replicates. In each table, the average rank is calculated as the numerical mean, with ties resolved
by preferring lower variance of the rank vector.
Table D.1: Results for base classiﬁer 5-nn over three groups of problems. These six AL methods are
the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks). The Qc algorithms
are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer 5-nn
Small Problems SE BMRI QbcV SMRI RS QbcA
Large Problems QbcA BMRI SE QbcV RS SMRI
Synthetic Problems BMRI SE RS QbcV SMRI QbcA
Average BMRI SE QbcV RS QbcA SMRI
Table D.2: Results for base classiﬁer naïve Bayes over three groups of problems. These six AL
methods are the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks). The Qc
algorithms are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer naïve Bayes
Small Problems SE BMRI QbcV QbcA RS SMRI
Large Problems QbcV SE EfeLc BMRI SMRI QbcA
Synthetic Problems SE QbcV BMRI SMRI RS QbcA
Average SE QbcV BMRI SMRI QbcA RS
The results of Section 4.6.5 quantify the beneﬁt of AL over RS: the rankings of Tables 4.4 and
4.5 show how much AL methods outperform RS. Another way to quantify AL beneﬁt is provided by
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Table D.3: Results for base classiﬁer SVM over three groups of problems. These six AL methods are
the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks). The Qc algorithms
are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer SVM
Small Problems QbcV RS QbcA SE BMRI SMRI
Large Problems RS QbcA QbcV EfeLc SMRI BMRI
Synthetic Problems QbcV RS QbcA BMRI SMRI SE
Average RS QbcV QbcA BMRI SMRI SE
Table D.4: Results for base classiﬁer QDA over three groups of problems. These six AL methods are
the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks). The Qc algorithms
are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer QDA
Small Problems SE BMRI QbcV QbcA SMRI RS
Large Problems BMRI SMRI EfeLc SE RS QbcV
Synthetic Problems SE BMRI RS QbcV QbcA SMRI
Average BMRI SE QbcV SMRI RS QbcA
Table D.5: Results for base classiﬁer logistic regression over three groups of problems. These six AL
methods are the best six, ordered by overall rank (calculated by numerical averages of ranks). The Qc
algorithms are shown in bold.
Classiﬁer Logistic Regression
Small Problems QbcV QbcA BMRI SE RS SMRI
Large Problems SE QbcV QbcA SMRI BMRI RS
Synthetic Problems BMRI RS SE SMRI QbcV QbcA
Average QbcV SE BMRI QbcA RS SMRI
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the regret difference between an AL method and RS. Here AL regret is naturally deﬁned as the loss
difference, between the optimal performance given by maximising Qc, and the actual performance of
any given AL method. Another aspect of AL beneﬁt is the question of where AL outperforms RS,
and this aspect is quantiﬁed by the frequency results in Table 4.6.
D.2 Experiment to Conﬁrm the Ranking Signal in Marginal MRI
This section presents an experiment to conﬁrm the ranking signal in the marginal MRI target Qm
deﬁned in Section 4.8.1. This experiment examines the rankings of the pool implied by Qc, for many
different datasets {dSi}i∈1:n. The idea is to show that these rankings are similar to each other, and that
this similarity is statistically signiﬁcant. If these rankings are indeed very similar, this implies that
Qc values from different datasets are highly related, which in turn suggests that much of the ranking
signal persists in Qm.
To illustrate, consider a speciﬁc context whereQc does provide a clear ranking signal, e.g. Section
4.2. Here the Qc values over the pool are far from uniform, and some AL methods clearly outperform
RS. The ranking signal of Qc here might be robust to variations in dS, in the sense that different draws
of dS lead to similar Qc functions, and similar values for the optimal selection x∗. Alternatively, the
ranking signal of Qc here might be fragile to variations in dS, in the sense that different draws of dS
would produce wildly different Qc functions, and very different values for the optimal selection x∗.
Hence we consider the robustness of the Qm ranking signal. If Qm is highly robust, then the pool
rankings of Qc for different draws of dS should be substantially similar. This allows a statistical test
for Qm robustness in an experiment, described below.
To examine the robustness of Qm, a second experiment examines a different synthetic classiﬁca-
tion problem, the Four-Gaussian problem (shown in Figure 4.7e). The classiﬁer is QDA [55, Chap-
ter 7], with the loss function being error rate Le. A single constant pool of unlabelled examples xP is
chosen as a ﬁxed grid of points in covariate space, with a 2-d grid providing visualisation in Figure
4.7.
Multiple datasets (dSi)ni=1 are drawn i.i.d. from PX,Y , where each dSi is a single draw of dS, and
each Si is an index set. Each dataset dSi produces a vector of Qc values over the grid (pool), denoted
qi, where qi = Qc(xP,θ ,dSi). These Qc vectors each imply rankings over the pool, denoted ri, where
ri = Sort(qi). These rankings ri are shown in Figure 4.7. Qm is shown as a function of x in Figure
4.7f, and is far from uniform for this context.
To formulate a statistical test for Qm robustness, experiments examine the sensitivity of Qc to dS.
The similarity of the pool rankings from different draws of dS express the sensitivity of Qc to dS,
where greater similarity shows lower sensitivity, i.e. greater robustness for Qm.
The similarity of the pool rankings (ri)n1 is examined by standard statistical tests of correlations
(with Holm and Bonferroni corrections), Moran’s I and Geary’s C [40, 78]. These statistical tests
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show that the ranks are very closely related for different draws of (dSi)ni=1.
This similarity of the ranks shows that, in this toy example, Qc has low dependence on the speciﬁc
dataset dS, which is the robust case. This in turn suggests that the optimal AL choice x∗ for one
dataset dSi is near-optimal for a different dataset dS j . Thus this experiment provides some support for
the idea that Qm is robust, and that some of the AL ranking signal present in Qc is independent of dS,
and thereby persists through averaging over dS.
D.3 Experimental Examination of MRI Estimation Under AL Selection Bias
Section 4.7 describes the issue of selection bias in iterated AL, which can affect the selection of further
data from the pool. This section examines whether selection bias in the labelled data dS adversely
affects the estimation of Qc or its components p and L.
There are two questions here:
q1 “do the estimation errors of Qˆc, pˆ and Lˆ increase signiﬁcantly when dS suffers fromAL selection
bias?”
q2 “do the estimation errors for loss in particular increase signiﬁcantly when dS suffers from AL
selection bias, when comparing supervised against unsupervised loss estimators?” Supervised
loss estimators use dS to estimate L, see Section 2.2.2. Unsupervised loss estimators use xP to
estimate L, see Sections 2.5.9 and D.4.
First we describe the design and results for an estimation experiment, designed to address question
q1. The estimation experiment examines the null hypothesis: the AL selection bias of dS does not
signiﬁcantly increase the estimation error of Qˆc, pˆ and Lˆ. In summary, the estimation experiment
compares the estimation errors of Qˆc, pˆ and Lˆ under i.i.d. data, against the estimation errors under
non-i.i.d. datasets.
This experiment examines the estimation loss of AL quantity estimators Qˆc, pˆ and Lˆ under three
conditions:
• dS is i.i.d.
• dS is biased by AL-selection (covariate biased)
• dS is biased by artiﬁcial label noise (label biased). This is introduced to provide an extra bench-
mark of estimation difﬁculty.
The estimation experiment uses iterated AL over many steps, and several AL methods, shown in Table
D.6. There are three types of selection method here, which lead to three types of labelled data dS:
i.i.d., covariate-biased, and label-biased.
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The ﬁrst type of selection method includes just one method, the benchmark random selection
(RS), which is described in Section 2.4.1. Repeated selection by RS leaves the labelled dataset dS
i.i.d. The second type of selection method includes three common ALmethods: SE, Qbc-Ve and Qbc-
Akld (described in Section 2.5). Repeated selection by an AL method of this second type generates
covariate bias in dS (as discussed above). The third type of selection method is artiﬁcial label-noise,
where selection occurs via RS, and then a fraction α of the labels are given new random label values
(here α = 0.25). Repeated selection by label-noise generates label bias in dS: (yS|xS)� PY |X.
These three types of selection method, and the characteristics of the datasets that they produce,
are shown in Table D.6.
Table D.6: Estimation experiment showing the different potential biases of the labelled dataset dS
under iterated AL. Green shows when dS is i.i.d. Blue shows when dS has covariate bias, i.e. when
xS is not i.i.d. Red shows when dS has label bias, i.e. when (yS|xS) is not i.i.d. In the ﬁrst step only,
dS is just the initially labelled data dI which is always i.i.d.
Random Selection SE QbcV QbcA Label-Noise
Step dS is i.i.d. dS has covariate bias dS has label bias
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Three quantities of interest are being examined here: Qˆc, pˆ and Lˆ�. Section 4.5 describes these
quantities in detail. The estimation experiment examines the estimation errors of these three quantities
under these three types of dS (i.i.d., covariate-bias, label-bias). If the estimation errors for Qˆc, pˆ and
Lˆ� under covariate-bias dS are signiﬁcantly larger than the estimation errors under i.i.d. dS, then the
null hypothesis can be rejected.
For pˆ, estimation error is deﬁned as squared error:
EE(pˆ(x)) =
k
∑
j=1
[pˆ j(x)− p j(x)]2.
For Lˆ�, estimation error is deﬁned as squared error:
EE(Lˆ�(x)) =
k
∑
j=1
[Lˆ�(x, j)−L�(x, j)]2.
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For Qˆc, estimation error is deﬁned as Qc regret, given in Equation 4.7. This Qc regret is the difference
between the maximum possible improvement (given optimal example selection) minus the actual
improvement (given actual example selection):
EE(Qˆc) = Qc(x∗)−Qc(xg),
where x∗ = argmaxQc(x) x ∈ xP is the optimal example under true Qc, while xg = argmaxQˆc(x) x ∈ xP
is the example chosen by the estimator Qˆc.
The experiment uses ﬁve synthetic classiﬁcation problems (see Appendix A), the classiﬁer logistic
regression (see Appendix B), and error rate as the loss function. The results from multiple Monte
Carlo replicates are combined by averaging. Speciﬁcally, the estimation errors for each estimate of
Qˆc, pˆ and Lˆ� are calculated for each experiment, then average errors are calculated.
Once the average estimation errors have been calculated for each AL method, they are compared
using the Wilcoxon signed rank test [101].
For Lˆ�, estimation errors are mostly not signiﬁcantly different under i.i.d. dS than under covariate-
biased dS, while just occasionally, the errors are signiﬁcantly greater under i.i.d. dS than under
covariate-biased dS. For pˆ and Qˆc, the estimation errors are not signiﬁcantly different under i.i.d.
dS than under covariate-biased dS.
As a result, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. This suggests that covariate bias in dS does not
signiﬁcantly impair the estimation of Qˆc, or its components pˆ and Lˆ�. That in turn suggests that the
statistical targets Qc and Bc may be reasonably accurately estimated under iterated AL, i.e. accurately
estimated under dS covariate bias.
Label bias provides a comparison in this experiment, as another benchmark of estimation difﬁ-
culty. The idea is that label bias might present a greater challenge than covariate bias, and as such
might induce greater estimation error. Comparing estimation errors under label-biased dS against es-
timation errors under i.i.d. dS, shows that the errors are indeed signiﬁcantly larger under label-biased
dS, for all three quantities Qˆc, pˆ and Lˆ�. This suggests that while covariate bias of iterated AL leaves
Qc estimation unaffected, label bias in dS is signiﬁcantly detrimental.
D.4 Experimental Examination of Loss Estimation Under AL Selection Bias
The estimation experiment of Section D.3 serves a second purpose: to compare two types of loss
estimator, under i.i.d. and biased labelled data. Appendix D.3 deﬁnes a question q2: “do the es-
timation errors for loss in particular increase signiﬁcantly when dS suffers from AL selection bias,
when comparing supervised against unsupervised loss estimators?” Supervised loss estimators use dS
alone to estimate L, see Section 2.2.2. Unsupervised loss estimators use xP alone to estimate L, see
Section 2.5.9. This section details further analysis of the estimation experiment, designed to address
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this question q2.
Many AL methods estimate classiﬁer loss using either supervised or unsupervised loss estimators.
For instance, bootstrapMRI estimates loss via dS while EfeLc estimates loss via xP (see Sections 4.5
and 2.5, respectively). Notationally, a supervised loss estimator takes the form LˆD(θˆ ) = f4(θ ,dS)
while an unsupervised loss estimator takes the form LˆX(θˆ ) = f5(θ ,xP).
The estimation experiment compares these two types of loss estimator, under both i.i.d. and
non-i.i.d. datasets. Speciﬁcally the experiment examines a null hypothesis: that the two types of loss
estimator do not signiﬁcantly differ in estimation error. The estimation error of Lˆ is deﬁned as squared
error:
EE(Lˆ(θˆ )) = [Lˆ(θˆ )−L(θˆ )]2.
Several methods of loss estimator are examined, and shown in Table D.7. The three supervised
loss estimators are the insample, K-cross-validation and MK-cross-validation loss estimators, denoted
Lˆi, LˆK and LˆMK respectively, all being described fully in Section 2.2 and [87].
We now turn to the three unsupervised loss estimators. LˆX−LC, LˆX−MU and LˆX−SE are three loss
estimators that use uncertainty metrics on the unlabelled pool xP, those metrics being least conﬁ-
dence (LC), maximum class uncertainty (MU) and Shannon entropy (SE). For those three uncertainty
metrics, the ﬁrst and last are deﬁned in Section 2.5; all three metrics are fully described in [90].
To compare the different methods of loss estimation, the estimation errors are compared by a
Wilcoxon signed rank test [101]. This test examines whether one set of estimation errors is signiﬁ-
cantly larger than another. Each supervised loss estimator is compared against each unsupervised loss
estimator, by comparing their sets of estimation errors.
The Wilcoxon test results show that LˆX−MU and LˆX−SE consistently perform signiﬁcantly worse
than the supervised loss estimators (i.e. have signiﬁcantly larger average errors). This result holds
both when dS is i.i.d., and when dS has covariate bias. LˆX−LC sometimes outperforms some of the
supervised loss estimators, but never signiﬁcantly outperforms LˆMK .
The results suggest that LˆX−LC is the best of the unsupervised loss estimators, while LˆMK is the
best of the supervised loss estimators (this latter conclusion concurring with [87]). The comparison
between these two methods does not ﬁnd statistically signiﬁcant differences. As a result, the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected. This provides a tentative positive answer to the question q2 above.
This suggests that supervised loss estimation by the labelled data dS is viable for Qc estimation, even
under the covariate-biased dS of iterated AL.
D.5 Further HIL Experimental Results
This is a larger set of results for the HIL algorithms, presented here for completeness. It includes
more pairings of classiﬁer and problem group than shown in 5.6 and 5.7. These extended results
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include tests with uncertainty-based HIL algorithms (see those whose names contain UC and UC-sd,
for instance, see Table D.12).
D.5.1 Results for the Large Real Data Problems
Table D.7: The loss estimator methods used to calculate Lˆ(θ). Blue shows the supervised loss esti-
mators, methods that estimate loss using the labelled dataset dS, where Lˆ(θˆ ) = f4(θ ,dS). Red shows
the unsupervised loss estimators, methods that estimate loss using the unlabelled pool xP, where
Lˆ(θˆ ) = f5(θ ,xP).
Supervised: Lˆ(θ) = f4(θˆ ,dS) Unsupervised: Lˆ(θˆ ) = f5(θ ,xP)
Lˆi LˆK LˆMK LˆX−LC LˆX−MU LˆX−SE
Data source for Lˆ dS dS dS xP xP xP
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.76 0.17 0.07 0.00156 100
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.73 0.2 0.07 0.0015 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw4 0.73 0.15 0.12 0.0045 100
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.67 0.25 0.08 0.00344 100
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.66 0.25 0.09 0.00345 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw3 0.69 0.19 0.12 0.00439 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw1 0.66 0.21 0.13 0.00428 100
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw4 0.66 0.2 0.14 0.00443 100
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw3 0.66 0.2 0.14 0.00435 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw2 0.65 0.2 0.15 0.00369 100
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.62 0.22 0.16 0.00209 100
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.6 0.22 0.18 0.00301 100
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw1 0.6 0.21 0.19 0.0038 100
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw2 0.57 0.27 0.16 0.00154 100
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw4 0.58 0.25 0.17 0.00202 100
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw3 0.57 0.25 0.18 0.00214 100
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.57 0.24 0.19 0.0026 100
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.57 0.23 0.2 0.00232 100
Ei-[SVM]-Aw4 0.53 0.21 0.26 0.00135 100
Ep-[CDT]-Aw2 0.48 0.31 0.21 0.002 100
Ei-[CDT]-Aw3 0.46 0.34 0.2 0.0025 100
Ep-[CDT]-Aw4 0.47 0.3 0.23 0.00259 100
Ep-[CDT]-Aw3 0.47 0.28 0.25 0.00237 100
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw1 0.48 0.26 0.26 0.00047 100
Table D.8: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss function
is error rate.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.62 0.26 0.12 0.00185 100
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.61 0.27 0.12 0.00195 100
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.59 0.21 0.2 0.00646 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw4 0.6 0.17 0.23 0.00606 100
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.56 0.24 0.2 0.00699 100
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw4 0.58 0.17 0.25 0.00584 100
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw3 0.58 0.16 0.26 0.00621 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw3 0.55 0.21 0.24 0.00422 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw1 0.48 0.27 0.25 0.00183 100
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.48 0.25 0.27 0.00115 100
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw2 0.46 0.26 0.28 0.00297 100
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.42 0.28 0.3 0.0013 100
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.42 0.27 0.31 0.0026 100
Table D.9: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss function
is H measure.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ep-[CDT]-Ap 0.90909 0.09091 0 0.03073 22
Ei-[CDT]-Ap 0.82609 0.13043 0.04348 0.02195 23
Ei-[LR]-Ar 0.77778 0.07407 0.14815 0.01465 27
Ep-[QDA]-Ap 0.73077 0.15385 0.11538 0.02734 26
Eb-(pns)-[QDA]-Ap 0.58621 0.34483 0.06897 0.0192 29
Ei-[LR]-Ap 0.70833 0.16667 0.125 0.02923 24
Ep-[LR]-Ap 0.78261 0.04348 0.17391 0.03799 23
Ep-[RLR]-Ap 0.78261 0.04348 0.17391 0.03805 23
Ei-[5-nn]-Ap 0.70833 0.08333 0.20833 0.02289 24
Ei-[11-nn]-Ap 0.72727 0.09091 0.18182 0.03141 22
Ei-[QDA]-Ap 0.58065 0.22581 0.19355 0.01239 31
Ep-[LR]-Ar 0.64516 0.06452 0.29032 0.01227 31
Ep-[RLR]-Ar 0.64516 0.06452 0.29032 0.01237 31
Eb-(pss)-[QDA]-Ap 0.54839 0.25806 0.19355 0.00849 31
Ei-[J48]-Ap 0.64286 0.03571 0.32143 0.00664 28
Table D.10: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is QDA. The loss function is error
rate.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[CDT]-Ap 0.69565 0.26087 0.04348 0.04013 23
Ep-[LR]-Ap 0.73913 0.08696 0.17391 0.0546 23
Ep-[RLR]-Ap 0.73913 0.08696 0.17391 0.05476 23
Ei-[SVM]-Ap 0.68 0.08 0.24 0.01618 25
Ei-[11-nn]-Ap 0.72727 0 0.27273 0.0516 22
Ei-[LR]-Ap 0.58333 0.20833 0.20833 0.03973 24
Ep-[CDT]-Ap 0.59091 0.22727 0.18182 0.05881 22
Ei-[5-nn]-Ap 0.66667 0 0.33333 0.03046 24
Ei-[J48]-Ap 0.5 0.14286 0.35714 0.00355 28
Eb-(pss)-[QDA]-Ap 0.3871 0.32258 0.29032 0.00093 31
Eb-(pns)-[QDA]-Ap 0.31034 0.48276 0.2069 0.01794 29
Table D.11: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is QDA. The loss function is H
measure.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw2 0.54054 0.37838 0.08108 0.00387 37
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw1 0.48649 0.40541 0.10811 0.00309 37
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw1 0.48649 0.37838 0.13514 0.00289 37
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw4 0.48649 0.35135 0.16216 0.00299 37
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw3 0.48649 0.35135 0.16216 0.00299 37
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw4 0.48649 0.35135 0.16216 0.0029 37
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw3 0.48649 0.35135 0.16216 0.0029 37
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.43243 0.43243 0.13514 0.00231 37
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.40541 0.45946 0.13514 0.00246 37
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.40541 0.45946 0.13514 0.00246 37
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.2973 0.54054 0.16216 0.00188 37
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.2973 0.54054 0.16216 0.00093 37
Ei-[RF]-Ap 0.16216 0.81081 0.02703 0.00036 37
Eb-(pas)-[CDT]-Aw2 0.35135 0.43243 0.21622 7e-05 37
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.27027 0.56757 0.16216 0.00023 37
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.27027 0.56757 0.16216 0.00023 37
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.27027 0.56757 0.16216 0.00023 37
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.27027 0.56757 0.16216 0.00023 37
Ei-[RF]-Aw1 0.10811 0.86486 0.02703 0.00059 37
Ei-[CDT]-Aw1 0.21622 0.59459 0.18919 0.00211 37
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.18919 0.64865 0.16216 0.00011 37
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.18919 0.64865 0.16216 0.00011 37
Table D.12: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is CDT. The loss function is error
rate.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[RF]-Aw2 0.10811 0.81081 0.08108 8e-05 37
Table D.13: Results for large real problems. The base classiﬁer is CDT. The loss function is H
measure.
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D.5.2 Results for the Small Real Data Problems
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.53175 0.36508 0.10317 0.00814 126
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.49206 0.4127 0.09524 0.00587 126
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.48413 0.35714 0.15873 0.00455 126
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.5 0.3254 0.1746 0.00424 126
Ei-[LDA]-Aw4 0.48413 0.34127 0.1746 0.00327 126
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw1 0.48413 0.30159 0.21429 0.00453 126
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.36508 0.53968 0.09524 0.01442 126
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.37302 0.52381 0.10317 0.01067 126
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.40476 0.46032 0.13492 0.00126 126
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.4127 0.42857 0.15873 0.00269 126
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.42063 0.4127 0.16667 0.00492 126
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.40476 0.42857 0.16667 0.00291 126
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.34921 0.53175 0.11905 0.01048 126
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.34127 0.53175 0.12698 0.01057 126
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.37302 0.45238 0.1746 0.00508 126
Table D.14: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss
function is error rate.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.63636 0.27273 0.09091 0.00305 66
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.5303 0.36364 0.10606 0.00155 66
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.48485 0.39394 0.12121 0.00175 66
Ei-[LDA]-Ar 0.5 0.34848 0.15152 0.04249 66
Ei-[CDT]-Ar 0.60606 0.12121 0.27273 0.06107 66
Ei-[SVM]-Ar 0.5303 0.25758 0.21212 0.02587 66
Ei-[CDT]-Ap 0.60606 0.09091 0.30303 0.07098 66
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.45455 0.39394 0.15152 0.00128 66
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.48485 0.31818 0.19697 0.00199 66
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw1 0.43939 0.40909 0.15152 0.00493 66
Ei-[LDA]-Ap 0.45312 0.39062 0.15625 0.01893 64
Ei-[SVM]-Ap 0.5303 0.22727 0.24242 0.03049 66
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.43939 0.40909 0.15152 0.00128 66
Ep-[CDT]-Ap 0.6 0.07692 0.32308 0.07587 65
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.4697 0.30303 0.22727 0.00077 66
Ep-[CDT]-Aw4 0.43939 0.36364 0.19697 0.02119 66
Ep-[CDT]-Aw3 0.43939 0.36364 0.19697 0.02529 66
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw4 0.48485 0.24242 0.27273 0.00262 66
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.28788 0.63636 0.07576 0.01528 66
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.27273 0.63636 0.09091 0.0062 66
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.25758 0.65152 0.09091 0.00752 66
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.24242 0.65152 0.10606 0.00436 66
Table D.15: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss
function is H measure.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ar 0.35294 0.5098 0.13725 0.0158 102
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ap 0.35294 0.4902 0.15686 0.01069 102
Ei-[LR]-Ar 0.18627 0.78431 0.02941 0.00347 102
Ei-[LR]-Ap 0.17647 0.76471 0.05882 0.00302 102
Ei-[QDA]-Ap 0.04902 0.95098 0 0.00388 102
Ei-[QDA]-Ar 0.04902 0.95098 0 0.00374 102
Ep-[QDA]-Ap 0.02941 0.95098 0.01961 0.00145 102
Ep-[QDA]-Ar 0.02941 0.95098 0.01961 0.00181 102
Table D.16: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is LDA. The loss function is error-
Rate.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ar 0.32609 0.56522 0.1087 0.02005 46
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ap 0.30435 0.58696 0.1087 0.01584 46
Ei-[QDA]-Ap 0.08696 0.91304 0 0.00405 46
Ei-[QDA]-Ar 0.08696 0.91304 0 0.00452 46
Ei-[LR]-Ap 0.13043 0.80435 0.06522 0.00163 46
Ei-[J48]-Ap 0.38636 0.27273 0.34091 0.00159 44
Ep-[QDA]-Ap 0.06522 0.91304 0.02174 0.00028 46
Table D.17: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is LDA. The loss function is H
measure.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[QDA]-Ap 0.71429 0.28571 0 0.06999 14
Ei-[QDA]-Ar 0.66667 0.26667 0.06667 0.06611 15
Ei-[5-nn]-Ar 0.88889 0 0.11111 0.0342 9
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ar 0.63636 0.18182 0.18182 0.09556 11
Ep-[QDA]-Ap 0.5 0.33333 0.16667 0.01653 12
Ep-[RLR]-Ar 0.55556 0.22222 0.22222 0.00852 9
Ep-[CDT]-Ar 0.54545 0.18182 0.27273 0.00013 11
Ei-[11-nn]-Ar 0.75 0 0.25 0.04162 4
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ap 1 0 0 0.05399 2
Ei-[J48]-Ap 0.28571 0.57143 0.14286 0.00464 7
Ep-[QDA]-Ar 0.42857 0.21429 0.35714 0.01143 14
Ei-[21-nn]-Ar 0.5 0 0.5 0.01467 4
Table D.18: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is QDA. The loss function is error
rate.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ar 0.85714 0.14286 0 0.05788 7
Ei-[QDA]-Ap 0.57143 0.28571 0.14286 0.03372 7
Ei-[QDA]-Ar 0.57143 0.28571 0.14286 0.02223 7
Ep-[QDA]-Ar 0.625 0.125 0.25 0.005 8
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ap 0.5 0.5 0 0.00782 2
Table D.19: Results for small real problems. The base classiﬁer is QDA. The loss function is H
measure.
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D.5.3 Results for the Simpler Synthetic Problems
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.63571 0.35 0.01429 0.00132 140
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.60714 0.38571 0.00714 0.00128 140
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.52143 0.45 0.02857 0.00149 140
Ei-[LDA]-Aw4 0.51429 0.45714 0.02857 0.00141 140
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.47143 0.5 0.02857 0.00082 140
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.47143 0.49286 0.03571 0.00075 140
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.51429 0.4 0.08571 0.00151 140
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.42857 0.55714 0.01429 0.00124 140
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.5 0.40714 0.09286 0.00141 140
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw3 0.45714 0.48571 0.05714 0.00153 140
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.39286 0.6 0.00714 0.001 140
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw4 0.43571 0.50714 0.05714 0.00145 140
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.42143 0.50714 0.07143 0.00113 140
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.4 0.53571 0.06429 0.00124 140
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.39286 0.53571 0.07143 0.00082 140
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw1 0.4 0.51429 0.08571 0.00135 140
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.38571 0.49286 0.12143 0.00084 140
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.29286 0.65714 0.05 0.00088 140
Table D.20: Results for simpler synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The
loss function is error rate.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[RF]-Aw3 0.85 0.15 0 0.00152 120
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.78333 0.21667 0 0.00309 120
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.70833 0.275 0.01667 0.00211 120
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw3 0.65 0.33333 0.01667 0.00352 120
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw4 0.61667 0.35833 0.025 0.00332 120
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw2 0.59167 0.39167 0.01667 0.00215 120
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.61667 0.31667 0.06667 0.00292 120
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.55 0.44167 0.00833 0.00277 120
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.575 0.39167 0.03333 0.00107 120
Ei-[5-nn]-Aw1 0.54167 0.40833 0.05 0.0029 120
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.5 0.49167 0.00833 0.00161 120
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw3 0.49167 0.49167 0.01667 0.00348 120
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.49167 0.49167 0.01667 0.00229 120
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw4 0.48333 0.5 0.01667 0.00339 120
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw2 0.44167 0.55 0.00833 0.00243 120
Ei-[11-nn]-Aw1 0.44167 0.55 0.00833 0.00343 120
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw3 0.41667 0.58333 0 0.00168 120
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw2 0.39167 0.60833 0 0.00102 120
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw4 0.39167 0.60833 0 0.00165 120
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.425 0.54167 0.03333 0.00109 120
Ei-[LDA]-Aw4 0.5 0.39167 0.10833 0.00194 120
Ei-[21-nn]-Aw1 0.375 0.60833 0.01667 0.00159 120
Ei-[RF]-Aw4 0.45833 0.38333 0.15833 0.00136 120
Table D.21: Results for simpler synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The
loss function is H measure.
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D.5.4 Results for the Harder Synthetic Problems
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[LR]-Ap 0.62 0.38 0 0.0092 50
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.58 0.42 0 0.00619 50
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.54 0.46 0 0.0039 50
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.52 0.48 0 0.00662 50
Ei-[LDA]-Aw4 0.52 0.48 0 0.00356 50
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.54 0.44 0.02 0.00355 50
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.5 0.5 0 0.00389 50
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.48 0.52 0 0.00617 50
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.44 0.54 0.02 0.00614 50
Ei-[LDA]-Ap 0.4 0.54 0.06 0.00745 50
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Ap 0.34 0.64 0.02 0.00734 50
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw1 0.34 0.62 0.04 0.00408 50
Ep-[RLR]-Aw1 0.34 0.6 0.06 0.00543 50
Ep-[LDA]-Aw2 0.32 0.64 0.04 0.0074 50
Ep-[LDA]-Aw3 0.32 0.64 0.04 0.0058 50
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.32 0.62 0.06 0.00628 50
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.32 0.62 0.06 0.00487 50
Ep-[LDA]-Aw1 0.3 0.66 0.04 0.00632 50
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw4 0.28 0.68 0.04 0.00192 50
Ei-[J48]-Aw1 0.22 0.78 0 0.00344 50
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw2 0.3 0.62 0.08 0.00312 50
Ei-[naïve Bayes]-Aw3 0.28 0.66 0.06 0.00193 50
Table D.22: Results for harder synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss
function is error rate.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw3 0.54 0.46 0 0.00076 50
Ei-[LDA]-Aw3 0.4 0.6 0 0.00099 50
Ei-[CDT]-Aw3 0.44 0.52 0.04 7e-04 50
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.4 0.6 0 0.00439 50
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.38 0.62 0 0.00502 50
Ei-[CDT]-Aw1 0.4 0.54 0.06 1e-05 50
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.32 0.68 0 0.0047 50
Ei-[J48]-Aw1 0.32 0.66 0.02 0.00202 50
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw1 0.3 0.7 0 0.00117 50
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.3 0.7 0 0.00184 50
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.32 0.66 0.02 0.0014 50
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.3 0.68 0.02 0.00231 50
Ei-[J48]-Aw2 0.26 0.74 0 0.00082 50
Ei-[J48]-Aw3 0.28 0.7 0.02 0.00108 50
Ep-[LR]-Aw3 0.26 0.7 0.04 0.00413 50
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.22 0.78 0 0.004 50
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.2 0.8 0 0.00216 50
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw2 0.22 0.76 0.02 6e-04 50
Ei-[LDA]-Aw1 0.16 0.84 0 0.00212 50
Ei-[LDA]-Aw2 0.12 0.88 0 0.0014 50
Table D.23: Results for harder synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is logistic regression. The loss
function is H measure.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01005 50
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01005 50
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01005 50
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01005 50
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.28 0.58 0.14 9e-04 50
Ei-[CDT]-Aw3 0.28 0.58 0.14 9e-04 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.42 0.3 0.28 0.00407 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.42 0.3 0.28 0.00407 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.42 0.3 0.28 0.00409 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.42 0.3 0.28 0.00409 50
Eb-(pss)-[CDT]-Aw2 0.22 0.68 0.1 0.00068 50
Ei-[QDA]-Aw2 0.24 0.58 0.18 0.00107 50
Table D.24: Results for harder synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is CDT. The loss function is
error rate.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01973 50
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01973 50
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01973 50
Eb-(pss)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.66 0.22 0.12 0.01973 50
Ei-[QDA]-Aw2 0.3 0.54 0.16 0.00062 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.4 0.22 0.38 0.00369 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.4 0.22 0.38 0.00369 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw4 0.4 0.22 0.38 0.00372 50
Eb-(pns)-[UC-sd-ﬂoor]-[CDT]-Aw3 0.4 0.22 0.38 0.00372 50
Table D.25: Results for harder synthetic problems. The base classiﬁer is CDT. The loss function is H
measure.
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D.5.5 Results for Credit Data
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.14155 0.03653 0.00103 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.14155 0.03653 0.00105 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.14155 0.03653 0.00106 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.82192 0.13242 0.04566 0.00105 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.6758 0.23288 0.09132 0.00062 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.6758 0.23288 0.09132 0.00062 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.6621 0.23744 0.10046 0.00062 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.6621 0.23744 0.10046 0.00062 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.67123 0.21918 0.10959 6e-04 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.67123 0.21918 0.10959 6e-04 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.65753 0.22374 0.11872 6e-04 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.65753 0.22374 0.11872 6e-04 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.55708 0.20091 0.24201 0.00049 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.55708 0.19635 0.24658 0.00047 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.55708 0.19635 0.24658 5e-04 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.54795 0.21461 0.23744 0.00047 219
Table D.26: Results for UK credit card data, 2008-2011. The loss function is BRAA. The base
classiﬁer is logistic regression.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.7032 0.10046 0.19635 0.00222 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.68493 0.11416 0.20091 0.00219 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw1 0.68493 0.10502 0.21005 0.00215 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.68037 0.10502 0.21461 0.00212 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.58447 0.07763 0.3379 0.0011 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.58447 0.07763 0.3379 0.0011 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.57991 0.08219 0.3379 0.00107 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.57991 0.08219 0.3379 0.00107 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.57534 0.09132 0.33333 0.00106 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.57534 0.09132 0.33333 0.00106 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.57534 0.08676 0.3379 0.00103 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.57534 0.08676 0.3379 0.00103 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.49772 0.03196 0.47032 5e-04 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.49772 0.0274 0.47489 5e-04 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.48858 0.0411 0.47032 0.00044 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.48858 0.03653 0.47489 0.00044 219
Table D.27: Results for UK credit card data, 2008-2011. The loss function is AUC. The base classiﬁer
is logistic regression.
Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.42922 0.38813 0.18265 9e-05 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.42922 0.38813 0.18265 9e-05 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.43379 0.37443 0.19178 9e-05 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.43379 0.37443 0.19178 9e-05 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.42922 0.3653 0.20548 9e-05 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.42922 0.3653 0.20548 9e-05 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.42922 0.34247 0.22831 9e-05 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.42922 0.34247 0.22831 9e-05 219
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.46119 0.24201 0.2968 8e-05 219
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.46575 0.22831 0.30594 8e-05 219
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.45662 0.23744 0.30594 8e-05 219
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.44292 0.24658 0.3105 8e-05 219
Ei-[J48]-Aw1 0.42922 0.23744 0.33333 0.00023 219
Ei-[J48]-Aw2 0.44292 0.18721 0.36986 0.00022 219
Ei-[J48]-Aw4 0.42466 0.19178 0.38356 0.00022 219
Ei-[J48]-Aw3 0.42466 0.19178 0.38356 0.00022 219
Ep-[CDT]-Aw1 0.45662 0.09132 0.45205 0.00021 219
Table D.28: Results for UK credit card data, 2008-2011. The loss function is error rate. The base
classiﬁer is logistic regression.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[LR]-Aw2 0.5 0.375 0.125 0.00022 56
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.48214 0.41071 0.10714 2e-04 56
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.48214 0.41071 0.10714 0.00019 56
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.5 0.375 0.125 2e-04 56
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.5 0.375 0.125 2e-04 56
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw2 0.46429 0.42857 0.10714 0.00021 56
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw2 0.5 0.35714 0.14286 2e-04 56
Ep-[RLR]-Aw2 0.48214 0.375 0.14286 0.00018 56
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.5 0.33929 0.16071 0.00016 56
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.5 0.33929 0.16071 0.00019 56
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.48214 0.375 0.14286 2e-04 56
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.48214 0.375 0.14286 0.00019 56
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.39286 0.14286 0.00017 56
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.35714 0.17857 0.00017 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw2 0.33929 0.58929 0.07143 5e-05 56
Ep-[RLR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.33929 0.19643 0.00014 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw1 0.32143 0.60714 0.07143 4e-05 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw2 0.33929 0.57143 0.08929 5e-05 56
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.46429 0.32143 0.21429 0.00013 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw2 0.32143 0.58929 0.08929 6e-05 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw4 0.25 0.67857 0.07143 4e-05 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw3 0.25 0.67857 0.07143 3e-05 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.23214 0.69643 0.07143 2e-05 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw3 0.23214 0.69643 0.07143 2e-05 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw1 0.23214 0.69643 0.07143 7e-05 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw4 0.19643 0.75 0.05357 5e-05 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw3 0.19643 0.75 0.05357 5e-05 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw1 0.23214 0.66071 0.10714 3e-05 56
Table D.29: Results for UPL data, 1993-1997. The loss function is BRAA. The base classiﬁer is
logistic regression.
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Method Win-ratio Draw-ratio Lose-ratio Effect Num-exp
Ei-[LR]-Aw1 0.71429 0.25 0.03571 0.00043 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw2 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00052 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw4 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00025 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00047 56
Ei-[CDT]-Aw3 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00024 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw2 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00054 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw4 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00026 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00053 56
Ep-[CDT]-Aw3 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00029 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw2 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00054 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw4 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00055 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00052 56
Eb-(pas)-[LR]-Aw3 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00054 56
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw1 0.69643 0.26786 0.03571 0.00044 56
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw1 0.67857 0.30357 0.01786 0.00042 56
Ep-[RLR]-Aw4 0.48214 0.42857 0.08929 0.00017 56
Ep-[RLR]-Aw3 0.48214 0.42857 0.08929 0.00013 56
Ei-[LR]-Aw4 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00033 56
Ei-[LR]-Aw3 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00012 56
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw4 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00034 56
Eb-(pns)-[LR]-Aw3 0.44643 0.46429 0.08929 0.00034 56
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw4 0.42857 0.48214 0.08929 0.00033 56
Eb-(pss)-[LR]-Aw3 0.42857 0.48214 0.08929 0.00015 56
Table D.30: Results for UPL data, 1993-1997. The loss function is error rate. The base classiﬁer is
logistic regression.
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D.6 Resources Used
The software to drive the simulations was written using the R project, see https://www.r-project.org/.
Two compute clusters proved essential to this work: ﬁrst the HPC at Imperial, run by Simon Burbidge
and others; second the Maths cluster run by Andy Thomas of the Maths Department.
This thesis was produced in LATEX, see https://www.latex-project.org/.
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